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Travelling is one of the most
popular ways of spendin g summer
holiday s w ith Soviet people.
W ith haversacks on their backs,
factory
and
office
workers ,
univer sity and school stu dents ,
men and women of the most
d iverse profess ions tramp the
roads and scale steeps. Though
ardu ous , the long ma rches repay
handsomely w ith vivid impressions ga ined from visiting re mote

l_

corners of the count ry, seeing
unique cultu ral monuments and
meeting interest in g people . And
all that bes ides g ivin g the tourists
a goodly dose of vim and
vigour.
People choos ing this way of
spending their holidays have
a w ide network of tourist centres
and camp in g grounds at their
d isposal.
Almost 500 million
rubles have been set aside to
ex pand th is network in the
current five-yea r- plan pe ri od .
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Photos : In the Urals
Sa iling down t he Riv e r Chusovaya.
Pho t os by Vyacheslav
Kruglikov
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PEACE-THE PRIME
COMMITMENT

. I

The draft of the new Constitution of the
U.S.S.R. gives concern for the preservation of
peace among the nations the force of a consti. tutional requirement, an indefeasible law
governing all state activity in the spheres of
both internal and foreign policies. The unity of
our home and foreign policy, the unity of the
words and deeds of the Soviet state, is exemplified by the fact that the Soviet Union has
already four years running reduced its defence
spending and at the same time has come in
the world arena with a constructive programme of disarmament. The Fundamental Law
prohibits the propaganda of war in the U.S.S.R.
and Moscow considers it its duty to work for
the creation everywhere in the world of a
climate of intolerance of violations of peace
among nations, intolerance of the apologists of
violence and conflict, of aggressive wars and
encroachments on the free expression of the
people's will and the sovereign rights and independent development of nations. While working to ensure favourable external conditions for
the building of communism in the U.S.S.R.,
·Soviet foreign policy seeks to promote the creation of such peaceful conditions for all the
peoples of the world. "In all the sixty years of
the existence of the Soviet state," Leonid
.Brezhnev said in his interview to the Japanese
' newspaper Asahi, "our foreign policy has been
oriented on ensuring peace and security for
our country, for all peoples." For peace is indivisible and is made secure by concrete peace
efforts and constructive actions in the struggle
against the danger of war and against those
engaged in moral and material preparation of
war.
These things have to be brought to mind
because in the policy of some Western powers
a divergence and at times a complete contradiction between word and deed are to be observed. There is no dearth of peaceful assurances
and declarations in the West. It is in practical
· politics that there are deficiencies.
This is manifest at NATO sessions wh'ere
vows of fidelity to detente are accompanied by
'NEW :TIMES
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decisions to build up offensive potential. It is
manifest- in the continued orientation in the
West on the arms race, an orientation which
clearly is impeding the achievement of accord
at the Soviet-American talks on the reduction
of strategic. offensive arms and at .the Vienna
talks on the reduction of armed forces and
armaments in Central Europe. It is manifest
also in West Berlin being described as the
"touchstone" of detente and the whippirJ,g up
at the same time of an unhealthy hullabaloo
around the city.
.
Moscow thus has every justification for saying that it would be desirable that the leaders
of some Western countries display more readiness to consolidate and deepen d€tente1 or at
least to refrain ftom moves capable of creating
additional difficulties and problems.
Recording in the new Constitution its commitment to safeguard world peace, the Soviet
Union expects the Western powe:rs to _µndertake the same commitment. Not formally, not
only on paper, not just in words .. What is needed is a common sense of· responsibility, a common concern about the over-saturation of our
planet with means of mass destruction, and
that this sense should develop into active cooperation to check the arms race and •prevent
a new war.
The field for such co-operation is wide.
Towards the en:d of June Leonid Brezhnev is
to visit Paris, and plans to make another. trip
to Bonn. In mid-June the representatives of
the states which participated in .the allEuropean Conference are to meet in Belgrade.
Talks on military detente are continuing in
Geneva and Vienna. Preparations are under
way for the special U.N. session on disarmament. Steps are being taken towards a Middle
East. settlement and tn prevent the .spread ·of
seats of crises on the African continent. Awaiting realization are also such proposals advanced by the U.S.S.R. and its allies as the conclusion among the participants in the allEuropean Conference of a treaty containing the
commitment not to be the first to use nuclear
weapons against one another, and the proposals
not to expand existing exclusive groupings and
military-political alliances or to establiSh new
ones, to prohibit the creation of new types and
systems of mass destruction. weapons, .to agree
on. the complete and general prohibition of
nuclear weapons tests, and to conclude a world
treaty on the non-use of force in international
relations.
The realization of this programme could
serve to bring about a radical improvement in
the entire international climate, to deepen and
strengthen detente.
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Soviet Friendship S~iefy. He heartily
congratulated the members of. fhis
on June 4 of the draft
Society on its ·thirtieth anniversary.
C~stitut~on of -the U;S.S.tt and on the
5th of the report by f;;.eOriid Siexhnev,
<;f'SU Qeneraf ~et:refa,.Y ·ancl- -Chairman
The_ CPSU Central Committee's greetof: the -t:onstitllfjol)'. -Commission; on the
ings to the Third Congress. of the Comt!ri'ft Con$t.ituti'~ ':-JO, lhe May' plenary munist Party of.Honduras were publishrii~tin~f-cfc the' CPSU . CeM~al Commited on June 7. It wished the Honduran
~;' This · ushert'd in l!- ®untrywide Communists further success fn strength;C!l fhe; di'aff CoMfitl.ition, as ening their Party's ranks organiza~~fattkf ·Ct1- the declsibrit of fhe CPSU
, .tionally and ideologic;ally on the basis
G"1tral Committetf and the U-.S.S.R.
'of the princ;iples of Marxism-Leninism
S~prerne · sc;vtet ·'' P~esidh.im, (See
and proletarian interri•Honalism.
0 PUblfcation
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'~/~-~~l~_lJ1IJ1iert,d11 visit Pai~ ~
$ov1et U111Q!l by· a IS1;1lgari~ri- lt'41i:ty an<i

9~v~fn,ent ·Jfele~ti6n led·~~ ·rodor
~l\(¥kpv/1=iut ~cretary ·ofthe Bulgarian
Cbrtttn~nist Pa-rty · and Chairman ·of the
_State Council, ended on June 4. (See
p.-1d:) "
-

.,_.,_

·-fubHcati0n on June----•7 of CPSU
. .General Secretary Brezhnev's answws
to questions put by Shoryu Hata,
editor of the J~panese
newspaper
Asahi. (See p. 4.)

•

On June 6 CPSU General Secretary
Brezhnev received Premier Pham Van
Dong, Political Bureau Member of the
Communist Party of Vietnam. They
eichariged information"'" on -th-e iinpleme>nt!ltion of the de_cisions of th.e
25th CPSU Congress and the 4th CPV
Congress, and also discussed key questions coricernirig Sovlef~Vietiiamese cooperation as well as intemafional is~s. On the same day the Vietnamese
Premier met Premier Alexei Kosygin.
Plum Van Dong came to Mosc;ow aft~r
his official visits to Finl<ind a~d Den-

nt;rk.
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·_CPSU General
Brezhnev
received First Vice-President Mohamed
Ali Samantar, Political Bureau Member
of the.. Somali Revolutionary Socialist
Party, on June 1. They expressed confidence that their talk would contribute
to. i>e_tter understanding and further
•velopment, of _.friendly -relations between the Soviet Union and Somalia•

••

Publication

on June

2 of CPSU

G~meral Secretary Brez.l.mev's greetings
to..the-Si.xth..Conwen of- lhe-Mongoli.n-
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Talks
between
Soviet
Foreign
-Minister Andrei Gromyko and French
Foreign Minister Louis de Guiringaud,
on an official vi$it to the Soviet Union,
ended on June 7. On that same day
M. de Guiringaud was received by
CPSU General Secretary Brezhnev.
They discussed relations between the
two countries and their co-operation in
strengthening European and international security. M. de Guiringaud said
-that much imp-ortance is being attached in France to Leonid Brezhnev's
forthcoming visit and that it is believed that it will be a major political
landmark in Soviet-French co-operation.
(See p. 8.)

•

The International Lenin Prize "For
the Promotion of Peace Among Nations" was presented t.o Janos Kadar,
First Secretary of the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party, in Budapest ·on
June 3. He was awarded it for his
outstanding contribution to the struggle
for peace.

•

The Seventh Session of the U.S.S.R.F.R.G. Commission for
Economic,
Scientific and Technical Co-operation
took place in Bonn on June 2-3 under
the chairmanship of Federal Minister of
E-c;onQmics Hans Friderichs. Thi' Soviet
delegation was led by First Depu.ty
Premier Nikolai Tikhonov. The sides
noted that trade, economic, scientific
and technieal ties between the two
countries were growing at a steady
high rate and acquiring an increasingly long-term character. They also
voiced confidence that CPSU General
Secretary Brezhnev's forthcoming visit
to -the Federal Republic of Germany
would further stimulate the constructive
development of relations, notably .in
the economic field. On June 2 Nikolai
Tikho·nov was received
by Federal
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt.

•

Publication on June 3 of a TASS
statement on the new brigand invasion
of Mozambique by Rhodesian racist
troops. (See p. 11.)

•

TASS published a statement Oii
June 6 in connection with reports from
various sources concerning the preparations being made with th~ active
participation of the Sudanese authori~'
ties and imperialist and other reactionary forces to launch an armed attack on Ethiopia. TASS was authorized
to state that this was playing with fire
and those who engaged therein would
assume a heavy responsibility before
the peoples of Africa and the whole
world.

A delegation of the U.S.S.R. Supreme
Soviet, headed by Vice-President Pavel
Gilaslwili, arrived in Phyongyang on
June 2 for an official friendly visit at
the invitation of the Supreme People's
Assembly of the Korean People's
Democratic Republic.

•

The official visit paid to Iraq by
· President
Gustav
Husak,
General
Secretary of the Communist Party of
Czechoslovakia, ended on June 2. An
agreement on the furfl:ier development
of . Czechoslovak-Iraqi
relations
in
diverse fields was signed during the
visit.
--

•

•

The 43rd session of the general
conference
of
the
International
Labour Organization opened in Geneva
on June 1. It is attended by delegations
from more than 130 countries, including
government officials, workers and em.ployers. (See p. 16.)

A national referendum was held in
Bangladesh on May 30. Preliminary
results showed that 98 per cent of those
taking part expressed confidence in
President Ziaur Rahman, who had asswned. office on April 21.
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The new Belgrade Palace· of Congresses, on the left bank- of the
Sava, will be the venue of the meeting.of the partieipabts' in the
Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe. A J)reliminaFY meet•
ing will open on June 15 to decide on the date, agenda and other pr~
dural matters relating to the main meeting.
C o v e r p i c i u r e: the Palace of Congresses.
Photo by ValeTY Ledkw
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CPSU GENERAL· SECRETARY LEONID BREZHNEV'S
ANSWERS ·TO :QUESTIONS PUT BY
ASAHI EDITOR SHORVU HATA
. ''cuestlon: Sixty Yei\rs have elapsed since tbe Ocfol;>er Revolution. In this connection, perrriit me ta ask
how yoJi assess the achievements made in this period;
and what ar.e the further prospects for the developme11t.. of your. country, incJuding the matter of. com.petition with .the capitalist system?
: Answer: In the past 60 years, the Soviet people, led
by: the .Communist.Party, .have covered a ·.road of
Which . we are rightly proud. In the .lifetime of a
single generation an· end was put. to .age-old bacl!>~ardness. Qur country has attained a high level of
e.conomic, scientific and technological -development.
W)lereas . th,e . share of ,pi;e-rev.olutionary . Russia in
world .industrial production· was only slightly over
4 per.'cent, the Soviet Union today accounts for onefifth. of .it. .
:s~tfing: ourselves the goal of. building a new societ}I,
we forged ahead along paths unexplored in history.
One can understand what difficulties we encountered, but today an advanced, mature socialist society
has _been built in our country. What do we mean
by _this? First and foremost, that in the Soviet Union
the exploitation of man by man was abolished long
ago :Und for good; that · ail its citizens are guari!nteed genuine freedom and real democracy; that it
~~- a society projected to the future and confidently
blazing the trail .to that future.
I believe that there is no need to cite concrete data
testifying to the steady .development of the national
economy of the Soviet Union. These data have been
published in the press. I merely wish to emphasize
that the supreme aim of our Party is the steady
advance of the economy, of the material .and cultural
standards of the Soviet. people. And this aim is, being
accomplished in practice.

..

We have every grounds to view the future optimistically. As you probably know, new targets were. ~t
by the 25th Congress of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union. I shall cite only one indicator. The
achievement of the objectives of the tenth five-yea-r
plan -.,. and we have no doubt that they will be
achieved - will permit us, by 1980, to ~uble the. nation's industrial potential in comparison with 1970_.
Several days ago, a· plenary meeting o.f the CPSU
Central Committee approved, in the main, the draft
of a new Constitution of the Soviet Union. It has been
submitted for countrywide discussion. We believe
that the adoption of the new Constitution will n.ot
only be a major event for our country, but will 3lso
have a worldwide impact.
In all the 60 years of the existence of the Soviet
state, our foreign policy has been oriented on ensuring peace and security for our country, for all peopl~s.
To ward off the danger of war, to check the ,arms
race, to deepen and expand co-operation that would
benefit all states - this is the aim today, as always,
of the Soviet .Union's initiatives on the international
scene•. We intend to go on pursuing the policy of detente and working to extend it to all parts of the
globe. I· believe I shall not be wrong in saying that
our dynamic, realistic and balanced foreign policy
and our readiness to take the legitimate interestrof
others into consideration are recognized everywhere
in. the world, except, of course, in those quarteJ!s
which deliberately, with ill intent, give a distorted
picture of this policy and deceive the public,
Now about that· part of your question which concerns the competition of the two systems. I shall !Rcy,
first of all, that ever since Lenin's time we ha,y;.e
consistently followed a policy of peaceful coexis~~
HEW TIMES
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with states belonging to a different !Ociat system, of
settling outstanding issues not· in the language· of
weapons, but at the negotiating table. With regard to
the question as to whom the future belongs, we firmly
believe in the superiority of the socialist system.
Question: :i would like to ask this question on behalf
of the only nation in the world that has fallen victim
to nuclear weapons. What are the prospects for
nuclear disarmament and the strategic arms limitatfon talks?
Answer: The Soviet Union has not forgotten the
tragedy of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, when the world
first learned the meaning of nuclear weapons. We
share the feelings of the Japanese people as regards
the unne~ssary loss of Hfe caused· by the fir'st atom\c
bombings.
The power of these weapons has now increased
many times over and everyone agrees that the nuclear
arms race endangers peace and security on our.:plariet.
'It might seem that all states would exert efforts to
prevent the further spread of nuclear weapons, to
ban their testing, and eventually to end the nuclear
arms race and abolish nuclear weaponry altOgeij:let.,
This is what the Soviet Union is working for. OJ/·
country has always calkxl for the complete prohibition of nuclear weapons. It has been advocating this
ever since these weapons first appeared. As is known,
the U.N. General Assembly in 1972 adopted a Sovietsponsored resolution on the non-use of force in international relations and the simultaneous banning for
all time of the use of nuclear weapons. It is also a
well-known fact that the United Nations is currently
·studying the Soviet-proposed draft of a world treaty
banning the use of force in international relations,
which envisages a commitment by the -states to refrain
from using any types of weapons, including nuclear
weapons. Unfortunately, little progress has been made
SO- .far because of the negative position taken by a
number of states. I can tell you definitely that the
&viet Union is prepared at any time to sit down at
the negotiating table with all other nuclear powers
to work out jointly practical ways of resolving the
:i1uclear disarmament problem.
--For several years now the Soviet Union has been
eonducting negotiations with the United States on
strategic arms- limitation. In our. opinion, substantial
results have been achieved. The negotiations are still
in progress. They are based on the well-known Vladi'vostok agreements. We are seeking the early and
productive completion of the talks. This wiil be pos'Sible provided, of course, that our partners stop try'ing to obtain unilateral advantages for themselves.
-'We will not accept .an agreement that could impair
the security of the Soviet Union and our allies.
. ·:i-··oQuestion: When one considers the situation in A.Sia,
<ofte realizes that the Soviet policy in Asia has an imtpdrtant role to play. What is your opinion about relations with the People's Republic of China, ·prospects
·for the development of the situation on the Korean
~hinsula, and the policy pursued by Southeast Asian
"iiations, including Vietnam?
sMlW TIMES - 24 · 77
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Answer: Historically, economically and geographically, our country has alWay;i been inseparably bound
up with the Asian continent. It is only natural, therefore, that we earnestly seek to consolidate peace in
that area. We believe that having become the dominant trend of world development, detente should not
by-pass th_e Asian continent where more than half
of the world's population lives.
The historic victory of the Vietnamese people and
the establishment of that large peace-loving state, the
Socialist Republic of Vietnam, the settlement of the
conflict in Southeast Asia and the withdrawal of
American troops from Indo-China - all these events
created, in our opinion, more_ favourable _ conditions
for.· Eliisming lasting. peace · a~ci: sel:ilq;it&:? •.-in Asia
thrbugh. "the joint efforts of allr states
the~ continent.
The Soviet Union is for precisely this trend of developments)µ Ai:;ia ..
' .As regards Soviet-Chinese l".~lations, our position on
this sC<:ire is well known. We want to normaliz.e interstate relations with China. The re-establisment of
reall¥ g09chneighh9urly r.elations between our two
coJntries would be: df "great importance for the
.u~s.s.:R. \ iirl<l the P.R.c:' and would also improve the
international situation as a whole.
It is through the fault of the other side that there
is no sign yet of any improvement in Soviet-Chinese
relations. Unfortunately, the new Chine8e leadership
is following the· old, beaten track, so to speak~ -It is
common knowledge that the campaign ot· denundation of the policy of detente continues and everything
is being done to thwart any measures in the field of
disarmament. Or take the thesis about struggt~
against "hegemony." Some people niay fail' - to '"see
anything dangerous in it. But isn't this thesis - being
used as a cover for sowing enmity· between states <tT,
at least, for preventing any improvement 1n ·relations
between them? What is the purp.ose of all this? 'Ar~
there not hidden motives here running counter to 'the
interests of peace and co-operation? At any rate;· we
have a definite opinion on this score, and this opinion
is known in Japan.
· ,· ··
As regards the situation on the Korean periinst'.rla,
we support the proposal of the · Korean People's
Democratic Republic for the withdrawal of alr for::.
eign troops from· South Korea and for the creat1on
favourable conditions for the c~untry's unification o~
a peaceful and democratic. basis without any i~ter
ference from outside. We are not alone in holding
this view. Judging by tl1e ti.N. General Assernbiy
resolution urgihg the creation of favourable cond['..
tions for turning the armistice in Korea into iastil1g
peace and speeding the peaceful reunification of
Korea, it is shared by most U,N. member ·countrie·s.-

on

of

Question: What is your view on tb,e questions of
peace in the Middle East, the national liberation
struggle in Asia and Africa, and the South-Nor.th
problem?
Answer: For many ·years the Middle East · crisis,
Up, now abi:i:ting; has been one of the

Dow· flariiig
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doubts the urgent need for its peaceful settlement. In
~ur opinion, the task now· is to ensure the resumption
of the Geneva Middle East Peace Confer~e; and
withoot delay.
:As to the essence of the Middle East settlement, our
j)Oint of view, briefly; is as follows: a genuinely lasting and just peace in the Middle East can be established oflly on the basis of the withdrawal of Israeli
troops from all the Arab territories occupied in 1967
and of respect for the right to independent and secure
existence' of all states and peoples of this region, inaluding Israel and the Arab people of Palestine, on
the basis ·of satisfaction of the legitimate right of the
Arab people o1 Palestine to create their own state.
Fbr its part, the Soviet Union is prepared to do
everything fti its power to bring ooarer such a peace.
'.Ndw as to the second· part of your question. The
~hOle world sees that a deep-goirig process of overcoming the .colonial legacy, the vestiges of national
oppression and· inequality arid relations that are e~
pfoitative by their very nature is gathering momentum
in Asia and Afriea. These radical changes will
Certainly proceed in the future as well. Why do I
sr>eak of this with such confidence? Because underlying them is the irresistible striving of the peoples for
independent development, for national and social
progi·ess. It is well known that the Soviet Union has
iiways supported and will continue to support these
.u!gitimate aspirations.
.-'You have used the term "South-North." Evidently,
it should be understood as ·applying to the relations
existing between the developing countries, no matter
·which side' of the equator they are situated, and
the developed capitalist states.
·
Our stand on this question is clear. The Soviet
Union supr}orts the demands of the developing count~i~s for the restructuring of international ec<?nomic
relations on a just and democratic basis. This means,
. a~ve all, th~t the process of eliminating colonialism
~tist be extended to the economic sphere and that
the oppression by the imperialist multinationals and
the exploitation of· the natural and human resources
of. the developing states by the advanced capitalist
cauntries must be ended.
Question: During the visit of former Prime Minister
Tanaka to the .Soviet Union it was recognized that the
problem of the northern territories was an "outstanding'' 'problem between· Japari and the U.S.S.R. Is
nilfthe stand taken by the Soviet Union in the
recent period on tnis· question a departure from the
above-mentioned understanding?
Answer: We well remember the negotiations with
Japanese leaders that took place at that time. Those
were, in our opinion, useful negotiations, in the
course of which a wide range of questions concerning the relations between our countries, including
' that of a peace treaty between the U.S.S.R. and
Japan, were discussed. As you remember, the joint
Soviet-Japanese
statement of October 10, 1973,

on

0

an

recoriied
a.rta:tigement to continue the negotiations
on the conclusion of a peace treaty. The Soviet Union is
prepared - unless, of course, the Japanese side lays
down obviously unacceptable conditions - to· carcy
through this important matter for our countries to
its conclusion, Given a sober approach on the part of
the Japanese side to the realities that have taken
shape as a result of the second world war, this
could be done - and done quickly.
It is known that peace treaties, as a rule, cover a
wide range of questions, including that of border
deline.atlon. This applies also to the Soviet-Japanese
peace treaty. To say, then, that in the relations between
our countries there is some "outstanding territorial
problem" is a one-sided and erroneous interpretation.
Our position has repeatedly been stated at talks
with Japanese leaders and is well known.
If our understanding is correct, Japan is not as yet
prepared to conclude a peace treaty. Taking this into
account, we have suggested that, while continuing the
negotiations on a peace treaty, we should exchange
opinions and sign a treaty of good-neighbourliness
and co-operation embracing those areas in our relations which are already ripe for being placed on a
firm treaty basis. It is our belief that this would.
constitute a sharp turn towards overcoming the
remaining distrust and promoting reliable and
mutually beneficial co-operation in all spheres.
What we propose we have called a treaty of goodneighbourliness and co-operation. After all, it is not
the name, but the substance that matters. We are
prepared to consider also the possible initiatives of
the Japanese side in this direction. It is important
that such a bilateral state document should serve the
aim of establishing genuinely good relations between
our countries in the interests of the Soviet and Japanese peoples and in the interests of ~eace and
security in the Far East and throughout the world.
Question: What can you say about Japanese-Soviet
economic relations, specifically the problems of
fishing and co-operation in developing Siberia?
Answer: I have already said more than once that
.Japanese-Soviet trade and economic relations have
good prospects for development, particularly through
mutually advantageous co-operation in developing
the natural riches of the Far East and Siberia.
In the past twenty years trade between our countries has grown more than 70 times over. In 1976 it
exceeded 2,000 million rubles. Ja:Pan is one of th~
U.S.S.R.'s three biggest trading partners among the
developed capitalist countries.
,
There are grounds to believe that our trade will
continue to grow, and it can be expected that our
aggregate trade will surpass 10,000 million rubles
over the next five years. This will be facilitated by
the new five-year trade and payments agreement
which was recently signed in Tokyo. I also think
that the forthcoming 7th seJsion of the Soviet-Japanese and Japanese-Soviet committees for economic
co-operation could discuss on a more concrete plane
NEW TtMES
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the further expansion of trade and mutuany advan.· tageous economic co-operation.
.I recall with satisfaction the business .talk I had in
the Crimea last· August with the delegation of the
Japanese Federation of Economic Organizations led by
its President, Mr Toshio Doko. We advanced at that
time a number of proposals aimed at the further
development of economic ties between the SoViet
Union and Japan. In particular, we touched upon the
possibility of shaping a long-term programme of
economic co-operation covering 10 or 15
years,
mostly with a view to more intensive utilization of
the resources of Siberia and the Far East. We also
spoke about the expediency for our countries of
concluding an agreement on the principles bf economic co-operation after the pattern of the agreements
which' the U.S.S.R. already has with Britain, France,
canada and some other countries and which are
proving their worth in practice. Could not the Soviet
Union and Japan also develop their relations in this
field on such a basis? I am sure that they can.
. I would not like the readers of your newspaper to
get the impression that the Soviet Union cannot develop the tremendous resources of Siberia and the Far
East by its own efforts. It is quite clear, and this is
proved by the entire history of our state, that we
have every possibility of coping with this task. Cooperation with other states merely enables us to
accelerate the implementation of our plans for developing these areas. I do not know to what extent the
· wices which are sometimes heard in your country
against extensive business co-operation with the
Soviet Union meet the interests of Japan.
A few words about the problems of fishing which
exist between the U.S.S.R. and Japan. As is known,
fi.shing has always held an important place in the
complex of Soviet-Japanese relations. This is only
natural, inasmuch as our countries have been engaged in fishing in the same areas of the sea. In connection with the new situation which has arisen in the
field of international fishing due to the establishment
.ot 200-mile zones by many countries, it became
necessary to bring Japanese fishing in the regions
contiguous to the Pacific coast of the Soviet Union
int.o ·conformity with the decree of the Presidium of
the U.S.S.R. Supreme Soviet on temporary rneuures
for the preservation of living resources
the
regulation of fishing:
.
·•.. ·. • ;... ·.·
·
I must say that the Soviet fishing fleet i$ intel'elJted in utilizing the entire catch, permiSIJibfi~,1>:oltt the
Viewpoint of science, obtained off the ~let .Coast to
~i>enaate to some extent for the losiels ~ined ~Y ·

anci
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our

fisherme~

as a result

o.t the .1~~~. }htr99uo~

ecfby other countri.,s.
Nevertheless, realizing ·the vital importance ·of
fishing for Japan and its interest in continuing fishing in tbe waters adjacent to the Soviet coast. we
expressed readiness to conclude a relevant agreement.
Tal~. althOugh they were protracted, led to· a
mutually acceptable decision and, as is known,. an
agreement was recently signed.
I would like to say the following in connection
with these talks. It was noted in the Soviet Union
that S-Ome people in Japan tried, clearly no.t without
outside influence, to use the talks for unleashi;ng ·an
unfriendly campaign against the Soviet Union and
presenting illegitimate territorial claim$ .. to . the
U.S.S.R. Such actions cannot do anything but hapn ·
to Soviet-Japane5e relations. They only play .into. t):l.e
hands of those who do not want to see genutne g~
neighbourliness and friendship between the Soviet
and Japanese peoples.
Question: Is there a possibility oi you and .oth~r
Soyiet leaders coming on a.visit to Japan?.
Answer: I. accepted with gr.atitude the invitation qt
your government to pay an official visit .to Japan and
I shall make use of this invitation, provided there
will be a suitable situatfon.
A few words i:Q. conclusion. Of late n<>t everything
has been developing in our i::elations as we ,wouJ4,
like, as, in our opinion, is required by the .J.nterests o.!
the Soviet Union and Japan. I would say· that. ~ou.
and we have recently lived through a fairly difficult
time when we have had to decide in. what direc:tion
Soviet-Japanese
relatj.ons
will develpp . furtl:ler.,
whether they. will f-0llow the road of ~d-neighbC>,ur
liness and co-oi>eration or whether their , further
aggravation is inevitable. I believe that due to . the
efforts of both sides, the onIY correct choice has tieen
made, a choice in favour of the, furthe~ de~elopment
Of co-operation. This fact is enco.uraging in itself and
it gives us grounds to hope that our relatiOns will
continue to develop not from the positions of ~ ·
past, but with an eye to the future.
I can· say Jn0$t definitely that we would like to ~!>
business with Jai>an honestly, on the basis 9f good,-.
neighbourly co-operation and mutual advantage,, The
Soviet Union .has not had and does not have any
other object with regard to. your country, which is
our close neighbour.
I take this opportunity to convey to the reade~s of,
your .newspaper, to all Japanese people, my \>est.,
wishes for their weU-beilli and happiness.
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Another· major event in SovietFrench relations js in the offingCPSU General . Secretary Leonid
Brezhnev's official visit to France
scheduled for June 20-22. The. news
of this visit has attracted worldwide
.attention.
Heightened interest is shown both
in the coming talks and in the record
of . Soviet-French
co-operation,
particularly. in the last few years.
Top-level meetings and contacts in
the past ·decade or so have raised
relations between our countries to
a successively higher level•. Moreover, the experience of SovietFrench co-:operation is valuable
insofilr as it is ·helping to assert the
princjples of peaceful coexistence in
the entire system of international
relations. It thus reinforces the
cardinal trend of our time and lays
a more solid foundation for detente
and, consequently, for a peaceful
perspective.
"United, France and Russia are
strong; divided, they botq fa~e.
danger," the late General Charles de·
Gaulle said. "Their unity, in fact, is
dictated by their geographic position, experiepce ar;id ccirri.mon se~."
Realization -of-the va!Ue of historical
experience and of its lessons is
undeubtedly a gbod foundation on .
which· ti> build relations. But that
is not .· enough; Soviet-French cooperaticin has gained strength and
won respect in the world above all
because it is oriented primarily on
the sea~ch for ways and means o~
ensuring security and co-operation
in Europe and other parts of the
world.
Speaking over
television on
May 29. Leonid Brezhnev stressed
that . there were every grounds to
speak of a. wealth of accumulated
tradition in Soviet-French co-operation~ "I have in mind the practically annual summit meetings, the
regular consultations with the aim
of broadening mutual relations and
exchanging opinions on urgent world
prot>lems, the doubling of trade

turnover from one five-year period
to another, and the extensive exchange of cultural values which
already has long history," he said.
At the same time he clearly outlined the prospects of our co-operation
as follows: "We want tbe intensity
of contacts between the peoples of
our countries to mount consistently
and their forms to become ever
more diversified and productive. We
shall come to know each other better and. better, and this leads to
mutual trust~"

a

The present state of relations between our .countries and the
prospects of their development were
also highly appraised by President
Valery Giscard d'Estaing in his
recent interview to Soviet television.
He said our co-operation was
distinguished for its constancy and
scope and that it was succes~fully
developing in all areas.
These assessments on the eve of
the summit talks and the declared
intention to go further along the
road on which much . has already
been achieved are a sort ·of key to
the forthcoming dialogue· in Paris.

· The keen interest evinced in the
coming talks between the leaders of
the Soviet Union and France is
understandable. For obvious reasons
it would be premature to speak of
the details of their negotiations.
Nevertheless, their basic trend is
already discernible. for it is logically bound up with the whole preceding period, with the record of the
relations between the two countries
and with the imperatives of the
world situation. The focus will be
on the key·issues of present-day international relations and of bilateral
co-opera tion.
The French, as may be seen from
President Giscard d'Estaing's TV
appearance before Soviet audiences,
propose to discuss questions relating to the elimination of the risk of
nuclear proliferation, to a Middle
East settlement, and to the solution
of urgent world problems,
Leonid Brezhnev, in his TV address, laid particular emphasis on
one of the most crucial tasks of
today, that of preventing the further
spiralling of the arms race. He
stressed that the joint efforts of
many states and peoples are needed
to tackle it and that such a power ·
as France could make a substantial
contribution in this respect;
Similar views are expressed in
France in connection with the
forthcoming meeting. Asked what he
thought about the prospects of coSpace research offers an excellent
example of fruitful co-operation between the Soviet Union and France. ·
Here Soviet and French specialists check
a space communications system.
TASS photo
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.between our two countries in the conte;>et of detente, Natfonaf ,Assembly Chairman Edgar
Faure said: "I believe that in this
respect .·we . must .make FrancoSpviet co-operation more effective.
Some areas may be better studied,
notably the important question of
disarmament, in which I personally
am very much interested. I think
that it should be dealt with in the
spirit of Franco-Soviet co-operation,
because this is a . very· important
question."

Thus, the range of questions
mentioned at this stage appears to
be rather wide and the questions
themselves urgent. Common interest
has been voiced in the solution of
a>.numb.er. of fundamental international issues. There is also another
major factor to be taken into ac<ic)µjit. All these questioni; come
within the framework of the policy
of d~tente and are linked with the
efforts to implement the provisions
of the Final Act of the Conference
on Security and Co-operation in
E-urope. · It is only natural t<i· hope,
therefore, that the joint creative
·quest for ways of deepening detente
will yield positive results, though no
one; of course, closes his eyes to the
differences in the approach of· the
tv,:i:L sides to the settlement of some
issues.
Like.wise of interest is the experience of co-operation in the basic
·· spheres of our bilateral· relations.
Since the last summit meeting in
October 1975 the range of SovietFrench · co-operation has widened
ahCI new elements have emerged.
· Particularly noteworthy is the
Soviet-French accord on the preventipn of accidental or unsanctioned
use of nuclear weapons. Welcoming
French Foreign Minister Louis de
Guiringaud in Moscow on June 6,
Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko
said it couid be regarded as the first
step iri what the French called
"aVerting a nuclear risk." it was
becoming increasingly urgent and
neeessary to take further measures
to ·prevent nuclear proliferation, he

said.
A 65,000-ton hydraulic press, the
most powerful in Western Europe,
has been commissioned in the
French. town of Issoire. It has been
designed and built in the Soviet
Union and assembled in France by
Soviet specialists. The French are
building a 26-storey hotel in Moscow, the first project to be erected
~EW TIMES

in the Soviet Union entirily by a ~ -foreign firm. Incidentally, our trade
and economic co-operation · is pro~ ·
SCANNING
ceeding at a good pace, though
THE NEWS
specialists are of the· opinion that
the Soviet share of French trade
and the French share t>f Soviet
trade could be greater. There are • U.S.A. - CUBA
all the necessary possibilities and
reserves for that. .
·
The Cuban and· U.S. governments
Another novel feature was the exchanged notes In Hew : York on
Soviet Union Week on French May 30, Havana and Washington an•
television and the French' Week on nounced on June 3. It was agreed that
Soviet television. The maln events, Cuba would set· up an office attached
the TV appearances of CPSU totthe CzeehoslCivak Embassy In Wash·
General Secretary Brezh'ilev arid ingt~n to represent its 'Interests fri the
President Giscard d'Estaing, evoked United States and the latter would simut~
a wide response not .··only in =the •taneouslfopen. a corresponding' office
Soviet Union and France, but far . attached .to if.e Swiss. Embassy .in Ha:
beyond their boundaries. The. pro• . va.na: Th.; offices. wo· ul'd be. :10·cate· d 'n
1
grammes served to promote better
understanding and greater trµst, the 'ormer buildings 9f the Cuban and
Observers l!llY that in this particqiar U.S. embassies; It-_ was not announced
case .the mass media have played however when they would start func•
the part in developing relations be- tioning.
tween two oountries that they are
This agreement, C!lba's
Foreign
expected to play in the conditions of
detente. "It looks as though, in this Ministry. said, will facilitate communlca·
respect, France and the Soviet tlon between the governments and
Union are the trail blazer5 of a new extend the consilfai' service· of citlzens
form of reg'l,lhir exchanges' between of the two countrles. .The Washington
countries with
different social Post. stressed that .it was the first ,U.$.: ·
systems;'' Leonid Brezhne"V said in
his addFess over television. "It will Cuban agreement on diplomatic ex•
be good if such an initiative be-· changes over the past 1:6 years. Jhough
comes a tradition."
limited, it is 11evertheless a step towards
As may be seen from the above, restoration of normal diplomatic· reta·
our traditional
co-operation
is Hons between
United States ' and ·
constantly becoming · richer and Cuba, the n~wspaper said,
more diversified. And this testifies
to its viability. It should be -men•
tioned also that no few complica'" •·.THE ·SEYCHELLES:
.tions of an objective nature, as well
A c;oup .was staged on the. Seychel·
as the ill will of cert;;i.in. politi.cal
quarters towards the Soviet Union, le$ on June $. President Ja,mes
will have to be overcome.
. -R. M. ,Mancham, who was in London at
In their re.lations with each other, 1htt time·· was overthrown, and ' the
our two countries have accumulat- House of Assembly dissolved. A com·
ed ample experience of fruitful mittee to prepare parliamentary elec•
mutually advantageous co-operation. tlons has been set up. The Constitution
This is expressed in the sum. total of
political, economic and cultutal qu.es- of: the repuJ.:>U• ;was suspended. The
tions on which there is agreement organizers . the coup ..... that the
and ln the well-adj•1sted meclianisin · reaso.n ·for their adion was · Mancham's
which makes co-operation dynamfo. '· dedslon to· postpone the · general
The statements made latterly by
French politicians show that they election, due next year, till 1984, as
propose to follow a constructive line well as the dictatorial methods of his
in their relations with tbe Soviet f'.Ule. The !leW head of state Is
Union. This fully accords with the F. A. Rene, Chairman of the People's
Soviet Union's intentions. Every United Party, who previously held the
possibility exists to usher in a .
period of particularly intc:!'nsive ef- posts of Premier and· Mlnlste; of Public
forts towards the devefopment of Works and Land Development.
Soviet-French co-operation in dif'The Seychelles, formerly
British
ferent fields.
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BONDS OF BROTHERHOrOD;
The.scope of ties linking the Soviet
and .·Bulgarian peoples is vast indeed.
There is practically no area in which
their
fraternal
unity
is . not
manifested. The co-operation of
two countries grows steadily, being
<l:etermined. by the relations ~tween
their Communist parties and'regu~r
meetifig!! ~tween Party leaders.

the

"

· lledprocai visits of Party ~d
g()vernment delegations have long
tie(:ome a good tradition in the socialist \vorld. They provide an
opportunity jointly ta , consider
topical issues of international life, .
dr.aw . up common positions in the
Struggle for peac~ and socialism, and
otitline more clearly the prospec~ of
co.operation. This fully applies to
the .talks that the Bulgarian Party
and government delegation .led by
rodor Zhivkov conducted with the
$oviet leaders in Moscow during
~tir recent visit,
Members of the Bulgatien P.arty , and
: These talks, Leonid Brezhnev
government delegation visi,t th~ . Lenin
stressed, have reaffirmed tlie imporMemorial in Ulyan~vsk.
tant truth: the possibilities for
TASS photo
e'Xtended co-operation between the
Soviet :Union and Bulgaria, increase
parallel with ·the growth of their
potential. This is also true of politics,
cuifure and the econ0rny,
evidenc- , employed at a number of . Soviet
enterprises, with part· ' of tlie'lr
~,by· the following facts.
products· being ·s~pplied to Bulgaria;
'. In addition to many-sided coSoViet-Bulgariart lde6lC1gtcaI and
operation between · the Communist
cultural
· co-operation ·has ' ··been
parties' broad · contacts have been
established between the Presidium · ei:iriched Sl.lbstami.allY. Many. new:
prob}ems ~re. being jointly tackle<! in.
of the U.S.S.ll. Supreme Soviet and · the
fundamental
and
·applied
ihe Stat¢ Council of Bulgaria,
·
between the
parliaments· and · sciences. ··
governments· of the· two countries.
In ·short; ail~round Sov'let~Bu}gii
There are now direct ties between
rian co~operation and rapprocheSoviet and Bulgarian ministries,
ment have become an inalienable
twiri
regions,
districts
and
component of
the · ·oonstructive
cities, and the workers of mills and ·. efforts of. t~e two ~ples. an impor~
fpctories.
tant factor in consolidating the
positions of world socialism:
In the past five years trade
At the'ir talks in Moscow the
!!E!tween the two countries has
Soviet and Bulgarian sides discussed
nearly doubled. An appreciable
What Shi:>uld be done to extend and
ciontribUtion to Bulgaria's economic
deepen tieS' between .their. countri~ ·
4t'0\vth is made by Soviet organiza,tions and specialists who take part and ~o. enhance the effectiveness of
m the construction of large . these ties.. ~ They also pial?ped. ()l,lt
measures to help achieve these aims.
ibldustrial
enterprises
and the
In fact; as .the joiiit con:Uhotiiqu~
DJ:oqernization of existing ones.
!!hows, a concrete programme of
Bulgarian workers and experts are
., fO,

as

There was a fruitful exchange of
views on p~ospects of extending
, . ~~.'.mi~ sci~ifi·c.i. an~1'i;lol~
,Jpaj>co--operatiqn, ,~1th ., ~ .~
higher efficiency of the two
countries' economies. Various means
and ways will be used in approaching this ·cardinal task.· It is.• planned,
in paf1:icµlar, to c,l~ve~op . ~urther ~
specialization and co-operation in
production, co-ordinate effort~ in"the
use of niant>ower resources; jointly
conduct re8ea:rch, . design · · arid
development work, and -set up join&
economie and .· other. ori;iam;at~
Both sides agreed that their plan~
bodies would draw tip a inastet' j)Il!i
of spedalization and Ci:H:>peration 'lb
their manufacturing · indu~, up
to ~9!'0.
. ,.
The historically new process of ~
drawing o{ our countries lrtill clO!ller.
· together stems from the common
stii.ving of our parties and ~ies
for the happiness of the workingman,
for lasting peace in the world. The
Sev.iet Uni9n and Bulgaria ~jQNrti.J"
work for peace, for the fre~.nd··
ind~pe~~nce of: : t.he i;eop1~· · and
ag'1nst 1mpepalls!fl
aQti . .{>t~er
llM,ct~onary.forces.
· · ·· ·
·,. The CO!llplete identity ·of "vi~s
a'l,ld the common positions· ·ot 'the
~oviet · and· Bu~garian 'governmenlS··
and Communist pirties in .' wotld ' ·· ·
affairs were reaffirmed during ·tlre
1'{o.sc0w talks. The sides · "discussed
~ wid.~ range ol topic11-l inte1'~~
~ues .and que~!o~ relatini''t!i!, Ute
world conunun1st nfovem~I:\t.. Ttf@""',
streesed.: the, '",iQtportance
eli
stffn.gthening peace an4 s~uttty. ill, '.
difterent ~ans·· ·or !:urope, notabli. ·
on the Balkan Peninsula. The Soviet .
side. note~ the gi;:eat .. cxmstrU~ve
s®.iiffoance of ]3ulgaria's. ef:rorti' in
thLS dtreetion. Botti: countiie6 dreter
to' contihue · 'their etfol't!i · toWardi
establishing .. good-neighbour· . rela~
tions and .pro,moting mutual und.'f~....
staQding and co-operati9n . in . ~he
Balkan Peninsula and in the ·Btacit'
Sea area.
·'
· '
The r'esult.s of the'taiks have ~e~
received with satisfaction n~t Otily'
in· the: Soviet Union and Butgarlli'
but also ;in the other fraternal .ate••
And this is quite natural, , ~
ftjend;ship,. l:!U~rou:p,d co~operaUon
ahd the drawing together of 'the
Sdviet Union and Bulgaria benefit
the common ·eause · of · the entiN
sotjali$t community.
.....
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RHODESIA~MOZA~IQUE

_ _......______

DESIGN
;'::()n· May .29 large units of Rhodest.'.s
Nt:lsf ·regime, supported b.y flghterH~bers 4nd heavy artillery, in.,,aded

t:~ G1Za .and · T1tte provinces of
>J.ozambiqi.ie and attacked the positions
6f1'its ·Popular Liber.tion Forcu. This
elfttk'was beaten off. Three Rhode •. ~n
~iahe~ · · and
a
helicf.)pter
v ~ •
~:> !#own during the fighting, '"'
~en for the general staff lilf the
Moumbique army soid that on June 2
h· entire territory of the country hilGI
bffli c:lecrred of the invading troops.
,;~t~~ .rebuff may damp the aggressive
a~q~ur

of the Smith regime. lut for how

lengl There

are weighty . reesons to
be.li•ve ·that Salisbury is out to exacer~f! the situation In southem Africa, to
aggrav;ite military tem1lcm
In th4tt
region. It Is clearly being instig~ed by
· eXter~•I forces· too. The Brifish Guarclien
vol~ed the essumption thet Rhodesian
tredps inv.aded Moumbique with the
k~ledge of f'retorh1, which Potes 41
~e's "big white brother" and
virtatty authorizes
its
aggrecliv•
~.ons.

'Ni:.r should world public opiAI-.
overlook the criminal role which .the
tmp9,.ialist West hes played In intHg•
Ing the aggressive dtslgns of the
Rh()desian brass. In plennlng the _ .

MIW .TIMES

colony, were proclaimed an independ•
eflt republic on June 28, f976. They

Mozambique operation the racists, to all
appeerances, took into acc:ou"t the
refuse! of the U.S., British end other
Western representatives ot ,the recef!f
Maputo conference for solidarity with
the Zimbabwe ond Namibian peopl..- h>
support l>roade.r intern•fi9npl .sanctio"s
against the Smith .regime. Wt.hingtQ!l
and London were certainly &ware that
in this wn they gave the re~lJt military
• free ·hencHn r;ommitting n·~ crime~
a9elnstthe. African peoples•..The recent
st•f.ment of the lritiih gon~ment that
it wlH In no · cireutnstances . use force
agalns~ the, Rhodesian re~ can be
taken
~irec:t encouregetnent of tht
raci$fs to ermed
attach
against
nei9hb0wing ~tateJ. I~ S!Yllth seized
this opportu,nlty to escalate -~ military
confrontation·· with inelepencfe,nt African
countries in the hope that the West will
support · him on the international scene.
The I.test proof of this is the racist
provocation against Botswena.

•s

But the indignetion of world public
opinion at the racists' perfidious actions
upset the plans of Ian Smith . and his.
patrons. Instead of being a demonstra•
tion of strength designed to consolic:.t.te
their positions, these ac:fiCilns were a
demo"stretion of their insolence and
unwillingness to ,.sped the unlversaffy
ticcepted norms of lntem.tlon.t life.

· The n-s of the Rhodesian attack
-..,.inst Mc>rambique evoked profound
~iDn in the Soviet Union. "tASS
ls _M,lthor1z4HI to declare," says the
June 3 statement of the ageney, "that
all reSponslbillty for the consequ.,,ces
of the invtilon rests with the t.c=lst
regimes In southem Africa Md th.tr
p.ttons."
It Is d"r that Mi. racists' Mtempt tit
IMlmicletlng Ind bl«kmailit19 the Afrluft
peoples has failed. The more •vqe Md
._,.ssive the racists, the Mete evident
it IMeoNs that *-it MQlmti Is doOl'Altd.

V. SIDllltO

conr an aro of 40.S scpiare ldt°"'4Jft'tt
heve a poJlul•tlon of over 60,llOf},

! and

•TURKEY
ni. entire Maflfs (Lower ctt.bwl
and • third of the Senate were r...elftt•

ed on

June s,

Pa~iamenfs

won

by

before th4t eaplrf ol
term.

Victory

wu

the opposition RepalaHcef!I

People's Party, the country's larJet.t,
which tot ltl of the .ue. seats In tt.
Majlls and l7 of the SD contested IHts.
in the Senate. The - eiect10n retUlts · al•
low the party, descrilted as .,,.......
Centre, n to fortn a new gove~.
Recently the
Republican People'.s
Patty, led by Bulent Ecevit, dedct.4 ~
enter the Soclallst lntel'Mfi9ftel,
The Right-wing bourQeOll
Party, led by Premier Suleiman Demi·
rel, which heads the four.party .90Yem· '
ment coalition, found ltselt far behind
the RPP. Observers explain lftis defeat
not only by the government's inablllty to.
cope with the economk: diffteultlu,
pressing foreign-policy ptobl•s and
the Internal polHic.. crisis. but abo by
the party's frantic anff.commualllft.

wm

The election ca..,.lp
~
compMlecl lty outbursts of YI~•
reportedly provolt9d lly utr.mlst
groups which beck the re.dtonary
parties of the coalition. As many 111 74»
people were ki.lled and a~C>Uf 800. ·in·
jured
the.. riots.

.,.ng

• ISRA&L
1IM leadert of the Llkud bloc, whldt
scored a success in the May f7
perlla........,, election. are ·enpged in
conlUllefhMls wHh the alM of'~·
new Cabinet. Lacking a majority in "9
Knesset (43 SHts out. of Utt. .Llbd
. . . . . COllllllon lncllldln.g ... .,.....
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200 rupees . a month, fix the
maximum income tax at SIJ;:per c.,mt
and bring the prices of neces.§aries
down before 1978. Hence the fear
that the party would not repeat its
success in the elections to the
legislative assemblies if they were
held later.

'\•

·THE STATE ELECTIONS

· The d~Cis~on to: h'old i early~ ~·c
tions in the~ states was also op\?oijed
by the Communist Party of India.

From Our Own Correspondent
YASILY TRETYAKOV

electio:q to the
Indian
Parliament's Lok Sabha ·(House of
the People), held in March, was not
accompanied by elections to the state
legislative assemblies, whose terms
of office in most cases expire only
in 1978. For the first time in the
thirty years since the declaration of
independence the reins of the central
government passed into the hands of
the bloc of four former oppositionist
parties-'.the Janata Party, consisting
of the Organization Congress, the
Bharatiya Lok Dal, the Jana Sangh
Party and the Socialist Party.. This
bloc was voted into office by the
bulk of the electorate in the northern
states, the so-called Hindi belt,
where most of the population live.
The defeated Indian
National
Congress (INC) nevertheless won
;strong support. in the south.
.
' The

The election has brought about a
situation
in
which
central
administration has been taken over
by the Janata Party and its allies,
and local administration - in 19 of
the 22 states - has remained in INC
hands. Hence the particular significance of relations between the ruling party and
the opposition,
between the central government and
the state authorities. It should be
added that the INC has retained a
two-thirds majority in the Council
of States
(Parliament's Upper
House).
The presidential election is slated
for August. The head of state is
chosen by . an electoral college
consisting of representatives of the
two chambers of Parliament and the
state legislative assemblies. The now
oppositionist INC still enjoys the
majority there.
The Janata Party government
decided to call early electrons in a
number of states in order to
strengthen its position in the
electoral college. This was announc1!<1 by Home Minister Charan Singh
·at his news conference on April 18.
He said letters had been sent to the

u

Chief Ministers of Uttar Pradesh,
Bihar, West Bengal, Orissa, the
Punjab,
Haryana,
Rajasthan,
Madhya Pradesh and
Himachal
Pradesh, asking them to recommend
state governors to dissolve
the
legislative assemblies and appoint
new elections. Commenting on the
central government's decision, the
Home Minister
pointed to the
"virtual rejection in the recent Lok
Sabha election of the Congress
candidates in several states," and
added that "a climate of uncertainty
has come to prevail in these states."
The pro-Janata Party press welcomed Charan Singh's announcement. The INC, however, reacted
differently. The National Herald,
which is close to the Congress, said
the government decision was "illegal,
undemocratic and immoral." It had
been prompted, it wrote, by the fear
that the Janata Party would not be
able to fulfil its election promises to
institute unemployment benefits of

Monument to labour in Madras,
capital of Tamil Nadu.

the

TASS photo

Most of the elections to the
legislative assemblies will be held
from June to· to 14. Besides· the
above-mentioned nine states; they
will al.so take place in Tamil Nadu,
Jammu and Kashmir, and fo~r
union territOries.
In anticipation of the electi9ll8
the four Janata bloc. parties. h~we
held congresses and
announced
their self-dissolution and merger
into a single organization. ·The
Rules adopted
at
the merger
congress say the Janata Party
wants a state system ensurlng
decentralization of economic ·~md
political power. The Janata Party
has also been joined by tl:ie Coiigtess
for Democracy, its ally at .. the
general election.
The All-India Congress C,ommittee met . in
May . and elected
K. Brahmananda Reddy, .'Hoyµe
Minister in Indira Gandhi's government, as its new chairman, ''i'~is
shows, says the local pre8s, that _tpe
majority.· in tµe INC leadership is
still enjoyed by people responsible
for abuses of office and exce8Ses
during the state . of
emergency
which led to the INC's · defeat in
the general election. Former West
Bengal· Chief Minister Ray, representing the group of Congressists
advocating the party's democratization, polled but a third of the vote.
In the present political situation
it is indispensable for the Left . and
democratic forces to unite, says_ the
Communist Party of India. The
parallel Communist Party. however, has rejected the. CPI proposal
for a pre-election agreement and
has again decided to throw· _in its
lot with the Janata Party. In ·some
states the CPI and local INC
organizations have agreed to form
election blocs. In an appeal Hisued .
in mid-May, the CPI · said the .
present situatii:>n called for efforts
enabling the working people to be
broadly represented in the new st&te
legislative assemblies.
Delhi
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cratic Movement for Change, led by
Yigael
Yadin,
and the
National
Religious Party. As a condition for his
consent, Yadin demands that the bloc
moderate its extremist foreign policy.
to the policy of positions of st~ength and (In one of h~s first post-election
war .... The Belgrade meeting," Edward speeches
Menachem Begin, the Likud
Kardefj stresses, "would fail of its
purpose if it were turned into a leader, announced plans for the set·
polemic about who was abiding by the ting up of 20 more Jewish settlements
Helsinki decisions and to what extent. on the West Bank )llfhich he called "the
Such a polemic would only deepen liberated land of Israel.")
mutual distrust. Therefore, the most imIt is believed In Israel and · the
portant thi11g, in my opinion, is that
all the participants should reaffirm their neighbouring Arab states that Lik-ud;s
willingness to contribute by practical advent to power would create a grave
deeds to the accomplishment of .the danger to peace by delaying the
tasks that have been set in Helsinki .
Middle East settlement. The attitude
All the more so since some results of
of
the Arabs in the occupied territories
the conference are already evident in
European practice and others may be to this course was shown during the
expected to manifest themselves in mass demonstrations of ,protest held
due course."
there on June 5, the tenth anniversary of
Along with positive assessments of the t967 aggression. Clashes with the
. the processes at work in Europe, there police took place In Nablus and other
is concern here over the attempts ·towns of the West Bank and in fl!e
by ultra-Right imperialist quarters to
poison the atmosphere on the eve of Gaza are&.
the Belgrade
meeting.
Aleksandar
Grlickov, secretary of the Executive
c·ommittee of the Presidium of . the •WEST-THIRD WORLD
Yugoslav League of Communists, has
pointed out that "arrant anti-communA conference .on international eco·
ists, who clearly find detente not to nomlc co-operation, dubbed in the
.their liking, are trying to undermine the Western
press
the
"North-South
Helsinki ·agreements, aggravate distrust dialogue," closed in Paris on June 3.
and sow discord by their anti-commun- The "dialogue" was conducted between
ist actions and cold-war attitudes." Such t9 developing nations and 7 Industrial
actions by enemies of co-operation and capitalist states plus a representative of
security in Europe have been sharply the European Economic Community.
·-criticized in Yugoslavia.
The developing nations noted in the
final communique that though some of
':the questions involved in preparing their proposals had been accepted the
.'fhe meeting w~re recently discussed by "dialogue" did not attain Ifs objective
the :Presidium cl the Socialist Federa- of working out an· equitable and com·
. tive Republic of .Yugoslavia, the coun- prehensive programme of action -to
. try's suprei:ne organ of power. It stated establish a new international economic
. that although . thi:! Helsinki decisions order.
were being implemented slowly and in
It was decided to transmit the results
the teeth of c'onsiderable difficulties, the of the conference to the U.N. General
results achieved
far "u~ambiguously Assembly and to all other relevant inconfirmed that there was no alternative ternational bodies "for their considera·
to the policy of ®tente, co-operation tion and appropriate action.'' The West~
and security in E;urope and .the world the Swiss newspaper La Tribune Le Ma•
- a policy which was so dearly reaf- tin noted, faced .in Paris a more solid
firmed by the Helsinki Conference;''
front of . developing nations than it
V. GAVILEVSKY expeded, and t!te concessions it had
Our Own Correspondent to ma.ke did not satisfy Its par1ners In
the ."dialogue."
Belgrade

:·PRE'PARING =FOR THE MEETING
.~

.

. : Yvsiosli!V.
construction
workers
....completed, ahead of. tiin~ the compact
~J~~ildin9 . on the. bank a'( tlie. ~ava '' in
·: ,)Vhich the repres~nt!ltives . of the
Foreign
Ministers
of . the states
signatory to the Helsinki Final Act are
· · fo assemble on Jurie 15 in preparation
for the Belgrade meeHng.
..Yugoslavia is doing much to promote security and co-operation in
.. Eurppe, so it is only . natural that . the
/orthcoming meeting is in. the focus of
. '41.tte~tion here ... First. of ~II, the organ:· ization.al aspect has to be seen to,·
~Jr9m accommodating the delegcitions
.. ,.to equipping a. press q~J)tre. But the
.. main, thing, observers in B.elgrade note,
·is to ·create an atmosphere con.ducive
to businesslike deliberations.

·Th~t ·is ·the concern

of

a ·special

~ )eary{ set.·up by the Federal Secretariat
·,.for Foreign Affairs·. lls. head,. Milqrad
· Pesic, a former ·v~g·oslav Amba~sador
· fo the U.S.S.R., ·a very busy ina~. He
lias recently ;vJsited' a ' number of
countries,' including tne Soviet Union.
Nevertheless, he found it possible to
·~receive your corresp~mder:it;

is

·~.Confrontation and
mutual ;iccusations, "· he said, "are not .the means ·to
·.promote co-operafoan ·cm.d detente-, in
i: .. J:iirope or the world at large •. Wh;:if is
·.necessary is open di;;ilogue, mutual
: FeSpect and genuine· ·readiness. to
co-operate on the basis of
the
·principles set 'forth so trenchanHy in
. the Final Act. ln. our view, the situat!on in Europe has become calmer and
., more stable of late, so one may ·expect
that the meeting wm be held in a
"itormal, businesslike · 11tmosphere."
· Yugoslav· politi~e1l leaders a'nd the
local press comment extensively on the
.various questions relating. to the meeting. Edward Kardelj, prominent Party
· leader .and statesman, considefs that
-If: ~ust above all "confirm. the need
for comprehensive .and construcfive el.,. .forts by all European cc'untries to impleme.nt tf-1e Hels_inkt .decisions, as co. operation and, the' . sec'urity of the
European states are iriterconneded· and
are the essential elements of detente.· as
· a whole, which is_ the only alternative

.2':.. 11_

·so

'
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·THE . .,SECOND BA,,SKET"-·
SUMMING UP

in.Oustrlal, scientific and techn~ogi~.'I' ··
al co-operation among the. C:E>'1lntrie• ·
which took part in the Helsii)ki .
Conference, accounting as . they, do
for 92 per cent -0f the wor.ld's scien" .
tific and technological potential.. '... '

,.:,

The apportunities afforded by tp!s

trend in business co...operation are

ALEXEI CHERTANOV

of

It the ten principles
interstate
political relations eontained in the
"first basket" of the Helsinki .Final
Act might be called the framework
o.~ the European security structure,
the, provisions of the "second basket"
Could be· considered its foundation.

·

/
. ..

Indeed, the aim of economic cooperation is
to
give
material
su~nce to detente, to strengthen
by ,, concrete actions confidence
airtong states with different social
and ec:Onomic systems. This is what
f.he peaple in 35 countries of Europe
and North America expect of their
governments. Will detente bring
mQre jobs, a
healthier environment, and technical progress making Work and life easier? lt is from
th!S angle that millions of rnen and
women judge of progress in cirrrying· out the Helsinki agreements.

problems been tackled on such a
scale. It would therefore, be no
exaggeration to say
that the
"second basket" paves the way to
the future of the world economy.
Nevertheless, it would be a mistake
to assume that the second section
of the Final Act is an enumeration
of good intentions for the future. Its
importance for the present has been
demonstrated by the practical implementation of the· Helsinki agreements.
The post-Helsinki period has been
a difficult time for the world
economy. International trade was
·seriously affected by the 1974-75
economic crisis in the capitalist
world. The rate of its growth, which
usually exceeds that of industrial
production growth, fell considerably.
The volume of international capitalist trade declined by 6 per cent in
1975, and the 10 per cent increase
registered in 1976 did not stimulate
business activity in general. The rate
of capital. investment in expansion
of production is still very low ·;n
the West, while unemployment and
the inflation rate are high.

eVident from the fact . that, acco~,g.:"
ing to the Commission, about ~
contracts on industrial co-operati.o.1:1
were concluded between orga*
zations of the Council of Mutual
Economic Assistance members ai::µj
Western firms in the period fr(lln
.July 1975 to July 1976. Towards the
end of last year the Soviet U.nign
had concluded some 50 large deals
on a compensatory ba$is. AmoNI
them are an agreeement with .tb.e ·
French firm Pechiney on ttie ·C(~Q.
struction of an aluminium plant, . a:
general
agreement
with, .West
German, French and U.S. firms.;.Qll.
the construction in the u.s.s.n_., of
a complex to produce polyester
fibre, and an agreement with the
U.S. Occidental Petroleum Corpora•
tion on the construction of '
nitrogen fertilizer complex.

·a

Detente has also had a hig}l,ly
beneficial effect on
trade, th,e
traditional form of business .e""
changes. Western
experts. hav~
estimated that. between 1965 ai:\4
1976 the volume of East-West 1;ra41it
rose sevenfold, a rate unpreceQ.ent~
for thl! industrially developed sta~,;
In 1975 and 1976. a~one Soviet traOf)
with Western countries increased biY'
50 per cent. And the Soviet tentb
five-year plan envisages a further
expansion of this trade.

No one. thought, of course, that
East-West business contacts would
ex;pand and improve, as if by magic,
immediately after the Helsinki Conference. Some countries have gained
a certain amount of experience in
assessing the possibilities and requirements of their business partners, have created a trade and politThe capitalist economic crisis has
ical climate favourable for co- .
affected
the foreign trade of the
operation and tried out various
The policy of developing busiii:ess
socialist countries as well. The exforms and methods of co-opera~
contacts with the West restS ·an a
port of a m.unber of their traditional
· ti-On. Other countries are only
goods to. the indu5trial capitalist solid foundation of intergoverhment...1
taking the initial steps in this direcal agreements. Since the Helsinld
states has dwindled and the cost of
tion; The Final Act outlines iti. detail
imports, owing to inflation, has
Conference, the Soviet Union· has
what the participating states should
concluded new bilateral agreement$
risen, thus creating balance of trade
do to raise the level of their
on commercial and scientific an:d
deficits. Nevertheless, neither the
economic exchanges to the Pre!$entSoviet Union nor the other socialist technological co-operation with a
day requirements of the internationnumber of countries which taok
countries have curtailed their busial. division of labour. At the same
part in the Conference:· France,
ness contacts with the West. The
time, the doors are open in the docuDenmark, Cyprus, Portugal, Norwli:f,
U.N. Economic
Commission for
ment ,for initiatives in new spheres
Europe noted last December that Italy, Iceland, Sweden, Canada and
(Jf international economic relations,
Ireland. A· long~range programme
such as multilateral co-operation "East-We5t trade had generally reof economic, industrial, scientific
sisted satisfactorily the recessionary
and the carrying out of joint proand inflationary pressures on the
and technological co-operation ha~
jects in the fields of energy, raw
international economy." In keeping
been agreed with the Belgianmaterials, transport, communications
Luxemburg Union. A programme
and environmental protection. Never with the letter and spirit of the
Final Act, the East Eurapean counfor expanding and deepening co-befOf'e have international economic
operation with Finland up to the
tries, the Commission's Executive
Secretary Janez Stanovnik said, were ' year 1990 was recently signed in
Continuation of a series of articles
.Plannini long-range co-operation
Moscow. Its scale and diversity in•
on the realization of the .Helsinki Final
!'cf, published in connection with the with the West despite the imbalance dicate the potentialities of East-West
in trade. Especially promising, in
co-operation and commercial ex, fo,rthcoming Belgrade conference. See
the opinion of the Commission, is
changes. "Realization of this pro....... limes ~ 22 and 23.
&Jo
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Finnish newspaper letters on this qqestion . shows that
Tiedonan.taja wrote on May 27, the proposal found reSt>onse in :Brus"opens · broad
opportunities for . · sels and that contacts may be inellminating · unemployment
and
itiated before long.
eilsttring a stable growth ·· of· the
In pursuance of the ideas of the
national ecooomy of Finland;"
Helsinki Conference, the CMEA
'In line with the recommendations members are willing to consider
of'the Final Act, the methods of coconstructive proposals by the Comoperation, too, have been improved. mon Market .members and other
:Mixed intergovernmental commis- Western countries. The Soviet Union
stons and joint committees for the believes that an active contribution
promotion of trade are acquiring should be made by all the countries
ever greater importance in the ex- that took part in the Conference and
pansion of economic ties. There has
that the effectiveness of their col'H!en an increase in the activity of operation depends on the ability of
the chambers of commerce, in the
the two groups of states to find
number of exhibitions, particularly mutually acceptable approaches· to
speciali:ted ones, in the amount of
unresolved problems. But to faciliecanomic and commercial infonna- tate the solution of these problems
tion exchanged, and in business a favourable trade and political
contacts. Soviet foreign trade orgacli~ate must first be created. It is
nizations have been developing ties also necessary to fulfil the provisions
:not only with big but also with
of the Final Act that call for ending
llln\all and medium-size Western
discrimination and inequality in eco-firms.
nomic relations.
Mention should also be made of
~w steps · towards expanding
niultilateral co-operation, as envisaged in the "second basket" of the
Final Act. At the end of 1975, the
Soviet Union, Iran, Czechoslovakia,
:West Germany, Austria and France
«included an agreement on the supply" of natural gas to Western Europe
and the purchase of pipes and other
equipment for gas mains. That this
agreement concerns as important a
branch as energy, and that it was
liiini!d for so long a ter:rn (up to the
1ftt 2003) is eloquent proof of the
IMrtual benefit of large-scale ·pro-.
~of this kind. The Soviet Union
. had precisely such projects in view
when it proposed holding all. European congresses on energy,
transport and the environment as
initial step towards the solution
ot. ~onomic problems that concern
all countries of the continent.
At the 31st session of the U.N.
Economic Commission for Europe
last year the Soviet initiative was
acClaimed as a contribution to
£.llropean co-operation, and at its
32nd. session in April the Commission decided to study the question
of Ure convocation of a congress on
en'rirontnental protection.

an

Another important initiative in the
PtOimotion of multilateral co-operation was made in February 1976 by
the Council of Mutual Economic Assistance, which proposed concluding
an agreement with the European
Economic Community on the basi{!
principles of relations between the·
two organizations. The exChange of
MEW TIMES
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~. to the exp0rt trade, sucl!· ~.-air
cra'ft, motorcars, tractors, road·.
building macllines, river boats, rein.., '
forcement metal for industrial pur-.
poses; 'watches, pig iron, . l'Olled .fe~
rous metals, and a number of
chemical products. Goods exported
by the CMEA members to EEC countries still require import licences and
are subjected to a long·procedure of
"technical" and "administrative,.
consultations
with
government
bodies. This system is not applied to
goods from non-socialist states.
There have been more instances of
EEC countries using "anti-dumping
regulations" against the goods exi.
ported by the CMEA states. western
states also maintain a "strategic..
embargo on the supply of whole
groups of goods to the CMEA .coun..:
tries, which naturally limits ·the possibilities of placing orders for
machines and other equipment and.
for production processes. All this ...
clearly at variance with the pro'1i..:
sions of the :Final Act.

The two years since Helsinki. have
shown that the preservation of trade
That document defines equalitt
barriers directly affects the volume and mutual benefit as the tnain prin".'
and quality of mutually advantage- ciples of East-West co-operaijon•. A
ous East-West trade. Of late, the loose interpretation of the proyi.Sions
West European states have some- of the Final· Act or attempt$ fu J"eVise
what moderated their trade policy
them can only complicate th;! task
towards the socialist countries. For of enhancing the effectiveness of
instance, in 1975 France, Sweden, business exchanges. The exp~nsion · ·
Britain and Denmark annulled the of these exchang.es prior to the He1.:·
quota restrictions on some Soviet
sinki Conference and after it 'cori....
imports. A number · of items were
vincingly shows that East-West codeleted from the list of the NA TO operation is hampered not by'tJ:ie
Co-ordinating Committee of Eastdifference in economic systems (the
West Trade Policy, which controls argument used in the West to justify
the export of strategic goods to the
trade discrimination agaiilSt ·the
socialist countries. But these partial · socialist states) but by. attempts to
measures do not yet mean that Eastcapitalize on these distinctions for
West trade has been completely political purposes. The experience,
normalized. In view of the West's
gained to date- also shows thaf ef•
interest in expanding business ex- fective forms and methods of co.changes with the East, the reluct- operation, takihg into account the
ance to remove the trade barriers
trade and specific economic inter~
looks strange, to say the least, for
ests of the two groups of states, al•
such discrimination is detrimental
ready exist ·or can be evolved:, And
above all to the trade of capitalist if the West wants to advance initia-.
states. The United States lost more
tives relative to the "second basket,.
than $2,000 million that could have
these initiatives must be construe"'
been received from exports to the
tive.
SOviet Union, and 80,000 jobs, at a
. The balanee sheet of Helsinki, as
time when all this is so necessary,
regards implementation of the
the Journal of Commerce wrote
"second basket" provisions of jlie
some time ago.
Final Act, is on the whole favour~
Discrimination prevents fuller
able. The expansion of East·W~
use of the possibilities for expanding
trade and economic ties is ronsoli;;.
trade between the socialist and West
dating detente. It is expected to
European countries. In ·some Comjustify the hopes of the 35. nations
mon Market countries almost a
that relations betweeii ~.states of.
quarter of the Soviet exports (in the two systems can indeed be built
terms of value) is subject to quota
through economic co-operatk>~ and
restrictions. This applies to items
not through confrontation.
··
which c~uld ~iye a ~w,erful stimul-
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WHO IS FANNING
THE FLAMES
"A strip of land. in the south has
become a barometer for the entire
region where the flames now flare µp,
now abate," the Beirut newspaper
L'Orient-Le Jour wrote in a comment on
the events in Southern Lebanon. In late
May and early June this barometer indicated a fresh exacerbation of tension.
The Israeli
artillery systematically
·pounded El Nabatiye and other com·munities, causing casualties among the
civilian population. On June 1 about
a thousand Israeli troops, supported by
·so armoured carriers and long-range
gunfire, intruded into Lebanese territory and seized the Kfar-Chouba and
Khalta 'tillages, but were thrown back
by armed •nits
of the Palestine
Re.sistance movement.
"Israel," said Kamel El Assaad,
Pr:es,ident of the. .Lebanese Par,liamenl,
"is frying to use the Southern Lel;>anon
. problem to threaten lo ,occupy more
Arab lands and as a means of blackmail." Observers note that
Israeli
provocations are calculated to help the
R.igllHsh in their attempts fo hinder
resforation of normal life in Lebanon.
. In the past few weeks the Rightists.
hav.e mounted a brqad campaign
against the Palestinian presence in the
•Country. The Lebanese ~ront, a co;ili.ti on of Right-wing Christian groups,
.declared that the 1969 Cairo agreement
regulating Lebanese-Palestinian relations was "null and void." The Rightists
,are trying to shift the blame for the
.crisis onto the Palestinians and to use
.this as a pretext for boycotting social
and economic reforms. This course
clearly serves the interests of the imperialist and Zionist circles who .seek
to complicate the situation, paralyze
t.he activity of the. Arab national libera. ti on and progressive forces, and block
the road to peace in the Middle East.
It is likewise clear that such a course
by no means accords with the interests
of. Lebanon. Premier Selim Hoss said
that his government adhered to the
Cairo i!greement and would do its best
to implement it in the interest of the
.stafe. A spokesman for the Palestine
Liberation Organization pointed out
that the PLO adheres to the letter and
spirit of that document.
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tions that would .reduce it.~ acfivity, to
purely technical problems .. The aim ·ts
obvious: on the plea of "depoliticizing" the IL0 1 the United States· wants
to weaken. the progressive ·tendencills
in thaforganization and prevent it ·from
tackling issues that affect the rights ilnd
interests. of millions of working people.
But the blackmail failed. Washington's
demands were turned down by the
delegates, who also denounced the attempts to impose on the ILO decisions
prompted by the United States· for• ib
own purposes.

In a statement published on June 1,
the Central Political Council of the national-patriotic forces
of
Lebanon
declared that ·the· state and development · of· lebanese~Paleslinian · relations depend on the·· settlement of the
crisis:in. ihe country, restoration of its
political. :and ·administrative unity, and
achievement of political concord among
the Lebanese people.
Y.TYUNKOV

BLACKMAIL· lN ll.O.
The. 63rd session of the general
confet"ence. of the International Labour
·Organization opened in Geneva on
June 1. Attended by representatives of
the governments, trade "Unions and emplayers of more ·· than 130 U.N.
members, it will consider the ILO's
activity in rendering technical aid to
developing" nations, 'and new international standards of industrial· environmental prot.ect,ion, a.nd.will. h.e;i,r an. IJ,.0
report o~ progress in' carr);ing out' the
declaration ·on the struggle against
racism and apartheid in South Africa.
On the agenda also are 'draft resolutions on the economic and social
consequences of disarmament, stronger
defence of trade union rights·· in the
economy and society, and the U.S.
policy of racial discrimination and
colonialism in the Panama Canal zone.
In the very first days
however, the conference
discuss problems having
either with its 11genda

of its work,
was forced to
nothing to do
or aims. The

V. LIDIN
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SBelow is a sidelight on bourgeois
5 democracy, which allows workers to
Sstrike but at the same time does riot
§ prevent

the police from resorting . to
§violence against them when they do.so,
·
5 the latest example being the brutal at·
tac~ ,on; ~-peaceful demonstratio~, in
5 Chicago 1n support of independence
5 for Puerto Rico. Two demonstretors
§were ktHe'd arid about sRty ·i'riJ~r~d.
§ "President Carter, respect human rights
§ in deeds, not only in words," was· one
§ of· the slogans under which a campaign

j

§ of
5 Of

protest against Washington's policy
infringing civil rights began in 'fhe
United States on June 1. Public opinion
§ demands the release of the Wilmington
- ·
=·Ten, Black poetess Assata Shakur, the
5- Charlotte Three, and all other politlj:ill
prisoners in the country.

5

§

i
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Wo,ld (USA)

international problems and threatening
that the U.S. would withdraw from ·the
organization if this demand was not
met.
The ILO was thus faced with open
political blackmail, and
not for the
first time. In November 1975, the United States .threatened to leave the ILO
if the latter did not revoke its res~lu
tions. concjemning the suppression of
the working people's ri,ghts in South
Africa .and Chile and in the Israeli-occupied Arab lands .. At the current session. the. U.s: represent~tives insisted on
introducing changes in the ILO regula~ . 5
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ft~BORTS • . NOTES •.COMMENT.;• ·:~EPO:RTS • NOTES • COMMENT
a negative effect on the arms limitation talks. -Paul· Warnke,. DirectQr .yf
the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, has qualified MK-12A
as a potentially destabilizing factor.

u· rs MARK
The White House has decided to
invite Senator Henry Jackson to take
part in working out the strategy for
the talks on the conclusion of the
sec:ond Soviet-American agreement
on the limitation of strategic offen.sive arms.
InCidentally, the Senator has been
. patticipating
actively
in these
matters all along, hindering·disarmament and advocating arms build-up.
He has also made a "contribution" to
the Soviet-American negotiations,
casting aspersions on the first round
of .the SALT talks and the Vladi\icisthk u~derstandings, ccinstifuti~g.
the basis of SALT II, and taking a
llaJ)..d in working .Qut the patentlY
yn~'<;~eptable proposals broµght to
,M.oscow in March by Secretary of
.State Cyrus Vance. When the Soviet
"Union rejected the projects that.·
would. secure unilaterar advanlages
for the United States, Jackson re-·

commended the White· House to
maintain the same ·teugh stand and
dissipate .any hope that the .. United
States would advance .any proposals
that would be more . , acceptable to
the other side.
..
It is apparently for these "services'' that the Washington Administration has decided to invite the
Senator to help draw up the SALT II
agreeri;ie~t.
.. .
. , , .. ,. ....
Whlle ; ~he $~ha tor. }s".1 ~"1~tt'i;lt~f?.g
himself into diplomatic strategy,
Washington is reinforcing it with
such ~·weighty" arguments .as new
missiles. and nuclear warheads. It
was announced the other day that. it
had been decided to adopt for service
MK-12A, a .new ·kind of nuclear
warheads for· the Minuteman-3 intercontinental ballistic missiles. In
the opinion of the New York Times,
this will be a serious . step .in the
ar-ms race and one that will have

MK-12A, however, is but one of
the systems of new weapons now
being developed by the Pentagon.
The Defence Department plans to
adopt between 300 and 500 so-called
mobile missiles and 40 tci 50 longrange cruise missiles by 1980. Work
is going apace on the development
.of the B-1 strategic bomber and
Trident submarines.
There are some in Washington
who hope that this Pentagon set of
armaments will either "persuade"
Mo;:;cow to accept the whole "package" of American proposals at the
SALT II talks and thus impair its
own. security or will bar the way to
a new Soviet-American agreement.
And here Senator Jackson's mark
is clearly discernible.

V. BOIKOV
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.The Last Word
":-Books about Hitl-er are still ·flood-:.
mg.the West. The authors of these:·
,boaks display ,a ."new. approach" to';
.,11azism and its crimes. in World·
_War II. As they themselves aff.ir.m,
'this ''approach" became possible after·
t~ey -,had "freed themselves ·from
'emotions/' the result being
effect
another attempt at whitewashing the:
leaders of nazi Germany.
The book "Hitler's War," published
r.ecently in Britain, the United States
and
the
Federal;
Republic of
Germany,_has shocked.even worldly\<!'!b~e critics arid reade,,;s; The author,
dn·'1lngfiBhinan by the- name of David
~'91ing; -11-~s .decided .to debunk the
"myth"< that Hitler was a dictator, Jewch.4.ter
and _4
monster. All.
th~t, he' says; is · 'urtsub'~tantiated ·
Wrt.rtfrn¢ pr-Opagaiida. 'Er'9in'U regards:
hi$ opus as the last wohi in the :
: siriea of pUblications. about Hitler
·cffJ:~t ~ inundating the bopk nta.rts in,_
many western countries.:
. Seeking to denigrate :such 'British
·historians as John Toland, ._A.J.P.
'Taylor and Alan BuUo<:;k, wJ:ioihave
convincingly proved Hitler's r~span-·
sibility for nazi atrocities; Erwing
accuses them
of
using forged·

in

,.,f•

lf.
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~ocu~ents.

rhe b.istory ·of. t~e ~ar:
was ,distorted, he sflid, and. should be §
revised, And he sets out.. to do just 5
that, moreover, ,qi+oting no less an §
authority th(Z?\ .. :- Hitler
himself. 5
Speaking to his doctor, the latter §
allegedly sa,id that . anly the. next :
generation of
Englishmen could :
write his biography obJ.ectively §
(Erwing is 39 years old).
$
Iir. his 926~pag~ book, Erwing
portrays Hitler as
innocent victim 5
of deceit. He was allegedlyduped by §
Himmler and oihers .. The ''kind- 5
hearted" Fuehrer, it turns out, knew §
nothing about tli'e · extermination of :
six million Jews. The ones to blame 5
for everything; the a1,Lthor says, were
a handful of mediocre bureaucrats.
That is not all. Erwing questions :S
the wisdom of ~ritain's partic;ipation :
in. the. anti-Hitler coalition because, :
in his. opinion, nazi Germany did not §
plan to invade the British Isles. The 5
author, whci incidentally is the son §
of a naval officer, follows this up 5
with the question: "So what, then, §
were we fighting for?" And tries to 5
depict the past in such a way as to §
leave that question open in the 5
reader's mind.
5

A.C yn!
DEMOCR
.

The London Financial Times
writes that at their recent unofficial
meeting at Leeds the Common
Market Foreign Ministers of the
Nine discussed "the highly sensitive.
question of how the EEC should deal
with a member state that ceases to
pe democratic." In the opinion of
British Foreign Secretary David
Owen, there is no place for such
a country in the Common Market.
To leave no doubt as to w.hat
countries they had in mind, the
Financial Times says it is Italy and
France, where the elections may well
lead to a communist "share . in
power."
Since Aristotle's day democracy
has always meant . government . by
the people. And people express their
will in elections. The. champions of
"democracy" in the Common Market,
however, interpret government by
the people in their own way. They
declare a priori "undemocratiC" any
government the Communists may
enter and prepare to take sanctions
against it. Naturally, in defence of
·
V. PAVLOV
"Western democracy," which is in
Our· Own Correspondent
effect government by the bour.
::; geoisie;·
'!!· ANDREYJ?V
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Great O~tober
Re:Volution
tiO YEAltS

TO CAPITALISM
VLADtMIR TETVUSHEV, M.Sc. (History)

Two days after the storming of the
Winter Palace the New York. Times
repoi:t.ed ibat the Bolshevik takeGVel' of power in Russia had sent
mare prices plmnmeting Oil the New
. York Stock Exchange. Many U.S.
businessmen .and politicians thought
et the time that this was the biggest
· unpleasantness caused them by the
October Revolution. Few realized
tfM!t Jt spelled the depreciation of
'stocks of capitalism as a whole.
:At first the opponents of com•!.liUsm found solace in d.isquisitions
about the "inevitable collapee" of
tbf. Russian "experiment." Then
they predicted the failure of the
· ,:five-year plans .and prophesied that
the Soviets would not escape defeat
in the war with Germany. And
'When the Soviet people defeated the
bazi invaders it was maintained that
it wouJd take a long time for our
country to repair the ravages of the
. war. As the U.S. Professor Fred
:Warner Neal admitted in the early
'~ties, tl).e prophets of doom were
"wrong on just about every major
development in the U.S.S.R. since
tlle Bol.shevik revolution."
· But perhaps the biggest mistake
'they made in assessing the potentialities· and development prospects of
the socialist economy, for preconceived notions about the "inbuilt
backwardness" of the Soviet econ. omy pr~ved the hardest of all to
<>vercome. It took the jolt given by
launching in the U.S.S.R. of the
world's first artificial earth satellite
for ~he West to realize how colossal
. a self-deception unde~stimation of
the potential of socialist planned
economy had been.
It was the sputnik that prompted
the Western ruling q1.1arters and
scholars to embark on a study of the

the

18

. Soviet Union's ee9D91Ric qstetn · on
an unpreeedented , scale. The . main
object was, first, to evolve an economic theory that would enable capitalism to retain its positions, and,
second, to discredit Soviet economic
progress. Symptomatically enough,
the avo,~ed purpose of a discussion
of Soviet. methoqs of industrialization. held: ~in· th~ United States in
1973, for··. 'tnstante, was to subject
every a~t of the Soviet development straiea ~;C'l'itical ~tiny,

c~•;
It cannot be $Bid ~t ·~ !ltjrlevements of t~ socialist '~nomy were
not noticed hi the West many years
ago. The rapid .rebab'ilitation of the
economy folloWjbg ' the defeat by
Soviet power of the internal counter-revolution and foreign armies of
intervention, and then the -successful
fulfil~t of the first five7year plan
came a:; an unpleailant surprise for
an· anti-co~1.1ni~t$ • .,Kal".J 1'autsky,
for i!il~D~, a..m·~~ ip· 1933 that
the five'-yeat"· plan "was carried out
with tremendous vigour. The truly
unprecedented results of its fulfilment amaze us, amaze the capitalist
world, amaze many Socialists who
previously took a dubious view of
the Bolshevik experiments." The results of the subsequent five-year
plans compelled many bourgeois
theorists and politicians to concede
that the rapid and successful industrialization was an extraordinary
accomplishment and that for rate
and quality the progress made in
the U.S.S.R. had no parallel in
history.

But while they noted · the Soviet
Union's economic successes, the supporters of capitalism in no way rec.ognized the superiority of the so-

cialiat . moGe. of production. 01') the
contrary, they intensified efforts ·t9 ·
prove that .the one had nothing' to
do with the other, to . divorce the
effect from the cause. C.oncedUiC
that "the Soviet state. . . converted
backward Russia into a powerful
modern industrial society in t.he
span of a single generation," Senator
James Fulbright at the same time
maintained that this was not the
result of the "communist system."
And the U.S. economist Michael
Boretsky also averred that the ·fa&t
gr.owth of pr.oducti4m in the u.s.s.a•
a.s compared with the U.S. coukl
hardly be attributed to the economic
$U1>8riority of Ute Soviet system.

.,1

In order somehow t.o' weaken' the
moral and political impaet of the
results of the first five-year plan,
the theory that th~re was a ceriaifl
"continuity" between the industrial
growth rates in pre-revolutiOl'Yll'Y
Russia and in Soviet Russia t4und
wide currency in the capitalist Wat
as far back as the thirties. This du;.
bious "concept" is often· invoked
even today. According to it, the hi-'
dustrialization carried out in the
U.S.S.R is merely a stage in the
technological modernization begun
before the revolution. The historian
Frederick L. Schuman sees in the
Soviet five-~ plans a simple
continuation of the "programme of
the more enlightened of the nineteenth-century
Russian
t11ar$." ·
Another bourgeois hist(Jl'ian, Lionel
KGChan, quite specifically ~lares
tbe Soviet five-year plan$ to be a
further development of the policy
begun by the tsarist minister Vittel
This idea of. "continuity," which
in defiance of historical fact and
scientific veracity ignores the decisive effect of the socialist mode of
production on the acceleration of the
rate of economic progress and its
character, is proclaimed by some
scholars to be the general law. T-0
all intents and purposes this ide<i
underlies the theory of the so-called
stag~s of economic growth put forward by Walt Rostow in his book
on the subject published in 1960,,.,
HEW TIMES
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ls,'Ccortting to a~. these stages of
gtowth'.are 1"an a~ternative to·Karl
'Ma~x·s- theory 'of modern history."
In particular, regarding Socialist
iiumstrialjzation in the U.S.S.R. as
part of the history of the "industrial
society," Rostow claims that the So11'iet road ·'·of economic progress is
only· "a version of the common
growth experience, abnormally centred in heavy industry."
·•· Bourgeois writers, however, do
nnt' confine themselves to attempts
to persuade the public that the
eeonomic progress of Soviet Russia
Jles•nothing to do with its adherence
tonthe socialist road. The most uniror\ijlblous of them go so far as to
claim "that ;bad Russia remained a
capitalist (!9untry she, could have
made no less, and perhaps even
more, headway. William-Chamberlin
advanced this absurd argument as
far back as 1934. The U.S. economist
W,arren Nutter repeated it in 1957,
~i»taining
that along capitalist
lin'5 "there would have been
l'elQarkable growth of the Russian
economy... far beyond what has
been accomplished." And the New
Y.ork Times blandly asserted, in
CQnPection with the 50th anniversary
of the October Revolution, that
Russia would have developed just as
well .. under the tsars as under the
commissars.

•n~omparable
How do things stand in reality?
That · industFial development in
Russia at the· end of last and the
beginning of the present century
proceeded at a relatively high rate
is-.a'Wellwknown fad. Yet the growth
rates of that period are in no way
compa'.l"able to the rate of socialist
industrialization after the October
Revolution. Take the following figures.
Russian capitalism achieved its
highest rates in the early period of
. its development, in 1885-1900. The
average annual growth of industrial
production, however, fluctuated between 5.8 per cent at the beginning

TIMES
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end; Moreover, 'cttpitalist e~on~mic
crises, which made themselves felt
in Russia as earty as the.· sixties and
seventies Of the 19th century,· caused
periodical ups and downs in industry.
The year 1899 saw the beginning •of
another protracted crisis
which

19!1H91~
u.ss.R.

Average annual growth of industrial
production in the U.S.A. and the
U.S.S.R. in 1951-75, in per cent.

Growth Rates

HEw

ot this period aniqt.2'per cent at the
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reached its peak in 1902-03. As a result, the average annual increase in
industrial production in the first decade of the 20th century was only
3.2 per cent. Only in the three years
preceding the first world war diQ
it reach 6 per cent. The cyclical
character of capitalist economic develoPment in Russia was clearly
manifest.
Consequently, there are no grounds
wha15oever for assuming that Russia's feeble economy, had it remained on capitalist lines after 1917,
would have developed at higher
rates and followed, a different pat-

without. crises, P~el:i
slumps, etc. The. more Jars~
Russian capitalists had 110. illusioU. .·
on this score. For ins~n.ce, the' #11-'
known
textile
manufacturer
A. I. Konovalov, . speaking in the
State Duma. in the spring of 1913,
complained that throughout the first
decade of ·the 20th centur:y Russi<1.n
industry had been "bt the doldrums."

tern -

There is hardly any need to point
out that socialist industrialization
on the basls of the five-year plaµa,
in· revolution11ry Rt.lssia experi~ncctel
no "doldrums;" and still less, reces'sions. It proceeded without inter-'
ruption <1nd at exceedingly higti
rates for decades on end. Some 'in:"
tere&ting calculations were made•o'n
the occasion of the 5eth .anniversary
of Soviet power. They showed that
industrial production in. the. t.J.S.S.R.
in 1929-40 and 19+7-'66, i. e~. excl,ud..o
ing the war years, increased at an
average annual ·rate of 14;3 per' cent.
And this in the· course of 32 yeats1 ,
Althou,gh more recent five-year
plans set fower growth rates, tn.dustrial out.put increased in 1951-75
on the average by about 10 per cent
annually. As we have seen above-,
Russian capitalism was unable to
maintain such high growth flites
over a full quarter-centu·ry !!!Ven in.
its best years.
In order to mislead the publiC:
bourgeois propagandists con(:oct all
manner of fantasies about how ni'¢t
a place Russia would be had thert
been no October Jtevo~"t>tion. One
sqch fanta1y was indultfid in by t~
French Le Figaro some ten years
ago (March '7, 1967) when it pictured··
Russia in the sixties as a capitatbt ..
state "following the saJ!Mt road w ·
the United States" and ntatehingJt'
in eeonomic · miJht. · one cart ·or

course Understan<l why one of 2urQPe's

ftrthetlt-Right . pui)UC!l~

should have'l4°*1ted tba "'81ng of
bourgttois~landlONl Russte. But only
the utter tgrw~ or· \be extreme
biae of the aqtbor ot the Figa.ro
article - one ~ierey M4ulnier can explaia his aont.ntion that eve
if Russia bad remained a capitalist

..

-~

oouatry it could successfully compete with the United States. The fact
is that the economic gap between
the U.S~ and bourgeois Russia remained
practically
unchanged
throughout a whole half-century
preceding the revolution.

·'

· This is borne out if only by the
computations of the British economist C. Clark published in 1957. According to his figures, Russia's industrial
production in 1860 was 8.1 per cent,
in 1895-99, 8.5 per cent, and in
1910-13, 8.3 per cent of that of the
United States. The tendem:y towards
stagnation and chronic lag becomes
even more pronounced when the per
capita industrial output in old
Russia and in developed Western.
capitalist countries are compared.
In 1900 the United States produced
8 times more pig iron per capita
than Russia, Germany 6 times more,
and France 3 times more. By 1913 ·
the . United States and Germany
were producing 12.5 times and
France, .8.3 times more thiJ.n ~uss.ia.
Other indicators revealed a similar .
gap. Lenin observed in this connec-·
tion that we are "falling farther
and farther behind."
.
This dangerous lag was · recognized by many spokesmen
the
business and political world of tsarist Russia. The above-mentioned
A. I. Konovalov, for instance, said
that "considering our slow progress,
our competitors on the v.mrld mar.:
ket have no cause to worry, their
superiority over Russia is assured."
And further: "For them our movement forward, taken in the context
of West Eurapean evolution, is nothing but retrogression>

The Unquestionable .
Superiority of Socialism
Another false thesis advanced by
anti-Soviet and anti-socialist propaganda is the contention that there
is nothing exceptional about the
rapid rate of industrialization uhder
socialism and that similar rates have
been characteristic of capitalism . at
certain stages of its development.
The West German Sovietologist
. Gunther Wagenlehner, for instance,
maintains that the capitalist countries, and in particular the United
States, have had their "periods of
boom." His colleague Walter Hildebrandt says that the "very high"

'lf_- -

W.est Eu.roP~~n, !iO IIlµc:h so. ai;. to.
evo.ke tlJ.~ admi~ati9n Of co:nteinpcira_..::
rie3. ·'Aboye all, the United States:~
underwent an economic ·. de\reiop.;
ment astounding even for that rari'idly progressive ·country," Frede~
rick Engels wrote in 1892. Concretely,.· what were the Ainericari
growth rates? In· 1880-115 the figure ·
was 8~5 per °Cent, but for the. pe'rioci
from 1860 to 1900 taken as: a whole;'
the average· annual increase in industrial productfon was 4. 7 per cent>
This, moreover, is the peak rate itl
U.S. economic history. In 1900-29 it
was 4.Z. and in 1929-63, only 3.6 ·per
cent.
In the SO -years from 1864 to 1914

of

The conclusion from all this is
obvious. It was only the October
Socialist Revolution that put an end
t6 Russia's historical backwardness,
averted the rea1 danger of Russia's
becoming a second-rate power, a
happy hunting ground for foreign
finance capital.

j

The Central Committee of the
CPSU had good reason to stress in
its resolution on the 60th anniversary of the Great October Socialist
Revolution that the victory of the
revolution "saved our country from
an impending catastrophe towards
which it was being pushed by the
criminal policy of the ruling expioiter classes - the landowners
and the bourgeoisie - and put it on
the road of truly independent development, of all-round social, economic and cultural progress."
20

rates of development of Soviet industry during the five-year plans
"can well be compared to earlier
phases in the development of West
European industry."
Claims of this order are obviously
beamed to the uninformed. The fact
is that gross industrial production in
the U.S.S.R. in 1975 exceeded the
1913 level 131 times over. At the
height of industrialization in our
country the average annual rates of
growth of .industrial production
ranged from 17 to 22 per cent. At
no time did the capitalist world
as a whole or any / individual
capitalist country register growth
rates like these. In Western Europe,
for instance, the average annual increase in industrial production at
the height of capitalist industrialization (1870-1900) was only 3.7 per
cent. In the 50 years from 1864 to
1914 world industrial production increased roughly sevenfold. How can
these figures be compared to the
headway made by the socialist world
in our time?
Nor is there any comparison between the industrial growth rates of
the U.S.S.R. and the United States,
even though the economy of the latter developed far faster than the

In 1913 industrial production in Russia
amciunfed to 12;5 per cent of ·that in
the United States.
In 1915. · Soviet industrial production
was 80 per· cent of the American.
· .
By 1980, with the fulfilment of the cur•
rent, .tenth ·five-year plan, Soviet in~
dustrial production will have ·reacbed
109 per cent of •the 1975 level in the
U.S.A.
.

U.S. industrial production increased.
11.7 times over. cdmpare this with ·
tbe 72.7-fold increase in ouf country
in the course of the 50. years from
1917 to 1967.
Even less impressive than the
American was the West European
performance: in the half-century
1860-1910, the heyday of capitalism
when it was completing its transition to the monopoly stage, industri•
al production increased in Germany
6 times, in France roughly 3.5 times,
and in Britain only 2.5 times over.
These figures, we repeat, relate .tc:>
what were the best tirr. c- for the
capitalist economy. On the other
hand, it experienced disastrous
slumps and lqng periods. of depres_sion and ·stagnation, . during which
the superioritY. .of the ~ocialist sys~em
was even more strikingly revealed.
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rn"J92.9,.i~~ when the capitalist world
wa$ rac,ke<;l. by econoinic troubles,
ini;lusfrial production in· the U.S.S.R.
inc.teased 4.8 times over in less than
16 .rears.
.In the past quarter-century too
t~ Soviet Union's economy bas been
devefoping at a faste;i- rate than that
of. the. capitalist countries. In 1951-75
the. average annual increase in indi.istrial production in the U.S.,S.R.
w~ 9.6 per cent and. in ·the . U.$.,
only 3.8. per cent..
The superiority of the . socialist
mode of production is evident also
frcm the rate of industrial growth
in all the socialist countries· 'taken
t,ogef.her~ In 1975 their total .indusirial Pn>dtlction was roughly l !l.
fimes greater 'than the total on the;
$aJq,ftterritory in 193.7. In the same
per~ in,dustrial production in the
t~r;;~i::., C()~,~t~ies increased only
i

•u

'

.. ,,..

'·'

! It shoUld be borne in mind that

Notwithstanding this serious setback, the Soviet unicin ·continues to
hold the lead as regards growth rates
in the economic competition with
the United States. In 1913 industrial
production in our country amounted
to only 12.5 per cent of that in the
U.S., and in 1975 to more than 80
per cent. With the fulfilment of the
current, tenth five-year plan, industrial production in the U.S.S.R.
will reach in 1980 109 per cent of
the 1975 level in the U.S. The Soviet
Union already produces more pig
iron, steel, oil, coal, iron ore, cement,
and a number of other key items
than any other country in the world.
Thus, thanks to the victory of
socialism, the Soviet ~ Upi:QU h~
reached in · 60 years a · ··Je~l of
eoono.m,ic prt>ir~ which took .the
capitalist co.untf.if:s centuries , .>to
achieve.
· ' ·
,

~9H~pse'·

the ir;ipressive sue~~ . of the· ·. of;lf{Usrons
Soviet Union weri!! achieved in exteptionaliy difficult conditions. To
; lt seems only yeSterday that bourbegin with, it inherited an economy · · geois propaganda, carried away by
tavaged by two wars - the first;. thi;Lhigh level of economic activity
·~J.~ war and.t~ Civil War. The'
t4at 1'8ted for ye~rs aftei: ~war,
'''6airiage s,uffered by our country in : pai?lted ~!;le .t;Qsiest pictures . of .the
i914-20 amounted to no less than: fulure of capitalism,. Thlf . was.espe~9,000 miflion gold rubles, the equiv-! ciallf ~e ~~·,i~the sixties, which
hl~nt of roughly one-quarter of.'the
witnessed the Iorigest· bootn in the
total prewar national wealth. On
history of capitalism. It was in this
the other hand, it is common know!period that· the "West German miredge that the United States amassed
acle," the "Japanese miracle," the
enormous wealth out of the war and
"Italian miracle" and other economic
the sufferings of the peoples. Suffice
marvels were played up for all they
it· to say that after the first world
were worth. To some apologists of
~. the West· European countries
capitalism it seemed that this senile
found themselves heavily in debt to
system had caught its "second wind"
the U.S., which had owed them some
and that it was now more than a
$2,500-3,000 million before the war.
match for the young and vigorous
By l921 their debt had ru~ to the
socialist world.
colOssal llUM of $15,000 minion. In
Already in the late fifties there
the course of the first world war were jubilant predictions that stateU,S. industrial production increased
monopoly regulation in the Western
by 26 per cent.
countries would rule out any reDuring the second world war too
petition of the Great Depression of
monopoly profits grew to fantastic
1929-33. And in 1970 a study
proportions. In his "Outline Politientitled "Patterns of U.S. Economic
caLHistory of the Americas" William
Growth" published in Washington,
Z. Foster says: "Fifty-seven billions
summing up economic prognoses,
in net profits during the war told its
forecast fair weather for the Ameriown sordid story of capitalist greed
can economy and high average anat the expense of the people."
nual rates of growth of the gross.
national
product all the way to 1980.
The Soviet Union, on the contrary,
In 1971 Yale economics Professor
suffered enormous losses in the war.
Lloyd George Reynolds maintained
There is :n.o"value yardstick to measthat in the conditions of the modern
ure the loss of 20 million human
"transformed" capitalism, cyclical
lives. But the material loss alone
fluctuations were no longer as
ran to 2,600,000 million rubles. And
menacing and disastrous as before.
Soviet industrial production dropped
from 31 per cent of the U.S. level in
Two years later the authors of a
1940 to 17 per cent in 1944.
Department of Commerce survey of
MEW :rtMES . U .: Tt

U.S. economic prospects for 1973 and
projections to 1980 optimistically·
declared that the GNP would continue to increase at an average annual rate of 6 per cent until that
year. There was no dearth of similar
prophecies in other countries as well.
Their authors seemed to have forgotten, or pretended to forget, that
there is no such thing as crisis-free
capitalism.
The fact is, however, that the imperialist countries had experienced
a number of recessions in the postwar period. In the U.S., for instance.
there was a recession in 1948-49
which lasted for nine months, another in 1957-58 lasting eight months,
and a 16-month recession in 1970-71.
In these periods industrial production declined by 17.4, 13.1 and 7.5
per cent respectively. But the economic soothgayers learned nothing
from this.
The ink was hardly dry, as they
say, on their latest optimistic predictions when in 1974-75 the capitalist world plunged into a new crisis, the worst since the Great De- ·
pression of 1929-33. Beginning towards the end of 1973 in the United
States and Japan, it spread to the
rest of the capitalist world. Industrial output in the leading capitalist
countries dropped in 1975 by more
than 9 per cent on the average. In
the spring of that year industry in
the U.S. was operating at twothirds of capacity, and in the Common Market countries, at threequarters of capacity (in the third
quarter of the year). Unemployment
in the developed capitalist countries,
according to U.N. data, reached the
15-million mark in 1975. Inflation
was rife throughout the capitalist
world.
This latest and still continuing
crisis affecting all aspects of economic life has starkly revealed tile incurable ulcers of the capitalist sys:.
tern. "Faith in economics and in
government management of the
economy plummeted," the New York
Times lamented at the end of last
year.
Capitalist
economics,
of
course.
On the other hand, we may add,
confidence in the socialist economy,
whiCh knows no crises and is free of
the evils and ulcers of the exploitative system, has been strengthened.
This is one of the most important
conclusions to be drawn from the
experience of the sixty years of the
Great October Revolution.
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PHILIPPINES _ _..,..__ _ __......_ _...,....._

THE KNOTTY PROBLEI.\
OF TH·E SOUTH

s.ed.•• ·Colalld

VLADIMIR GRIGOROVIOI

Mofl~ bad

· .w~ l~ month there ·cipne J)eW8
from ¥anila of another fl~up of
t\WliollB in the southern Philippines.
Till the last moment it had been
. tMught tMt the Philippine governQ.ttnt and the organization known as
tlll!' MorQ Niitional Liberation PrMt
WQQ}d :resume talks to settle the
. Utng smouldering Ol)llflict in that
Part of the cou~. The last l'Gund
ot tallts broke l'lown in late April.
Shortly before that, on April 1'7,
the goverrunent l:\eld a plebiscite in
the 13 southern Philippines provinc.es, including western Mindanao,
the Suh~ Archipelago and the
weateJ;'nmo$t
large
island of
Patawan. It had been )lelieved that
this referendum, the fifth since the
int~oduction of a state of emergency
in tlle Philippines in September 1972,
~·ou'd put well-nigh the finishing
':ou hes to the solutfon of one of the
PbiLppines' most ve~ing problems.the 'Troblem of the South," otherwise known as the "Moslem
pro))lem."
However, tile different f~ees ip.
tbe polmcar spectrum tqok different
.viewli ~· tl:\e r-eferendui:n,. its reinilts,
and the entire issue in gener41. The
~ill!Dciated Press correspondent in
Manila says the sltuation was
~rhaps best de.\icribed by one olcJ
Filipino when he said: "Only God
knows who is right."
R~trQsp~t

But siru"!e in our
view
the
A'.mighty
is
unlikely
to shed
1 l\l1Y light an the subject, let us turn
:to some facts of both remote and
re:ent hi!!tory.

Islamic nomad tribes settled
M:ndanao, Palawan and the sm~ll
islands of the Sulu Archipelago m
the Middle ,/\ges. The Sp~war$, who
subsequently captured and Cath9licized the :PhUippines. call~ them the
·Moros, i. e.. Moori;. Althol.lgn iiaw
there qre only two million Moslem.s
~ some say three million ..,... among
the six milli<>n inhabitants of the
southern islan.d$, it is traditionalfy
considered and designated as a
:Moslem area;

u

To UJ*Gld their in~,. iJ,lC9

recoune

more . . ,

•94

mo""- frequeritlY to weapons whi~

't'be 09miu\8t4®r& fatl(ld to sul>due
the :Mo~ who continulQ to !9119\V
the Qld µoa~t\<ma and C\l&tom.s. Nor
w~

the A1'\E!rtcan <»l<>nialilts. Wbo
Spaiaiards "1'lY
i~ ~ c@tu.r)', able to $Utw:\ue
tm?in; t'.be lQ<;a.J MQalei-. continutld to
abide by t~ir (IWJ:l. laws.
Af\et" th~ Philippines acqw,_.
political independence in llM8. a
wholesale exodus to the Moslem
South
from the ovel"l'QP\llated
VisaYas and Luzon began. lP'irfl't to
arrive were farm .labourers arid
seasonal workers who came in
search of a livelihOoid ·and in the
hope of starting their own farols.
Occupying the fertile ••no 1na:n's
lands" on the coast, the new settlel'S,
who were Catholics, entered into a
quite peaceful relationship with· tl\e
local '.Mosleais. However, they were
soon followed by the nouveaux·
ricnes et the newlY·independent
Philippines - au manner of tradesmen and speculators - who seized or
boutht up vast traets af land on
Mindanao, Basilan, Jolo and the
othef' seuthern islands. Flouting the

taok ·ove.r trcmi tne

The black-out areas in this map of the

Philippines, reproduced _from
the
m1 g11zine A$i4t Week, des1goate the
13 provini;eJ whtmt the 011tonomy referendum was held in April.

they

traditionally

eany

fr~

chilQ.bood. The ~w aettleFS J'e~liat,
ed in lrind. ·· At first the conflicts
were of a reUliOps n1~ture. .· Then

padually t~ emv,IJled
permanent u~ .~
forming
Christi~m

cent.rt~ of
.bot~ .siq~

"private
~":
.,o,ns
and two. ~. .. 'l':t\e

atwatien new more and ~ tf!.1:1~·
Soon mQre t}µln 30
~~
ec>uld be counted on Mindaniio .~
This, in addition to the bandit11 Wf\O
pre:yed on Moslem and Christi.lip
aUke. l3Y 1970-71 the number ~
armecl clashet1 and the victirm> . t~
~ch incidents was running ill~
several thoq.Slllnd.
. ·.
The administra,tiOn of Presi~~
l'erQinand :Marcos dispatched .. llli;l:
1tary conti~ents to the trouple ~t,s '
and reinforced the police contilll{enp;
sta.tioned thefe, Uut by this .time ~e
demands p\rt forward by both sides
ha4 become a. t3n&le of contraqt~,.
tions. . The Moslem
moverot1pt
de~~ped into a separati$t re\lell~()P
with. the pro.clahned aim of matini
l\lfn~~o and the adjacent islanQ.!;
"independent."
., ,
The co11flict ~n the South wa~ 09e
of the main reasons for the. mar~~l
lt.w which was proclaimed . in\ the
Philippines in September 1972 im~
which is in force to this Q.ay. More
troops and police wer~ disgatch.~4Jo
the rebel areas and large-Scale
military operations were launched
against the insurgents.
~'' ·
At that time President Mar<!OK'~d
his representatives repeatedly vi.sited the theatre of hostilities ~o
negotiate with some Mosiem leac;te:rs
in order to settle the conflict. '.Me~t~
ing$ of this nature took place more
than once In Mal1fla and each time
came the official announcement ~}lat
a final agreement on ceasefire had
at la&t bee~ ireached. Nevertheless.
the fiahtinc eentim~ed.
..
:gvent~Uy, the PrOti<acted arme4
confiict in the southern Philippines
aroused
internatiMal
ooncern,
notal>Iy among certain lsla.mli; ~~teii.
Repnsentatives &f Li\>ya; Enpt.
Saudi Arabia, $oinalia · and Seneia)
-went on faet-finding tours to· the
NIW .ttMES . 'JI • 11

wamna

"
aoutlwrii. P~ilipgiIJ.~s. It. was ixi. t~
1
::..:-,.-.t
~" Il:J74-"lS
. liti~J'-.._ W
,
, •, 't"-:,ct
"10, t"e
.•A
PQ
-~
e,;AtforW,"of,',' the 'W>ur.gents more.· or
I~Ai~ii'i;i:e<i. At any rate Wwas
te,atjl®. that the . movement was
~ded by. an organization calling
it;iiit the Moro Nationai Liberation
; . Front (MNLF), whose aim is to
separate the "MosJeztl;: tegiOns!' from
the Philippines and create "an
independent Islaniic state." · It al~
trahspired that its Ieaders·had seeurt\(t definite· promiit? of political.
financial and material s'up:Port from
~ ri4~ber of Moslem. states, 'iriclud:ing Arab countries.
' 111 an analysis of the Situat)on, the
Ftongkong Far · Eastern :E:oonomic
H~iew noted iii March· 1974 'that the
~ of the, cpnflicting parties were
~istic as neither srae had the
--~$ to
accompli$h ' their
pt~
aims.. Further,
·the
ma~zh\e ~5$id, the two sides ' had
evoked ·J>oiiuiar discontent by · the
:\\ray they blid read.ed, 'fu the situation. Neither 'Had achi~ved their
o'bject. It was 'c~&r, the periodical
ad'ded, that the dream ot the insurgents to break awa'.y ' frorrl tile
Philippines was· ·. sbme~)).rni ' Mattila
eotild n:ot accept, and ihat 'the :desire
ot: 1he. Philippines' arrit~ fotcelt .·to
~fen~hen the republ~c's ~cti:tj~Jn
the soµt.h was unattainable.
''The futile confiriuatiori of h~fiii.:.
ties: :. th'reatened to create ' an
avtkWari:l situation for Presid~I\t
~ai:.c0s, whC? l1ad promised his peopl~
a ·"new society." Without going into
any'other' aspect of' this knotty
pr<?b~em, we might note that some
rs1'amic' states more and more
mSiStently called ul>on Manila t6
sUspe,nd armed action against the
Moslems. The two sides realized that
it was necessacy: to seek a mutually
acceptable compromise. .
'
~ingfor

a Co.npromise
Pre~dent .· ltfarcos

(ieelared then-

ap_i;t has slnce. reiterated time and
au.in - tMt, the Moslem problem in
th~. ~i,it~rn ),''hilippi,nes cannot be
~\tled b~ for~ .o(arms.. Re also
an.PC>unced that •· num~ of social
~D# 'e&nomic ::ef0r~ :w.ould ~ put
~~to improve in~ ~r.e
the situation for the mutp,e~ a,nd
stimajate development in ti$ relativety backward region.
At first unofficial. contacts were
macle~
These were ;f.oUo.wed .by
<dftciel talks, with Arab. mecliatjc)n,
~w.een
t~ r.ep:re~nt-ativea of
Phili1'Pine
Moslems and
the
NEW., TIMI$ " :U • 11

10..PQint Pl'Oil'amme tp .tl)e vmt,,Of
authofi~tes. Negotiations were held
firlilt .in. Jidda, •Sau.di .. Arabia. and , these ten points nine, in' varying
subsequently in · Tripoli,
Libya.
form and from different angleS,
Though inarred by ups and downs,
touched upon the extent to which
a ceasefire .agre$ne*1t'.was rie~he
the ?e!NLF should be .represef}ted in
less signed in the -Libyan 'capital in the autonomous regional gov-erhDecember 1976. At the same time,
ment. The. 10th po!,nt_ e5.1!E!nti&M1
representatives of the Philippine boiled down to whether or not the
government and of the MNLF, and
autonomous region should be under
the members of a special committee
the permanent control of the central
that had been set up by the internaadmini&mltion.
tional
Islamic Conference (an
The MNLF officially boycotted the
organization of Moslem states) agreed
m · principle that'•· an' autonmnous reterendum, warning that if held it
could eause hostilities to break ·out
Moslem region· should 'be created iil
anew. It demanded that it be unconthe southern Philippines and that a
ditionally wsted with the ,powers
Plebiscite should be conducted there.
to ·form a government for the ·
· However, the Manila: administrasouthern Philippines.
tion and the · MNLF · 'leadership
differed sharply ·as to the character
. The MNLF's reaction to . the ~
and extent of autonomy and the
plebiscite is explained, am~m~ other
purpcse_ of the, Plebiscite. It will be
things, by the fact that · todaY ·
recalled that· at the outset the MNLF
Moslems compril!e the. majority · tn
had. demanded the full seceS,sion· of
only five of the. 13 p:rovinces ·in
Mind~o. ~ulu a.nd Palawan, or at
which the referendum. was hel,l;i. Qt
least the creati0n within the framethe registered voters who went to
work a! a :PhillpPine.. federation of
the polls - the turnout was in the
an autonomous Moslem- state having
neighbourhood -~ 75 per · cent - .
itS own anny. When Manila· categornearly 98 per cent answered the
ically turned . down th),s demand,
first J)ine J>9inis
a way ·JlD,favou.the MNJ:.F leaders sollght- a presirable tor the l\4NLF,
to the
dE:n,ti_al o,nlinance W. illteiJ'ate tile 1.3
10th J>Qint · the
ov.:!rwhelmlng
j()Utperp. provin~- i,ntq one M03l.em
majority replied in. the. afflrtnative.
i:~m.l .. havi,ng . };"Qther · .. ~tensive
This meant thfit the voters were
~sti<:j1ut0Mmx\ N~ this
ua~ an _autqnom.oua. l'egion under
PJ;q~. w~& a}ao ·~. :an
~~·con~L The '.MNLF, which
u~~~ng .,.,., :was-'· n~ertQ~eas
}@Ji exhorted Mosleins ~ boycott the
~ Jo g,;~n,t, ~hilippin,e .~elJli;
reterendum. once again publicly
autonomy "with!n. the, fya~ork f)f
disavoWeci both it and itS ·results.
the .sovereignty
and teqito,nal
integrity" . of ' the . Phjlip~ . In
It waS in this situation that the
M;ar<;h President Marcos proclaimed Manila talks broke down. On
the autonomy of 13 southern provApril 27 ·the France-Presse ·corr.es·
inces, which take in southwes1
pondent reported: "Peace talks. to
Mindanao, the Sulu Archipelago and
settle the Philippine Moslem re~~
Palawan,,.and annoµnced tne formalion broke off today after negotiation there of a provi~ionaL governtions ran into an apparent de&dloc~
ment in which the MNLF and thE
over how to administer an autonOlocal papu}ation would be representmous region in the southern Philip·
ed. At the same time the provisioh
pines."
was made that Philippine armed
According to the press,· the MNLE'
forces would
remain
in
the
has proposed an 11-man executive
autonomous region.
council
(government)
for the
The
formal
proclamation of
autonomous region. Of the 11, ~ven.
autonomy also engendered problems,
would represent the MNLF, ano.tner . ''
one of which concerns the differentwo, Moslems outside the MNJ:.,F, 'llnd • .·
ces ov¢r the extent· of the powers
the last two, non-Moslems, reOOn'i•·
with which the autonomous governmended by the MNLF; This.· was a.
ment is to be Vested and another, the
stipulation
Manna refused to acCeJ)t, .
concr-ete ·definition of the territories
· to be incorporated.. within the
As far ·as the ·geographical
Moslem· auto~omous regiOp.
composition of the autonomolls
region is concerned, the understand·
Basic ....
ing. reached at Tripoli was that it
would incorporate 13 provinces.
Differ~e$ ·
However, the Philippine government
The referendum w.s ·. to $ettle maintains that at the recent refe•
~,. these i . . . lrfa~la.put:a
rendum most of the people living in
lJ

in
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,
!
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these 13 provinces voted ·~gainst
··their incorporation in one autonomous region.
Finally there is the question of
incorporating MNLF units into the
This article Is In reply to readers' requests for informetion about the Westam
army. The MNLF has suggested
15,000 . men, whereas the Philippine
Sahara Issue.
gpvernment agrees only to 2,500,
demanding that the rest turn in their
weapons. It is in· place to recall that
it was preciseiy this government
forty deputies elected by · the
The Western Sahara lies on the
clemand ·to surrender weapons made · Atlantic coast of Northwest Africa.
population.
in September 1972 that was the
The question of abolishing the
Its decolonization has been a comspark from which the _extensive
colonial regime in the Western Saplicated process, resulting in the
conflagration in the southern Philipaggravation of the situation there.
hara was repeatedly discus~ed in
pines subsequently developed.
the United Nations. In 1966 the 21st
A former Spanish colony, Western
Officially mediating· at the talks
General
Assembly passed a 'reso1¥Sahara is 266,000 square kilometres
was an international Islamic· delegation calling upon Spain to h6fd a
in area, consists of the territories of
tion consisting of Islamic Conference
referendum under U.N. supervision
Seguiet-el-Hamra and Rio de Oro
· · Secretary-General, Dr Karim Gaye
to enable the population of the
(Wadi Dahab), and has a population
\:i.f Senegal, and the members of the .of about 80,000, made up mainly of "Spanish" Sahara freely to exercise
, quadripartjte commission. that this
their . right to self-determination.
Arab-Berber tribes but including
organization had appointed. The first
Similar resolutions were adopted at
. also Spaniards and Frenchmen. The
round of talks in Ti;ipoli resulted in
subsequent Assembly sessions. . At
administrative
seat is El-Aaiun
a ceasefire and an understanding to (18,000 inhabitants). The bulk of the their conferences at Nouadhibou in
form a Moslem autonomous·· region
September 1970 and at Agadir in
indigenous population speak a local
integrating the 13 provinces. The
July 1973, Morocco, Mauritania and
Arab dialect and profess Islam.
second agreement. dr;;tfted in March
Algeria likewise called for a U.N.The European countries' contest
controlled referendum in the West,.
in the upshot of. indirec.t negotiafor supremacy in this part of the
ern Sahara. In the summer of 1974,
tions between Philippine President
African continent began in the mid· :Ferdinand Mateos arid Libyan leader
however, Morocco and Mauritania
15th century. In · September 1881
Muammar Al Gaddafi, provided for
invoked their "historical rights" to
Spain' set out to conquer the
the institution of an initially provilay claim to this territory. In DeWestern
Sahara and in 1887 Rio de
sional and· subsequently permanent
cember of the same year the U.N.
Oro was proclaimed a "sphere of
elected
autonomous · government
General Assembly resolved to refer
Spanish interests." The Seguiet-elfollowing a referendum in the new
the case to the International Court
Hamra territory was incorporated
region on the issue of "administraof Justice at The Hague. On
in Spain's possessions under agreetive structure."
ments with France in 1904 and 1912.
The third round of talks broke
down. It had been thought that they
The local nomad tribes had long
The phosphorite works at Bucraa .
.would be resumed shortly. However,
been fighting the Spanish colonialReprinted from Jeune Afrique
. the situation again took a sharp_ turn
ists. The national liberation army
for the worse when the ,MNLF,
established by the tribes in 1958
according to a statement ·made by
ejected them from almost all parts
its President M. Nur Misuari in an
of the country. Nevertheless, with
interview to the Paris Le_ Monde on
the help of French troops, the
May 31, "decided to revert to its
Spaniards ultimately managed to
. in' ,:al ob3ective of total independcrush the movement and set up a
ence." Foreign news agencies began
rigid military-police regime. The
to report from Manila the resumption
colony was proclaimed
Spain's
. of armed clashes in the sout_hern
"African province." In 1967 Madrid
Philippines between .. government
was compelled to establish a local
·troops Hnd MNLF units. The search
self-government body there, the
for' a political
settlement has
J ma (G
ral Assembly) vested
apparently . again become deadlocked._ , ;th
functions'. Its 102
• . . members included tribal chiefs and
24. 77
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·October 16, 1975, thl! Court passed.a , "com.PleUon, of the decolonization of
manganese have also been discover"co:isultative ~µlirtg'~ &ayingc, tl\~ ·~this terriforY,," ·According . to a
ed: Before 197& phosphorite producthis territory had rrot· beel1 a ''tefra · ·. France-Presse ~eport, only &l detion was in the hands of ENMINSA.
nullius" (no man's land) in the preputies out of 102 attended the Jaa Spanish company with U.S.,
colonial days and recognizing that
maa session. The U.N. SecretaryFrench and West German capital.
certain ties had existed in the past
General refused to send a represenThe Bucraa deposit is now to be
the Moroccans to·~tween its tribes and the kings of.-· tative. of the United Nations to that · ·exploited by
Morocco and the tribes of presentsession.
gether with the Spanish Fosbucraa
firm and Mauritania. A 110-kiloday Mauritania. The Court stated,
In April 1976 Morocco and Maurimetre road has been built especialhowever, that these ties should not
tania delineated their frontier in
ly for the transportation of phosbe allowed to prevent the populathe Western Sahara approximately
phorites between · Bucraa and Eltion of the Western Sahara from
along the 24th Parallel.
Aaiun. It is periodically attacked by
"_exercising tneir. right t_p_ self-:deThere have . been a number of
. ·termination.
guerilla units .
. pol~tical organizations in the WestLiving conditions in the Western
Interpreting this decision as "evictern Sahara. The most influential is
Sahara are extremely difficult. At
· ence that the Moroccan· people are
the Popular Front for the Liberathe end of 1975 there were only
entihed to unite their territories,"
tion of Seguiet-el-Hamra and Rio
two hospitals, 22 dispensaries and
- King Hassan II of Morocco ande Oro (POLISARIO) which was
·three hygiene stations. The average
·..nounced in October 1975
that
founded in May 1973 and is strivexpectation of life is very low 3&.0.000 unarmed Moroccans . w,ould
ing for the country's complete inforty years. .Because of .the tense
m~rch into the Western Sahara. The
dependence. It went into action
situation, thousands of West Saha•
participants in what he called the · against the Spanish colonialists and
rans have latterly taken refuge in
"green march" crossed the frontier
.in November 1975 launched guerilAlgeria. They get relief from the
.. , but halted before the fortifications
la warfare against the Moroccan
International Red Cross and other
put up by Spanish troops. The. U.N. ·and l\>Iauritanian ·units. On Februinternational and national organ- _
..Security Council urged the parties
ary 27; 1976, the Provisional Sahaizations.
involved to avoid any unilateral acran National Council (set up on
The inherent right of the popula·
.,. tion likely to lead to the escalation
November 28, 1975) and POLISARIO
tion of the Western Sahara to self'·' of tension.
procl~im~d the establishment of the
determination is backed by demoOn November 14, 19'75, ·Spain,
Saharan ·Arab Democratic Republic,
cratic and progressive organizations
:· Morocco and Mauritania signed in
which has now been recognized by
in many countries. Most of the
,. , Madrid an agreement on the partiten· states. POLISARIO is giveJ'l allAfrican national liberation move. tion of the Western Sahara between
round support by Algeria,
ments recognize POLISAR,IO as its
Morocco and Mauritania, on the .
A.t its third congress in August
sole legitimat~ ·representative.
gradual withdrawar of Spanish
1976 POLISARio adopted the reWe in the Soviet Union are altroops from the territory and on the
public's Constitution, a national
ways on the side of the peoples
termination of colonial adrninistra- ·programme and a political mani· . fighting for national and social
tion. Later on in the month first :, 'festo, and elected the executive
liberation. It is this that deterMorocco and then Mauritania · dis- ... bodies of PO.LI SARIO and the Samines our country's firm support of
. patched armed forces into · the .. hi;tran· Arab Democratic Republic.
the complete decolonization of the
Western Sahara. On December 10 · The supreme POLISARIO organ is
Western Sahara and of the right of
the U.N. General Assembly passed. its nine-man Executive Committee
its people to self-determination in
.two resolutions on the Westerp Sa- ·exercising ;the functions of the
conformity with the relevant U.N.
hara, both reaffirming the inali- · R-evolutionarY Command
C<mncil
resolutions, of a peaceful political
enable right of its population to
wbich, under .the Constitution, is
settiement of the Western Sahara
self-determination. The reference to
the supreme body 'of state power.
issue. The Soviet Union's principled
the Madrid agreement in one of ·The Chairman of the Executive
stand has time and again been outthem was used by Morocco and
Committee is POLISARIO General
lined in the United Nations and
Mauritania to justify their actions.
Secretary Mohammed
Abdelaziz.
explained to the leaders of North
The Western Sahara issue was also
Supreme legislative power is vestAfrican countries. Soviet people
repeatedly discussed by the Organed in the 41-member Saharan Nahold that the deterioration of the
ization of African Unity which
tional Council, set up to replace the
situation in this region in no way
decided .·to convene an emergency
Provisional
Saharan
National
accords with the interests of its
·~ssion of, the OAU · Assembly of
Council.
peoples or the cause of peace and
beads.pt .state and government.
The economy of the Western
security. The ones who benefit most
Yit JanuMy 1976 Spain withdrew Sahara is of a clearly colonialist from the preservation of tension in
'h~r' a:rtn'ed f(irces fro~ th~ Western nature. The nomad population are Northwest Africa are the forces of
Sahaz:a and on Fel:irtia'ry 26 official- engaged chiefly in stockbreeding. imperialism and neo-colonialism
lY: ~nounced in the U.N .. that she
Crop cultivation is developed only
who are out to sow discord among
jiad :terminated lier presence there
in the oases. The country has conArab and African nations. ·Soviet
.. ati'ct transferred the actitliriiii~rative
slderable natural resources. Large
people sincerely hope that the
functions to Morocco and Mailritaphosphorite deposits have been surMaghrib countries will exert the
nia. The Jamaa
approved the
veyed in the Bucraa area (estimatmaximum effort to find a way of
Madrid agreement on the same: day. · ed at about 10,000 million tons, the
peacefully settling the issues . and
· • In Morocco and Mauritania this was ·output_ j.n 1975 came. to about 5 mildifferences
over
the
Western
interpreted as an "~xpressiOn,of the
lion tons). Oil, uranium, iron and
Sahara.
K.ANDREYEV
people's will" and proof' of. the. copper ores, potassiu~ salt and
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;WHY THE REVANC·Hl_ST
STIR
.

.

m~~- ~ie~~-~

fr11~rnities' real objectives.
··
• . _ The. 1llain. reason for ~_e_ ._·"·.LE~u.~
. ·.
peQn"_ slant, however, .m ;a·.-~
l<ONST ANTIN IONOV.
one. The POint is that SOOP atter
World War II the West German
~wnaries who dreamt of r~
ing
the territo.rie.s and ~es of;,,iJl:;
:Recently the Waffen SS E:xQe.r:rnan-J?oli~ ~ty is "not
the
fluence. loSt as a result o! the ~!eat
liftrnbers' Mutual Aid Organization
last word as f<i.r ¥
the future of
of nazi Gennany realit.ed · th\it
· ~zenly announced that a group
Siles~ la concerned," Huplta said.
however Mrd ·they tried their ·owrt
ef :former SS-men were setting out
Needless to say, the fniternity
forces were not eQOugh tK> achieve
M a tour o:f "memorable places" in
leaders would have displayed less
this Qbj~~ive. It was ~ ~t ·~
France. And a :few days ago a rally
zeal had they not been sure of
idea first crystallized of givi~ :tht!ir
' of veterans of the Adolf Hitler and
the slipport of the opposition. That
revanchiSt objectives
sembliin~
H'.iUerjugend divisions was held in
they had this support was macle
of a ''European
miflsioft".
N~u. and an old Jewish cemetery
Plai~ enough. Bavarian
Christian
enlisting the . support .· of- ·W.est
Mar Cham, which had by some
Social Union Cha~rman Franz Josef
Germany's Common Market 1Jll&J".t-r
miracle survived the naZi years, was
Strauss sent the Essen rally a mesners.
.desecrated by_ unidentified vandals
sage of greetings containing assurWith tM· paaiage of time the idea
whp toppled all 37 tombstones and
ances that as far as the CSU was
took more anc;I more concrete shape.
1mashed many of them.
concerned Silesia
belonged
to
As it became clear that the cold war
Germany.
At abQut the same time revanchist
was comuw to; an end, special hopes
fraterriities staged a series o:f tradiThe paradox is that the offensive
were~-.~ it. Vice-President of
. ,, . tiQn.al Whitsun rallies: the Danzig
against the government's Eastern
the West Ge~n Refugee Allia~
- Union in Coblenz (it coincided with
policy waged by the fraternities and
Rudolf Wollne:r put it thus: "1' ·\\!IM
~ the Hamburg Days held in Gdansk
spearheaded by professional redo not board the European if~
Paland, and was attended by officiai
vanchists from the central West
soon, it will simply go off wlt;l?-~
West German representatives), the
German Refugee Alliance is financus, and there will be nothing•· '-Tult
Danube Swabians in Karlsruhe, and
ed, from feqeral, state and municfor .w; but ~ longingly wAteh i! kfj;(1
the Sudeten German and Silesian
ipal funds. Not only the score or so
W}µit is in i)~on, then,
fraternities in Vienna and Essen.
organizations affiliated with the
rit:Q.rlal elaill't1 ~d no less' frankly
-, These rallies were one more remind- · Refugee Alliance (ranging from the
hopes of being able to
t!;r that even today, seven years East Prussian and Pomeranian expressed
induce the Federal Republic's BJlC
after the signing of the West
fraternities to
the
Carpathian
partners to support . these clabNJ,
German) but. abio the ramified netGerman-Soviet and West GermanThe idea is an attraetive one not
PQlish treaties, tlle dangerous activwork of schools, publif!hing houses,
for the fraternity leaders,• l)ut
.iU' of ·revanchist quarters must institutes and. newspapers control- only
also for such p&liticians as Straus.
led by them are financed at govern- 1,1nder no circumstances be diseountBut is it. ac.ceptable to the Fre~
ment expense.
~q in lilssessing the palitical situation
Italians, British and other Euno..;
The fraternity leaders are in a
Ui- t,b,e Federal Republic.
peans whoe.e countries a1"! memben
PQsition to exert a direct influence
The Springer Die Welt n-ot long
of the Common Market?
also on the West German Parlia.· A~ castigated the press of the
As they step up their activity,· the
ment, for in the Bundestag elected
~alist countries for reporting the
revanchi~t forces in W e9t Germany
last
year
there
are
some
two
dozen
JIU'•N•.chment of hatred and revanchare adapting to the new· situation.,
activists of these associations, and
ism at the Silesian and Sudeten
employing every possible device
three of them are members of the
Gennan rallies. According to it,
from crude sallies against detente
standing
committee
of
the
l)Q~ing reprehensible was said by
hypocritical references to tbe
tlle &peakers. ~oth fraternity leaders CDU/CSU parliamentary group. At to·
Final Act of the all-European con.:.
present they are very much con. hid even declared that they enterference. But the substance of the-it
cerned With the direct elections to
tained friendly feelings for the
ambitions remains unchanged - to
the so-called European Parliament
people of Poland and Czechorevise the outcome of World. War ll
which the ComJnon Market counslqva!Eia.
and
postwar developmeBI:$. A£ the
tries
are
planning
to
hold
next
year.
i:n tlle nursery tale about the
West German Comrnuni$ Unsere,
The above-mentioned Herbert Hupseven little goats the wolf eats chalk
Zeit has said, they "are striking at
ka has formulated the immediate
in order to soften its voice. The
the interei;~ Qf the milli<>ns who
task thus: "It is essential that
Silesian and Sudeten German fr1:1want pe_ace. To question .tl;\e p,ost...
deputies concerned with the future
ternity leaders Herbert. Hupka 1md
war fr90tiers in defiance Qf
of Central and Eastern Germany
Walter :Becher (both sit in the
ternat,i-0nal
law is tQ place peace tn
should
have
a
place
and
be
able
to
.CPU/CSU -benches in the B~ndes
~eopardy. To ~.~l ~se _fro?llijef&
speak up in the future European
~S) probl;\bly also
chewed chalk,
is tQ ~il peace. Hence, the true
Parliament."
bµt it did not rid them of their
national
interest.a of our count.QThe
"European"
emphasis
appears
revanchist hoarseness. What they
require thf1ft an end be put to ~
to be becoming the central element
had to say boiled down to insistence
activities of the revan<:hi!rt orpnt;&in the strategy of the fraternities.
· th-11t the so-called "German questions and institutions:'
·
One of the reasons for this is that
tion" be left open an'd the contenthe "European" label could serve as
tion that the frontiers of Hitler's
Bonn
;t/.-M 6
l\eich are still valid. The West
a cover far nlnk nati()f\alism, bestdes
.
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T,AJdNG lfP A POINT
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~meiimes

Wonder why you people

of 'the soeiellst bloc are so worried
~' "subversive" broadcasts from the
).V.,t. You cannot deny that Radio
Moscow broadcasts contain Information

whtch the capitalist world could consider·
~~~~list, propaganda. 'However, the
W:-.t d~ not acCUM the Soviet Union
or;any other socialist state of subversion
b'(radlo.
·)·"

Romesh JAYASIHGHE
Colombo, Sri Lanka

.,,,-

...,
:.,,

U110erete

tffliter

~l~GEI

replles:

.·n begin with; let us recall the main
idee ..of radio brl)adcasting for other
ct0untries, It wot first formulated over
40,·:}'earsJago, when radio stations were
amy.t>.ginn.lng to broadcast to listeners
i$toad.•· It be<:atne'··clearalready then
thet· ·radio could not only serve the
C&UJe ·of" peace and mutual
trust but
could also be used fci spread the poison
q{.,discord among nations. Lest that
~ould happen, 37 states, the Soviet
Un(0n included, signed a convention
establishing rules "for the use of radio
br:~adc:asting
without
prejudice to
il.\f4rnational
concord and for the
fri1t1smission of ideas and for the better
mµ~al under5-tanding among nations."
·'In our time
this principle was
developed further in the Final Act
aClopted by the all-European Conferenc:e
iii Hetsink i. It clearly states that the
mass media, which include radio stationt, should help the peoples to gain
better knowledge and understanding of
one another. The states which took part
in' the H1alsinkl Conference agreed to
re1rain from any intervention in the
internal affairs of other participating
sf ates.
l,.~t . us see how. these principlu are
implemented. You will probably agree
that by telling its listeners abroad about
event$ in our c:ountry, its achie.veinents
and problems, by acquainting them with

TIMES

Subversion is deliberate vi~lation of
the universally accepted standards of
internationa.1 life. Unfortunately, examples .of such activity are plentiful, even
in our deys. Take, for instance, the U.S.financed Radio Liberty and. Radio Free
Europe. They were set up by the CIA
during the cold war to broadcast
programmes for the Soviet Union and
the .European socialist countries. Their
sole purpose is to alter the -regimes
existing in these c:ountries
01nd to
restore capitalism in them. These stations
have powerful traMmitters and a large
staff of CIA men.

tian in which Stepan Kaplun's
partisqn brigade operated in fulfi!l·
ing the important assignment of
bringing delegates of the PoL~h
Krajowa Rada Narodowa (National
Council). across ·the tines into th~
Soviet rear. I .am convinced that this,
article in a journal that is popu!a.r,
both at home and abroad will help
strengthen Soviet-Polish frien4shi.p
and co-operation.
,.
Kirin GONCHAIW1'

Rechitsa, U.S.S.1'.

I habe become a regulaT' reader of
New Times because I find a wt 'of
How, one might ask, should public useful and interesting things in
opinion in the socialist countries react particularly its articles analyzing the
to the activity of such radio centres, socio-economic developments in. th(?
considering that the purpose of the 'CIA world. It is good that it. 'js allQ
is not to serve as a news medium pubitshed in Ara~ic.
. .
abroad. You may say that not all
Abdt,1.,l Wahab SAfJ
Western radio stations are run by the
Kabul, AfghB,nistal\.
CIA. Quite
so. Nevertheless
the
BBC, Deutsche Welle and other Western
In the West they continue t~
radio stations, too, often become an
clamour tedio14sl11' 1;1bout the "threat"
instrument of psychological
warfare
emanating from the Warsaw Treaty
against the Soviet Union. Incidentally,
countries. M. Chernou.sov's item
my colleague Vitaly Chernyavsky wrote
"Dollars Have to Be Paict For"
about this aspect of the BBC's activity
(No. 18, 1977) convincingly . refutes
in issue No. 12 of our journal.

.u.

G~VA~OV

NlW

fhe culfural f11'e of . our peopfe 411(!
Soviet public opinion on 'one or another.
international
iss~, Radio
Moscow
strictly follows the spirit and letter of
these principles. You will not find in
Radio Moscow broadcasts ill-intentioned
misinformation, bellicose <appeals or
I was deeply moved by Ovid11
incitement against other peoples. That Gorchakov's "Mission Across the
is why you have never heard anyone Frontline" in issue 20. I saw what.
"accusing· th$ Soviet Union or any other. he wrote of with my' own eyes and
socialist state of subversion by radio," can say that he has painted a convas you write.
incing picture of the difficult situa-·
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This does not mean, of course; that
harmonious relations between countries
with different social systems in the field
of broadcasting are impossible. Such
relations do exist. One example is the
successful co-operation in broadcasting
between the Soviet Union and Finland.
Another is that between the Soviet
Union and France. Just the other day
Paris and Moscow exchanged a whole
series of TV programmes which gave
the French and Soviet peoples a better
idea of each other's life.
It's one thing when foreign radio stations tell us about the joys and cares,
hopes and achievements of the people
in their countries, and quite another
when instead of giving a true pidure of
the life of ordinary people in Britain,
the U.S.A. or West Germany they try to
tell Soviet people what to do. This
brings to mind what some wag ha.s
said: "The nicest thing about radio. is
that you can switch it off."

the pronouncements on this score
made by Portuguese Prime Minister
Mario Soares. The desire to 'Wage
wars is organically alien to the
peoples of the socialist countries. Our
main wish is to have peace.
Marzana KUNA

Tomaszow Mazowiecki, Poland
In this year
of the sixtieth
anniversary of the Great October
Revolution I would like to see a,
series of articles published in New
Times about such revolutionaries 9s ·
Clara Zetkin,
Dolorea
Ibar11t.ri,
.Elizabeth Gurlef,1 Flp11o and Ron
L14Xeni.bt.u·g. Theae wome?l mad.e
such 11 Qt'eat · c~trib~tkm to thi?.
struggle of the WOTki!W eltUs fcir
Zibe1'4tion fTom
the fctter1 of
e;rploit11iun•,
fo-r
freedom
a"4
democracy. Their lives can and mu.St
~· as, an ideal for the uouth today.
John F. MO.RlUSSEY
Katoemba, Australi~ _
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ON THE DRAFT C 0 NS TIT UT I 0 N·
OF THE UNION OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
Report by LEONID BREZHNEV, CPSU General Secretary and Chairman·
of the Constitution Commission, to the CPSU Central Committee Plenum
on May 24, 1977
Esteemed Comrades,
We are about to consider the draft of the new·
Constitution of the U.S.S.R. The Political Bureau has
carefully examined this document and endorsed it in
principle. Since you are all already familiar with the
draft, I shall confine myself to a few major points of
principle.
I.
First: Why has it become necessary to draw up .a
new Constitution?
Because, comrades, during the past four decades
deep~goihg changes have taken place in our country
and in the whole of our society.
When the 1936 Constitution was adopted, we had, essentially,
just
completed
laying the foundations of socialism. The collective farm system was
young and not yet very strong. The technical level of
the national economy was still far from that of· the
most advanced industrial countries. The legacy of .prerevolutionary times still made itself felt in various
aspects of life.
What we now have in the Soviet Union is an advanced, mature socialist society. Major changes of fundamental importance have taken place in every aspect
of the.life of society.

'.

-~·,

The country's economy has changed beyond recognition. In it socialist ownership reigns supreme. An .integrated and powerful national economic organism has
taken shape and is functioning successfutly. It is
developing' on the basis of the combination of the
scientific and technological revolution with the
advantages of the socialist system.
The country's social make-up has also changed.
Our working class today comprises two-thirds of the
country's population - tens of millions of educated,
technically competent and politically mature men and
women. Their labour is increasingly approximating to
that of engineering and technical personnel. The
workers' public activity and their participation in
administering the affairs of state have ·considerably increased.
The peasantry, too, bas changed. The collective
farmer of today was born and has grown up on a collective· farm, and his mentality has been shaped bY

:a

socialism. He works with up-to-date techniques and
his educational level and his mode of life are often
little different from those of city dwellers.
The intelligentsia has become a truly people's, socialist intelligentsia. As the people's cultural stand<?-.rqs
rise and science acquires a role of unprecedented iznportanc.e in communist construction, the part played by
the iritelligentsia in the life of our society also grows:
Equality of nation.s has become a fact, not only. i~ -_
legal, but in practical terms as well. All our re:- .
publics, including those which used to lag behind
economically and culturally, have now attained a high·
level of development. The economies of the individual
republics have, at the same time, become inseparable
components of an integrated national economy.
·
The growing social homogeneity of Soviet society }S_
a common denominator of all these changes. The in~
destructible alliance of the working class, collective.
farm peasantry and the people's intelligentsia has
become still stronger. The distinctions between· the
basic social groups are being gradually erased. The ·
very tenor of their life brings all nations and national
groups of our country ever closer together. A new
historical community, that of the Soviet people, has·
come into being.
With the building of mature socialism and .the adoption of the ideological and political positions of the
working class by all sections of the populatiori, our
state, which originated as a dictatorship of the
proletariat, has. developed into a state of the entire
people.
All these processes in the country's life have been
and continue to be directed by the Communist Party,
Which has been the leading, organizing and mobilizing
force of our society ever since the October Revolution.·
The problems it has to tackle today have become more
varied and complicated. It is now playing a role of
still greater responsibility and exerting a wider guiding influence on the whole of the country's domestic
life and foreign policy.
Finally, the international position · of the Soviet
Union and the entire socio-political face of the world
have also radically changed.
The capitalist encirclement of the U.S.S.R ..has been.
brought to an end. Socialism has become a world
NEW TIMES
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As a result, the world balance of forces has been
completely altered. There is ·now a' real possibility of
preventing a new world war, and the danger of such
a war breaking out has already been considerably
reduced although there is still much work and a hard
struggle ahead of us in this respect. ·
Proceeding f!"om what they have achieved, the Soviet
'people,:under the Party's gutdance, are now resolving
new ·tasks:" creating the mate~ial and technical base of
co~m~nism:, gradually · transforming socialist . social
relations into communist relations, and . educating
people in the spirit of a communist consciousness.
These, in brief, are the main changes in our society
and in our country's life since 1936. These are the main
reasons and premises for drawing up the new Constitution' of the tJ.s.s.R.

"n.
Co~rades,

'the

draft of the new Constitution is the result of
and sustained effort. I.t is based on the Party's
clear and concrete directives. The Central Committee.'s
Report to the 25th Congress of the CPSU said: "The
n~w draft Constitution should evidently reflect the _
great victories of socialism and put on record not only
the general principles of· the soc;ialist system, expressing :the class substarlce of our state, but aiso the
basic features of the developed socialist society and its
political "organization." ·rt a!So pointed to the need to
reflect the ·principles of national economic management, the role of the· state in society's intellectual life
and the further development of socialist democracy.
lo~g

The present- draft reflects these guidelines laid down
b:y the Party.

I

·Working on the draft we firmly adhered to the principle of continuity. The draft retains and develops the
characteristic features of a socialist Constitution which
were outlined in his time by V. I. Lenin.
Lenin· and the Bolshevik Party proceeded from the
a.Ssumption that a constitutfon is not only a iegal act
but also a· major political document. The Party regarded "the Constitution as an affirmation of the gains of
the revolution, and, at the same time, as a proclamation of the fundamental aims and objectives of socialist construction.

l

..

-~

system. ·A powerful socialist community has arisen.
The positions of world capitalism have been substantially weakened. Dozens of young states opposed
to i;n~eri!'llism have emerged in place of former
colon:i.e'~; Our· country's international prestige and influenee 'have grown immeasurably.

I'

\,

Such was our first Constitution of the R.S.F.5.R. of
l!H8, which gave the force of law to the gains of the
October Revolution and defined the class essenct! of the
Soviet state as a state· of the dictatorship of the
proletariat.
Such was also the Constitution of the U.S.S.R. of 1924,
which laid down the principles of the formation of a
federal soc:iali.st state.
The Constitution of 1936 legislatively confirmed the
victory of socialist social relations in the U.S.S.R. and
brought into line with _ this the entire system. of
governmental and administrative bodies as well as the
24. 77
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electoral procedure. The constitutional framework for
the development of society worked out then has stood
the test of time.
The present draft retains many of the basic provisions
of 'the Constitution now in force, for these Mntinue to
correspond to the substance of our system and to the
pattern. of our development.
· In consequence, the draft of the new Constitution, on
the one hand, sums up the entire constitutiona~ experience of Soviet history, and, on the other, enriches
this experience with a new content according with
the requirements of the present epoch.
The draft is also based on the renewal and im·
provement of Soviet legislation already carried out
and crowns, as it were, what has been done in this
respect.
And a great deal indeed has been done in recent
years. Fundamental U.S.S.R. legislation and republican
codes in most of the key departments of law have
come into force. We now have statutes for industrial
enterprises and production associations, and new Rules.
for the collective farms. New laws governing· "the
health services, public education, pensions, and
environmental protection have been adopted. The"
rights and duties of the local Soviets have been cleariy
defined. The status of deputies has been clarified. All.
these. legislative acts are taken account of in the draft
Constitution and have become the building blocks, as
it were, of many of the articles of the new 'constitution.
There is also another important thing. In preparing
the draft, the experience of constitutional development
in the ·fraternal socialist countries was dra~n upon.
In the seventies Bulgaria, the German Democratic
Republic, Cuba and several other socialist countries
adopted new constitutions. There is a number of
provisions in them which are of interest for us, and
they have not been overlooked.
In short, comrades, the new Constitution rests on
a firm practical and theoretical foundation. The Political Bureau believes that this is a guarantee of its
stability and active influence on the further progress
of Soviet society.
Ill.

Now about the main features of the content of the
draft Constitution.
First, mention should be made of the fact that it
gives a detailed characterization of the leading and
guiding role of the Communist Party and dearly
reflects the place it occupies in Soviet society and the'
state. As distinct from the Constitution of 1936, the
present draft treats of this in greater detail in a sepa•
rate article.
The draft Constitution also points out that a developed socialist society has been built in the U.S.S.R. and
that the supreme goal of the Soviet state is to build
communism. It emphasizes that our state is a state of
the entire people and that it expresses the will and
interests of the working class, the peasantry and the
intelligentsia, of all the nations and nationalities of
the country. It is thus proposed to rename our Soviets ·
the Soviets of People's Deputies.
The draft Constitution retains the fundamental
thesis .that the economic system pf .the U.S.S.R. is bas~;:?
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p.rOOueti~n.

ment.1 lrov as. Tegl\rds the rights·.-. of Soviet c~

At the same time it is proposed to introduce some more
precise formulations that have been prompted. by life
itself. Alongside state property and the property .of
collective farms and other co-operative organizations,
tlle property of trade unions and other public organizatioris is specified.

The famous words from the "Communist Manif~to, ..
"the :free development of each is the condition' for:~
free devefopment. of all," have become in practke-:'a
vital principle of our state. This is sealed in the <h:aft.

· ed .On socialist ownership of the· means of.

On the whole it may be said that the main trend of

the new elements contained in the draft is towards
bt'oadening and deepening socialist democracy. Above

an, the democratic principles of the formation and
functioning of the Soviets are developed further. Their
l'ole in deciding the key questions in the life of
society is 1o be enhanced.
· Article 106 stipulates that the Supreme Soviet of the
U:S.S.R. has the authority to . decide all questions
within the jurisdiction of the U.S.S.R. The local Soviets
ruit only decide all questions of local importance hut
.ajso control and co-ordinate, within the bounds of
. their authority, the activities of all organizations on
~I' territories. The draft Constitution lays special
emphasis on systematic control by the Soviets . over
executi:Ve' and administrative bodies and over the
· _apf;ivities of organizations and officials.

The term of office of the Supreme Soviet has been
extended to five years and that of the local Soviets to
t~ and a half years. Courts will be elected for th&

same terms.
• -The draft Constitution defines the main avenues for
Strengthening the ties linking the Soviets and tlleir'
c\eputies with the masses. "hey must regularly inform
tb,e population of their activities, report back te ·their
OQnstituents and thoroughly consider every proPoSal
made by the working people.
As you know, comrades, five years ago we adopted,
important law on the status of deputies to the
Soviets. To further enhance the role of deputies, the
h?~lc powers extended to them by this law have now
~ included in the text of the draft Constitution.

a:~

A new feature is introduced also

in the electoral

system. Under the present Constitution citizens who

to

ha:ve reached the age of 23 are eligible for election·
the· Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. and citizens who,
have reached the age of 21 can be elected to the
Supreme Soviets of the Union republics. Now it is pro_posed that all Soviet citizens who have reached the
age of 18 be eligible for election. This is a vivid
rpanife$tation of our society's concern for and confideJace. in young people.

<l •

.

'The draft reflects in detail the important role of the
trade unions, the Young Communist League, the cooperative societies and other mass organizations in
the life of the country. These organization8 are to be
ensured the right to participate in deciding political,
economic, social and cultural problems and the right
.·to initiate legislation. This shows once again that the
·St.ate of the entire people takes into account the interestS of all social sections and groups.
The draft Constitution also contains a provision on
·the role of working collectives. This accords with the
fundamental policy of the Party and the importance
it attaches to the development of democratic principles
in the management of production.
The building of developed socialism enables us
COil;Siderably to improve the provisions of the funda30

A special section sets forth the general principle of
equality of Sovi:et '.Citizens. Besides, the draft ·affirms
with the utmost clarity the achievements of socialism
in such important spheres as equal rights for wom{tll
and the equality. of all citizens regardless of national"
ity or race.

,The present Constitution too provides for a broad
complex of social and eeonoipic rights basic to peopl~\s
lives. However, we know how much deeper their
meaning and how much richer and weightier .their.
material guarantees have become. All this is refle.c~d
in ·the draft of the new Constitution. For instance~
whereas the present Constitution speaks of the right
t.o work, to this is now added the. right to choose one'.s
occupation, trade and job in .keeping with one's Jn,.:.
clinations, abilities, occupational training and edµca~.
tion, with due regard - and this is no less important,
- for the requirements of society.
· ··

.''r

Further, whereas the 1936 Constitution speaks of the
right to material security in case of sickness or disabil..::
ity, now the question is posed in a broader conte~t.
Scivief people are specifically guarapteed the r~t.<t.p
h;ealth protection. Whereas the right to eciucation ,w~
formulated in ~neral terms, now compulsory universal
secQndary educatiOn and the extensive development of
vocational . trainiqg
and
higher education are.
stipulated.
The draft also records a right of Soviet citizens
which is not in-eluded in the present Constitution. I
refer to the right to housing, which will be ensured
to an .ever greater extent as the housing construction
programme is fu~filled, and also through government
assistance in co-operative and individual house bµil(j:'.,
ing. Our new Constitution' will ·be one of the first in.
the world to proclaim this vital human right.
·
The political rights and freedoms of Soviet. citizen11 •
are far more comprehensively formulated in the draft.r
The right of every Soviet citizen to take part in the
administration of state and public affairs is proclaim~.
ed and the forms of such participation are. specifiep,,
The freedom ofspeech, the freedom of the press, tbe, _
freedom of assembly, the freedom of mass meetiz:igs .
and the freedom of street processions and demonstra- ·
tions recorded in the present Constitution are reaffirmed· in full. The constitutional guarantees of the'
rights of the individual will be substantially complemented by the right of citizens to submit proposals to
governmental and non-governmental organs, to critl;.;
cize shortcomings in their work and to file legal
complaints with regard to actions of officials, as well
as by the right of citizens to legal protection against ·
attempts on their life and impingements on their
health, property and personal freedom, honour and
dignity.
it goes 'without saying, comrades, that the draft
Constitution proceeds from the assumption that the
rights and freedoms of citizens cannot and must n'ot
be used against our social system, to the detriment of
the interests of the Soviet people. The draft, therE)fore.,
plainly states, for example, that the exe'rcise by
citizens of their. rights and· freedoms should in no way
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ing'.Uie, socialist system.
. . Every Soviet citizen should clearly realize that,· il'l
tne final analysis, the main guarantee of his rights is
the might and prosperity of our homeland. Every
citizen should be aware of his responsibility· to society
and conscientiously fulfil his duty to the state and the

by U.S.S.R. bodies on questions within the competence .
of the U.S.S.R. The constituent republics as represent•
ed by their supreme organs of state power shali be
vested with the right to initiate legislation in th~
U.S.S.R. Supreme Soviet.

/jf. soelety anil the s,.t.at.e ~_la
ftjnge on the rigbtg of .other citial'lS, and that p-ohtiW
~OOlllll· ar.e granted in keeping with the intere1ts o'f
the working people and for the purpose of consolidat·

people.

.· The draft Constitution, therefore, emphasi• the
dtizen's duty to work honestly and conscientiously and
t.O ~fend his homeland.
The obligations to protect the interests of the Soviet
sjiate, to promote the growth of its ml.iht and prestige,
t.d assist in every possible way in the maintenance of
p'1blic order, to combat theft and the squandering of
government and public property, to pl'Qtect nature and
safeguard its wealth, and to show concern for the
prot.ection of cultural values are for t;tie firat t.u.ne
tQnn.ulated as constitutional requirements. Ttie draft
also obliges citizens to show concern for the eduqat.if,ln
Of ~hilEir-en and to bring them up as worthy Q:lem.bel'I
~ socialist soeiety.
A special chapter of the draft entitled "Social De'lel.opment and Culture" says that the state shall show
~rn for the development of education, science and
.rte for improving the working conditions of citizens-,
tor ~aising their incomes and for the growth and fair
~ibution of the public c:Onsumption funds. It is
riointed out here that the state shall facilitate the
~wnent of such targets on our way to communism
1141 the erasing of essentiiil distinctions between t.own
and countryside and between mental and manual
«tbour, and promote the social homogeneity of society.
The fUrther strengtheni~ of socialist legality and
law and order also finds clear-cut expression in the
draft.
We know, comrades, that some of the years following the adoption of the present Constitution were
darkened by unlawful repressions and violations of t.be
priilciples of socialist democracy and the Leninist
norms of Party and state life. This was qone in
contravention of constitutional provisions. The Party
strongly condemned such practices, and they must
~ be repeated.
Everyone knows how much our Central Committl!e,
U.S.S.R. Supreme Soviet, and the Soviet government have done to perfect Soviet legislation and to
create reliable guarantees against any infringements of
the rights of citizens, abuse of power, and bureaucratic
distortions. Generalizing, so to say, all t}lese guarantees,
the draft emphasizes that the observance of the Constitution and the laws is obligatory for all state bodies
and officials, public organizations and citizens.
t~

Comrades,
The Soviet Union is a multinatio94l state.
Experience has shown that the main features of the
federal structure of the U.S.S.R. have fully proved
their worth. Therefore there is no need to make any
fundamental changes in the forms of our Soviet
socialist federation.
The draft, like the 1936 Constitution, Points out that
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IOftretpi rllhts af !he constituent rep,ubUea ~ .
protected by the Union. The guarantees of ·these ,
rights remain in force. Moreover, they are to be .
supplemented by further rights, such as the r~gh~ of
tl>e republics to participate in the taking of decbnoJll!I

At the same time, the progressive drawing together
of the nations and national groups of the U.S,$.R.

prompts the need to strengthen the federal principleS.Qf
the state. This has found expression in the very
definition of the tJ.S.S.R. as an integral federal·
multinational state (Article 69). The strengthening of
the general federal principles is also reflected in so~
other provisions of the draft.
On the whole the treatment in the draft of the
national and state structure ensures a genuinetr
democratic combination of the common interests of ~
multinational Union and the interests of each Qf iti
component republics, ensures the all-round develnp•
ment and the continued drawing together of all the
nations and national gl'.oups of our country.

Tbe draft reflects the new stare ia the develop.
m.ent of our national econo1BY. It points out that th«
economy of the U.S.S.R. has become an inteifated
~onmp.ic: complex embracing all sectors
P..1'04~\k>n, c:ij~ributiqn and e:icchange over

of S()Cial

iW
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territory.

· It

also records such an important principJe of tbe

SlDCia}Utt economy as that of <:Ombillirig planne.4
centralized leadership with the economi~ iftdepe?l!ie~ ·
and initiative of enterprises aqq amal~amatiolj.S.

The draft Constitution !SJ>eCifies the power11 of the
central and local state bodies, ministries· and Qep8rt..
ments. As distinct from the Constitu~on now in force •.
the clr9ft contains no list of the Union and Unionrepublican ministries and departments. Considering
that this list, as experience has shown, changes from,
time to time, it has been found more expedient to.
include it in a special law on the Council of MipisterS,
of the U.S.S.R. to be adopted in accordanc~ wit}\.
Article 135 of the draft Constitution.
Comrades,
Fundamental changes in the international posititm of
the Soviet Union, the immen~ growth of its inflµ~,
in world politics, and the close inter-re}ation qf ~
internal and external factors of our dev~lop~nt. b;av~ ,
made it necessary to include· in the draft Constitutiol'.,l
a special chapter on the forei1:-n policy of ille U.S.8.R.
This is the first time such a chapter is being· introduc• · ·
ed in the Constitution.
'
·
The Soviet State, it says, shall consistently pursue
the Leninist policy of peace. ·and stand for the censol•
idation of the security of peoples and broad interna-,
tional co-operation. The foreign policy of the.U.S.S.R.
shall be aimed at ensuring favourable int11rnational ..
conditions for building communism in the U.S.S.R., at
strengthening the Positions of world socialism, supporting the struggle of the peoples for national libera.:
tion and social progress, preventing wars of aggression and consistently implementing the .principle of
peaceful coexistence of states with different social
lt

system;. This will be tne first time the Constitution
will explicitly state that the Soviet Union is a· coin:porient part of the socialist worici system, of t)le
sodalist community. It shall promote and strengthen
friendship, co-operation and comradely mutual assistance witli the other socialist countries on the basis
of socialist internationalism.
·A special chapter on the defence of the ..socialist
~otherlanci has also been introduced for the first time.
In addition, the prerogatives of the Presidium of the
U.S.S.R. Supreme Soviet will include the formation of
a national Defence Council and the approval of .its
composition.
. Such, in brief, are the main features of the· draft
of the new .Constitution of the U.S.S.R.

IV.

Permit me now to dwell on the tasks which we
shall face in implementing the new Constitution and
the significance its adoption will have for. the development of our country and the strengtheni,ng of the
Positions of the forces of socialism, peace and progress in the international arena.
·
First, about the significance of the new Constitution
for the internal life of the country.
Realization of its provisions should raise all our
state and economic activity and the entire work of
the organs of power and economic management to ·a
qualitatively new level.
. This implies, first of all, the ever more effective
exerci5e of the extensive ·powers of the elected
bodies - the Soviets. Maximum use should be made
of the tremendous potentialities of the two-millionstrong army of deputies who represent all sections bf
the population, all trades and professions, and au
nationalities. This powerful collective brain of Soviet
power is tackling and will tackle ever more complex
and multiform tasks. It can and should exercise the
mo!ft effective control possible over the work of the
executive bodies at all levels.

~

~

Vo:

!;~~

Much will have to be done in the field of legislation. It will be necessary to elaborate on the basis of
the Constitution Union laws on elections, a statute
for the Supreme Soviet, a law on the Council of
Ministers, and to define the powers of the territorial,
regional and area Soviets, ministries and government
departments. It will be necessary, without delay, to
work out and adopt new constitutions of the Union
arid autonomous. republics.
The new Constitution of the U.S.S.R. will become
core of the Code. of Laws of the Soviet state, the
compilation of which has begun in accordance with
t,t.e decj~ions of the 25th Congress of the CPSU.

t~e

· At the-• same time -the new Constitution should lead

,.to a considerable improvement in the -work: of all
bodies responsible for ·the strict observance of Soviet
laws. I have in mind the Prosecutor's Office, the
courts, arbitration and other administrative organs
, ·and people's control bodies. The Party expects that all
these organs will display still greater initiative,
adherence to principle and uncompromising firmness
in combating all violations of Soviet law and order,

3i

It is very import.ant that the draft provides .for t;he
constant improveriient _o( the socialist economic ~ysten;l
as a "whole and of the entire work of planning agen·
cies and other bodies which direct economic and
cultural activity. Their main functions are defi~eci in
the Constitution. It is necessary to .see to it that these
functions are discharged fully and precisely and th~t
the responsibility of each body and every official° is
heightened.
.
The Soviets at all levels, th.e governm~nt, th~
ministries and government departments, and the
executives of the local Soviets should constantly check
their work against the requirements of the Constittf:.
tion. The Party bodies,·· too, should hold Communists
who head state and economic organizations more
strictly accountable for the fulfilment of their duties
under the Constitution.
The implementation of the new Constitution Wi1l
make it possible for millions ·upon millions. of Soviet
people to become involved even more actively -.in
managing economic . affairs and in controlling the
work of the state apparatus.
Centralism· in economic management is both necessary and logical. However, it is ·equally necessary to
take into careful consideration the entire complex of
conditions in which our ·economy is developing. This
is impossible without still greater initiative <ln the
part· of production collectives, without the active, I
would say proprietary, par.ticipation of. the working
people themselves in economic management. ·under
socialism democracy has been and remains an· important instrument for developin~ the economy and
all fields of ecO"Ilomic and cultural activity of society.
In this way the Co~stitution has been invested with
a tremendous creative potential, which . should be used creatively, "The Soviet Constitution was the only
one that served and would constantly serve the wor~
i,ng people and was a. powerful weapon in the fight
foi:; soc;ialism,", ,LE;f}iI\ sajd (Gpllected Works, vol, .~?,
p, 105). Today .Vladimir Uyich Lenin would }).ave
acj.ded: and also an instrument of communist construction.
·There is no doubt, comrades, that the adoption ·of
the new Constitution of the U.S.S.R., the Constitution
-Of· developed socialism, the Constitution of communism in construction, will be not only a historic event
for our country, but also an event of tremendous in·
ternationat· significance. .Its implementation will have
a profound long-term influence that will be felt far
beyond the confines of our country.
Our new Con8titution will graphically show the
whole world how. the socialist state is developing and
deepening socialist democracy more and more.
It
wlll
graphically
show
what
socialist
democracy means and wherein its essence lies. Our
Constitution will demonstrate the diverse forms arid
the tremendous scope of the constantly growing
fective participation - of the broad masses of the
people in administering the affairs_ of the state. an!i
Societ}t, ·something unknown in the bourgeois. coUil.:.
tries, where real power is exercised only by the
numerically small class of capitalists.

ef-

Reading our new Constitution, people will see more
clearly what extensive and varied rights and freedoms
are enjoyed by citizens in socialist society. In its provisions th' world will see a state which sets itself
ME~.JIMES-
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~e aim of ~nsuritig the conti~ued ~ro\Vth . of . ~j!
Weil-being 'and culture of tne entire people, of all its
classes 'and groups without exception, and which is
actively working towards the attainment of this goal.
" :finally, ~ur new Constitution will show most convin~ingly that the first state of victorious socialism has
for all time inscribed op its banner the word "peace"
as the highest principie of its foreign policy, which
rn~ets the i.nterests of its own people and all the other
pePPles of our plane.t.
, .T.he new Constitution of tbe Soviet Union will unquestionably enrich the common treasure store of
e;icperience accumulated by world soci~lism.
' The achievements of victorious. socialism, reflected
in ·it in concentrated form, will be an inspiring ex:..
ample for the peoples of the countries thai have
re1=.ently chosen the road .of socialist. .development.
:~They will give added confidence
to the working
')nasses of the capitalist countries in .fueir struggle for
:their rights, for deliverance .from the yoke of capitalist exploitation.
To :the distorted and vulgarized interpretation of
the concepts of democracy and .human rights given by
bourgeois and revisionist propaganda we oppo$e the
most complete and reabcomplex of rights and duties
of a citizen of a socialist society.. on the sca!es of
history we place t.he truly epoch-making gains of the
working people, won. thanks to the power of the
working class under the leadership of the Communist Party.

v.
Comrades, the Political Bureau of the Central Committee is of the opinion that the draft of the new
Constitution approved by the Plenum shoulP,:~be sub..
mitted for nationwide discussion aswmr indteited at
the 25th Congress of the Party. This means that we
have before us a task of great scope and significance.
The document that will be submitted for discussion
by the Soviet people reflects the main gains of the
revolution and the path we have traversed in building ·a new society. Therefore the preparations for the
celebration of the sixtieth anniversary of the October
Revolution and the discussion of the draft of the new
Constitution are organically linked, complementary
undertakings.
·The task before us is to ensure the widest possible,
free and genuinely. businesslike discussion of the draft
Constitution, to draw the mass of the working people,
representatives of all sections of the population, into
this discussion and to use for these purposes our
established forms of public activity.
. It is also necessary· to set up an efficient mechanism for recording the comments and suggestions that
will be received from working people through all
channels.
It should be borne in mind that in the course of the
mass discussion of the draft Constitution the practical
activity of the Party, government and economic

~chinery at all levels will also come under ·the
serutiriy of the working people. Urgent questions of
concern to people, unresolved problems and short• ·
comings in our work will be examined. We must be
prepared for this and shall have to react quickly and
concretely to criticism and suggestions, and take
steps to improve things where necessary.

. We are ·1auriching the discussion of the new Consti·
tution at a time when the Soviet peopie under the
leadership of the Party are working intensively to
carry out the decisions of the 25th Congress of the
CPStJ. The nationwide debate will help further
a-0tivate all public life in the country. It should
awaken: in the people new creative forces, give new
impetus to the' socialist emulation movement and
heighten the responsibility of each person for the job
entrusted to him.
It is incumbent upon the Party organizations and
Party bodies to stimulate the widest discussion of the
Constitution and to give it a precise and clear polit•
ical 'direction. If they are able to do this correctly,
if will unquestionably improve the political and
econ,omic results of this year, the year of t.he adop.:.
tlt>n of the new Constitution of the U.S.S.R.. and of
the 60th anhiversary of the Great October Revolu·
tion.

to

The discussion of the draft Constitution is the vital
concern of the Soviets. In organizing it, the:f are called
upon to reach practically the entire adult population
of the country. Preparations for elections to the local
Soviets are currently: in progress in all the Re·
publics. It is important to make good use of this. lt
might, perhaps, be useful to discuss the draft Consti·
iution at sessions of the newly-elected local Soviefs,.
''"'W.~

expect our .mass (}rganizations, and above

-1.,:

all

•the trade unions, the Yom:ig ComiJ].unist League, the

unions and organization!! ot the creative professions
and scientific institutions, to take an active part in
the discussion of the new Constitution.
The mass media should play a special role. Com·
petent arid graphic coverage of the course of the
discussion ·and respect for the opinion of the working
people will be demanded of our press, radio and
televi&ion.
In short, comrades, the discussion of the draft of
the new Constitution must become a matter of prime
importance for all our organizations and for all our
cadres.

In conclusion, comrades, .I would like once ag~in to
stress that the adoption of t.he new Constitution of
the U.S.S.R. will be an important landmark in the
political history of the country. It will be yet another
historic contribution bf. our Leninist Party and the
entire Soviet people to the great cause of buildizig
communism. and, at the same time, to the interfo1·
tional cause of the struggle of all the working peop~
of the world for freedom, -for human pro~ress, and
for lasting peace on earth.
·

. I
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Draft Constitution of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Presented by the Constitution Commission and Approved by
the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.
To Be Submitted for Countrywide DiscussioD.
•,·

.CONSTITUTION
(FUNDAMENTAL LAW)

OF THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

1

": The Great October Socialist
Revolution, ac«implished by the workers and peasants of Russia
under the leadership of the Communist Party headed
by V. I. Lenin, overthrew the power of the capitalists
and landowners, broke the fetters of oppression and
, created a new type of state, the Soviet state, the basic
instrument of the defence of revolutionary achievements and the building of socialism and communism.
Soviet power has carried out profound social
and economic transformations, put an end once and
tor all to exploitation of man by man, to class antagonisms and national enmity, established public ownership of the means of production, and assured genuine
democracy for the working masses. A socialist society
was created for the first time in the history of
mankind.

A striking manifestation of socialism's

strength
the unfading exploit of the Soviet people and
their Armed Forces, who won an historic victory in
the Great• Patriotic War. That victory strengthened
the international position of the U.S.S.R. and opened
up new favourable possibilities for the growth of the
forces of socialism, national liberation, democracy and
world~
-- •

-Was

M

In continuing their creative work the Soviet people

have secured the country's rapid and all-round develop·
ment and the continuous improvement of the social-'
ist system. The alliance of the working class, the collective-farm peasantry and the people's intelligentsia
and the friendship among the nations and nationalities
of the U.S:S.R. have been consolidated. Social and
political unity has been achieved in Soviet society, in
which the working class is the leading force. Having
fulfilled the tasks of the dictators~ip of: the proletariat,
the Soviet state has· beeome a state of the whole
people. The leading role of the Communist Party,
vanguard of the whole people, has grown;
A developed socialist society has been built in the
U.S.S.R. At this stage, when socialism is developing
on its own foundation, all the creative potentialities
Of the new system and the advantages of the socialist
way of life are revealed more and more fully, and the
working people use the fruits of the great revolutionary acflievements to an ever increasing extent.
This is a society in which mighty productive forces
and advanced science and culture have been created,
a aociety in whi<:h the living standard of the people
ia · r~ steadil". ·and increasingly favourable con-
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' ditions are taking shape for the all-sided develoj)ment
al}d the intelligentsia, of all the :nations and :ma'tiQnalities in the count.ry.
o~ ~.in,4iyiduaL .. c·
· · Article 2. All power in the u.s.s.R. shall be vested
This is a soeiety of mature socialist soeial relations,
,in the people.
in which a new historical community of people, the
' Soviet peoJi>le, has emerged through the drawing
The people shall exercise state power through the
'together of all social strata and on the basis of the
Soviets of People's Deputies, which constitute the
juridical and actual equality of all nations and
political foundation of the u.s.s.:a.
nationalities.
· All oth~ organs of state shall be under :the control
This is a society in which the organization, ideologof and accountable to the Soviets.
,,,, ical commitment and political consciousness of the
Article 3. The· Soviet state shall be organized and
working people, who are patriots and internationalists,
shall function in accordance with the principle of
have attained a high level. .
democratic centralism:. electivity of all organs -0f state
This is a society in which the law of life is:the conpower from top to bottom, their accountability tO the
cern of all for the welfare of each and the concern
people, a11d mandatory fulfilment of the decisions of
of each for the welfare of all.
higher -organs by lower organs. Democratic centra:1-:This is a society of true democracy,· the pciiiticai
ism shall combine single leadership with local initiative
system of which assures the effective administration
and creative activity, with the responsibility of each
of all social affairs, the increasingly active participastate organ and official for the work at hand.
tion of the working people in state affairs, and the
Article 4. The Soviet state, all its organs, shall func.combination of genuine rights and freedoms of man
tion on the basis of socia1ist legality, and assure the
'.:'With a sense of civic duty.
protection of law and order, the interests of society.
.•beveloped socialist society is an objectively necesand the rights of citizens. State institutions, public
sary stage on the road to communism.
organizations and officials shall observe the ConstituThe supreme purpose of th.e Soviet state is to build ..
. ti'on: of the u.s.s.R. ani:t SoviM laws.
a classless communist ,s~ie~. Th.e .principal ·.tasks of
Articl~- 5. The ll10St·itnPorUint matters of state sh~ll
the state are: to build-the materiill and technical- basis '
be submitted to discussion by the whole people and
of communism, to perfect socialist social relations and
also put to a vote (referendum) by the whole people.
transform them into communist relations, to mould
the citizen of communist society, to raise t.11e living
Article 6. The Communist Party of the Soviet Uniqn
standard and cultural leve~ Qf the working people, to·
f$ tbe.)ell.ding and guiding force of Soviet society arid
ensure the country's secm:lV:, tQ help str•ndµen '! ,: )llEJ hukleus of its political system, of all state and
peace and to promote international cd-operaticm.
public organizations. The CPSU exists for the people
.The Soviet people,
and serves the people.
guided by the ideas of scientific communism and
Armed with the Marxist-Leninist teaching, . the
true to their revolutionary traditions,
Communist Party shall determine the general perrest~, on the .great social, economic anct p_oliticaI··
. 'spec.tive of society's develop. ment, and the .1.'nternai
achievt\llltI'its,af so~ialism,
·
·.· ·. '~ ·
.
strivfug' to further develop socialist· dem~cracy,
and external policy line of the U.S.S.R., give
guidance to the great creative endeavour of the
taking into account the international position of the
u.S.S.R. as part of the socialist world system and conSoviet people and place their struggle for the triumph
of communism on a planned, scientific basis.
scious of their international responsibility,
preserving the continuity of the ideas and princiArticle 7. In accordance with their statutory pur- ·
ples of the 1918 Constitution of the R.S.F.S.R., the 1924
poses, the trade unions, the All-Union Leninist Young
Constitution of the U.S.S.R. and the 1936 Constitution
Communist League, the co-operative and other ma$$
of the U.S.S.R.,
public organizations shall participate in the adminproclaim the aims and principles, define the foundaistration of state and public affairs·, in the solution
tions of the organization of the socialist state of the
of political, economic, social and cultural questions.
whole people and formalize them in this ConstituArticle 8. The principal orientation of the develoption.
ment of Soviet so'ciety's political system shall be the
further unfolding of socialist democracy: increasingly.
broader participation of the working people in the
administration of the affairs of society and the state,
continuous improvement of the state apparatus,
enhancement of the activity of public organizations;
intensification of control by the p~ople, strengihening
of the legal foundations of state and public life, ·extension of publicity, and constant account of public
opinion.

I. PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING
THE SOCIAL, POLITICAL
AND ECONOMIC STRUCTURE
Chapter 1.

Chapter 2.

THE POLITICAL SYSTEM

THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM

' Article 1. The Union of Soviet Socialist Republica
is a socialist state of the whole people, expressing· the
will and interests of the working class. the lJeasall.trY,

Article &, Socialist ownership of the means of pro•
duction shall be the foundation of· the economic system
of ~ U.S.S.R. Sociali.st ownership shall comprise:
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state property (belonging to the whole people),' property of collective farms and other co-oi:>erative
organizations (collective-farm-co-operative property),
E>nd property of trade unions and other public organizations.
The state shall protect socialist property and create
the conditions for its enlargement.
Nobody ,:shall have the right to use socialist property for personal gain.
Article 10. State ownership, i.e., ownership by the
whole people, shall be the principal form of socialist
.ownership.
The land, its minerals, waters and forests· shall be
the exclusive property of the state. The state shall be
· in pos~ession of the basic means of production: industrial; building and agricultural enterprises, means
.of transport and communications, and also the banks,
distributive enterprises and community services and
the bulk of urban housing.
Article 11. The property of the collective farms
and other co-operative organizations, and of their associations, shall be the means of production and other
property serving the attainment of their statutory
purposes. The land held by collective farms shall be
alfocated to them for their free use for an unlimited
time.
The state shall facilitate the development of collective-farm-co-operative ownership and its approximation to state ownership.
The property of the trade unions and other public
organization3 shall be the property they require to
. perform their statutory functions.
Article 12. In their personal possession citizens of
the U.S.S.R. may have earned incomes and savings,
a house, a subsidiary husbandry, and articles of
. everyday use and personal consumption and convenience. The right of citizens to personal property
and also the right of citizens to inherit personal property shall be protected by the law.
·
; Citizens may have the use of plots of land allocated
by the state or collective farms under the procedure
defined by the law for a subsidiary husbandry (including the maintenance of livestock and poultry),
gardening and vegetable-growing, and also' for the
buiiding of individual houses.
·
Property in the personal ownership or use of citizens
shall not be a means of deriving non-earned incomes
,or damaging society.
Artjcle 13. The free labour of Soviet people shall
be the basis of the growth of social wealth and the
welfare of the people, of every Soviet citizen.
The state shall control the measure of Jabour and
consumption in accordance with the principle: "From
each according to his ability, to each according to his
work." It shall determine the size of the income. tax
and establish the level of wages exempted from taxes.
Socially useful work and i1ts results shall determine
a citizen's status in society. By combining material
and moral incentives the state sha11 help turn labour
. into the prime need in life of every Soviet citizen.
Article 14. .The supreme purpose of social. production
under socialism shall be the fullest I>OSSible satisfac36

tion of the people's growing material an<!. s.p.lrit~al
requirements.
. R·elying on the creative initiative of the worl{ing
people, the sodal~st emU!lation movement and. tne
achievements of scientific and technical pr<>gres$; the
state shall eillSure the growth of labour productivity,
the enhancemeillt of efficiency in production, and.· ihe
improvement of the quality of work, and the.dyn_amic
and proportionate development of the national .economy.
·.
.
Article 15. The economy. of. the U.S.S.R. shall be an
integral economic complex eml:>r.acing all the elements
of social production, distribution and exchange in
·the temifory of the U.S.S.R.
.. The eOQnomy shall be. managed on the basis of sW,.te
plans for eoooomic, social and cultural developmep.t
with due account for . the branch and territorial
·principles, and combining centralized leadership . with
the economic independence and initiative of enterprises, associations and other organizations: Here
active use shall be made of
accounting, pfofit
and production costs.

cost

Article 16. Co11&tive.s of working people and public
organizations shall participate in the managemenit of
· eruterprises and associations, in deciding mattE:i-s
concerning the organization of labour and everyday
life, and the use of fun;ds allocated .for the dE!v~lop
.ment of production and also for sociial and cultur:al
requirements and material incentives.
Article 17. Ihldividual occupation in handicrafits,
agricuLture and everyday services for ·the popwlation,
and
likewise other forms of occupation based
exclusively on the individual labour of citizens ··apd
members of their familiei; shall be permitted fn . tbe
U.S.S.R. in accordance witth the law.
Article 18. In the 'interest& of the present- .and
future generaitions the necessary steps shall be taken
in the U.S.S.R. to protect, and make scientificallysubstantiated rational use of, the land and its minerals,
f1ora and fauna, ·to preserve the purity of the· air and
water, ensure the reproduction of natural Wealth and
i.mprove man's natural environment.
-

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
.AND CULTURE
Article 19. The Soviet state shall create the condi•tipns for. enhan~ing society's social homogeneity, erasing the essential distinctions between town ~nd
countryside and between labour by brain and . by
hand, and further developing and drawing together
all the nations and nationalities of the U.S.S.R.
Article 20. In accordance with the communist ideal
"the free development of each is the condition of the
free development of all," the Soviet state shall pursue
the aim of expanding the actual possibHities !Qr
citizens to develop and apply their creative powers,
abilities and talents, for the all-round development of.
the individual.
Arti(lle 21. The .st;:de $,all show concern for improvworking conditions, and for reducing and
ultimately
abolishing arduous mariual labpµr

ing
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completely through comprehensive mechanization and
..:aUtcmatfofl of- produ'ction.
Article 22. In the U.S.S.R., the programme of turning
,,.agl'irnltural labour into a variety of industrial Jabour,
'-'enlarging the network of public education, cultural,
··medical, ccmmuruity services, trade and public utility
institutions in rural localities, and transforming vii' lages into modern townships, shall be consistently
-itnpliemenrted.
Article 23. The state shall steadfastly pursue the
policy of raising the level of remuneration for labour
··and the real incomes Of the working people in keeping
'With the growth of labour productivity.
:~~

:i'.,
-~

{i·

\.

~

SOcial consumption funds shall be created for the
purpose of more fully satisfying the requirements of
'--the members of society. With the broad participation
·of ·public organization.s and work collectives the state
-shaU ensure the growth and just distribution of
. these funds.

Article 29. The relations of .the U.S.S.It with other
states shall be based on the observance of the principle
· o~ mi.ltU:al renunciation of the use or threat of force,
and_ of the principles of sovereign equality, inviolability of frontiers, territorial integrity of states, peace:ful settlement of disputes, non-interference in internal
. affairs. respect for human rights and basic freedoms,
equality and the right of peoples to decide their own
destiny, co-operation between states, scrupulous fulfilment of commitments arising from universallY'
recognized principles and norms of international law.
~nd the· international treaties signed by the U.S.S.R.
. Article- 30. As part of the socialist world system,
of the socialist community, the Soviet Union shall
promote and strengthen friendship, co-operation and
comra.dely mutual assistance with the other socialist
countries on the basis of socialist internationalism, and
shall actively participate in economic integration and
i!l. the international socialist division of labour.

Ch a pt er 5.

:, ,Article 24. In ihe U.S.S.R., a state system of health
· ppotection, social security, community service3, public
catering and public utilities shall functj.on
and
develop.

DEFENCE OF THE SOCIALIST
MOTHERLAND

The state shall encourage the work of co-operative
and other public organizations in providing seryices
for the population.

Article 31, Defence of the Socialist Motherland is
a most important function of the state, and the cause
of the whole people .

·-Article 25. The uniform system of education in the
U.S.S.R. shall serve the communist education and
cultural and physical development of young pea.ple,
their. trq.ining for work and social activity. In the
.p.S,S.R., education shall be free.

. In the U.S.S.R., Armed Forces have been formed and
universal military conscription has been instituted for
the purpose of defending the gains of socialism the
peaceful labour of the Soviet people, the soverelgnty
and territorial integrity of the state .

. '.,Article 26. In accordance with society's requireh}'erits, _the state ·shall ensure the planned devek>?··inent of science and the training of scientific cadres,
and organize the application of the resuHs of scientific
· resea:r:ch in the national economy and other spheres
of life.
Article 27. The-state shall show concern for protecting and multiplying society's cultural values, and for
·their broad utilization to· rai!.Se the cultural level of
""Soviet people.

The duty of the Armed Forces of the U.S.S.R. "to the
people is dependably to defend the Socialist Motherland, to maintain constant.combat readiness, guaranteeing instant rebuff to any aggressor.
Article 32. The state shall ensure the security and
defence capability of the country, and equip the Armed
Forces of the U.S.S.R. with everything necessary.·
The duties of state organs, public organizations, offi·
cials and citizens in ensuring the security and strengthening the defence capability of the country shall be
defined by law.

In the U.S.S.R., the development of professional and
amateur art shall be given every en00;uragemel11t.

Ch a pt er 4.

II. THE STATE AND THE INDIVIDUAL

FOREIGN POLICY

Chapter 6.

'Article 28~ The Soviet state sha11 consistently pursue
·the Leninist policy of peace and stand for the conoo··.lidation of the security of peoples and broad interna,tiional co-operation.

CITIZENSHIP OF THE U.S.S.R.
EQUALITY OF CITIZENS

The foreigh policy of the U.S.S.R. shall be aimed at
. ensuring favourable international conditions for the
·building of communism in the U.S.S.R., at strengthen·-ing the positions of world socialism, supporting the
struggle of peoples for national liberation and social
'.progress, preventing wars of aggression and consistently implementing the principle of peaceful coexistence of states _with different social systems.
- In the U.S.S.R., war propaganda shall be prohibited
by law.
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Article 33. Soviet citizenship shall be uniform fur th.e
whole Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. Every citizen
of a Union Republic shall be a citizen of the U.S.S.R.
The grounds for and procedure of acquiring or losing Soviet citizenship shall be established by the law
of the U.S.S.R.
Citizens of the U.S.S.R. living abroad shall have the
protection and guardianship of the Soviet state.
Article 34. C~tizen.s of the U.S.S.R. shall be equat
before · the law, irrespective of origin, social and
property status, nationality or race, sex, education,

J7

iangua~e. attitutle ~O;l'!llligion, type or c}\a.racter .QfJx.!, ~:UPati:on, d6inidle, or o'tl1er particulars: . .
. ..

Equality of rights of the ~itizens of the U.S.S.R. shall
be ensured in an fields of economic, politica~. social,
and cultural life.
Article 35. In the U.S.S.R., women shall have equal
;tights wi<th men.
. Exercise of these rights shall be ensured by according to women equal opportunities for education and
,professional training, for employment, remuneration
and promotion, for social, political and cultural activity, and likewise by special measures for the protection
rlf the labour and health of women; by legal protection,
' :material and moral support of mother and child, in·,·,, eluding paid leaves and other benefits to mothers and
egcpectant · mothers, and state aid to unmarried
·mothers.
. Article 36. Soviet citizens of different nationalities
·end races shahl have equal rigl;lts.
·The exercise of these rights shall be ensured by the
; policy of all-round development and drawing together
. ·of all nations and nationalities of the U.S.S.R., education of citizens in the spirit of Soviet patriotism and
. socialist internationalism, and the opportunity for using
the mother tongue and the languages of the other
peoples of the U.S.S.R.
·
Any and all direct or indirect restriction of the
rights of, or the establishment of direct or indirect
privileges for citizens on grounds of race or nationality,
and likewise any advocacy of racial or national ex.:.
. elusiveness, hostility or contempt, shall be punishable
by law.
:Article 3'1. In the U.S.S.R., citizens of other countries
.and stateless persons shall be guaranteed the rights
and freedoms provided for by law, including the right
of. illstituting proceedings in law courts and appealing. to other· state organs in protection of personal,
lif®rietary, family and other rights accorded to them
by law.
,.In,.the territory of the. T.J.S.S.R., citizens ~f other
C0\1ntrfes ahd stateless persons s~~ be obliged. to respec;t the Constitution of the U.S.S.R. and to .observe
&>.Viet laws.
,Ariiele 38. The U.S.S.R. shall 41fford the right of
'aSylum to foreign nationals persecuted for upholding
the. interests of the working people and the cause of
peace, or tor participatirig jn revolutionary OJ.'. nation. al liberation movement, or for progressive social, po-,
litieal, scientific or some oiher creative activity.

a
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.THE BASIC RIGHTS, FREEDOMS
. AND DUTIES OF CITIZENS
OF THE U.S.S.R.
Article 39. Citizens of the U.S.S.R. shall possess in
··their ehtirety the social, economic, Political and personal rights and freedoms proc1aimed and guaranteed by
the Constitution of the U.S.S.R. and Soviet laws. The
socialist system shall ensure extension of rights and
• freedoms and steady improvement · of the condittpris of
of citizens relative, to the fulfilment of
J)fOirainmes of social, economic and cultµral develop-

life

meht.

3'.

.

.

~xerclle .~ cltlale~ ot. rtahts an4.f~9 .ll\\l\\;~t
injure the interests of society and 'the st.ate; .:ui4.r ~·
rights of other citizens.
·
. ·. , ;.
Article 40. Ci<tiizen& of the U.S.S.R. ahQU ha\f.e Uii!
right to work, that is, to guaranteed ehlployment·iamt .
remuneration for their work in accordanc'e· Wltlr"'~ift'
quantity and quality, including ,the -right te cho1~:''0l
profession, type of occupation and employment· in a~'
cordance with their vocation, abilities, training,:· edlicai,;·
tion, and with account of the needs of soctety. ' :. ><:
This right shall be ensured by the socialist '!con,o~!i,
system, steady growth of the productive forces ·Gt
society, free vdcational training, improvement of skflls ·
and training in new trades.
Article 41. Citilllens of the U.S.S.R. sbaJil have ihe
righit to rest and leisure.
"·'
.
.
,
, ,'
This right shall be ensured by the 41-hour WQT~n,J
week for industrial, office and professional, viork,eij
and a reduced working ctay for a number ot trades'
and oc'cupations and reduced working hours at''n!tht
time; provision of annual paid leaves, ~kly, dll)'sr-'f!lifi
rest, and likewise by extension of the network hf'~Ul~
tural, educational and health-building institutiotts,attd'
development of sports, physical education and •tou'I'ism
on a mass scale; provision on the residential prin<:ip}e.
of favourable opportunities for rest and of 'Othlh'· cbti.ditions for the rational use of free time.
"'
Duration of working time and of rest and leisii~e'
for collective farmers shall be regulated· by the rules
of collective farms.
'"''
Article 42. Oiitizens of the -U.S.S.R. sha11 have ,the
right to health protection.
'··•
This right shall be ensured by free competent medic;.;·
al care rendered ·by state health institutions; development and improvement of safety techniques and sanf:.J
tation in production; extension of the network :.ot··
medical and health-building institutions; broad i>re•'-'
ventive measures, and measures of environmental iM""
prov;ement; special care for the health of tht!«risirtg·
generation, prohibition of child· labour; furtherance 'efi:
scientific research directed at preventing and red111<1?iPS'
the. incidence of diseases, and at ensurjng a ~ong a,<:t,lye
life for citizens.
·;_·:'.v~

Article 43. Citizens of the U.S.S.R. shall 1-v•
the right to maintenance in old age, in the ·event·of;
sickness, and likewise in the event of complete or ·par.....
tial disability or loss of breadwinner.
This right shall be guaranteed by social insurance of
industrial, office and professional workers and c:Ollee- ·
tive farmers; old-age and disability pensions, pensions
for loss of breadwinner, and allowances for temporary.,
disability; employment of partly disabled citiz.ez:U;; car.e.
for kithless elderly and disabled citizeI1S.
Article 44. Citizens of the U.S.S.R. 'shall have the.
right to housing.
'·
This right shall be ensured by the dev'1opment ~d
protection of state and public housin& ~istanc.. ,to .
co-operative and individual housebuilding, fair di.st-ri-.
bution under public control of housing, relative to
the imPlementation of the housing programme; . and
likewise by low rent.
i
Artiele 45. Citi!llens of the U.S.S.R. ShaU have

th~

right illo ed~
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!~"fMi-'ffght tliall be-~:red by free: education

i~els/l:tniversareoq}puls0ry secondary education

at

an

of the

. youth, extensive de-V.lopment of vocation!l1. secondary
~ia~d and higher ed.ucation linked to life and
~uctl.~n;
development of education by cor~nce and evening education; provision by the
- sta~ .o.f scholarship grants and other benefits to pupils
aiid students; free issue of s_chool textbooks; the opp0rtunity .for iruitruction in schools in the mother
-tongue; development of the system of, professional
orientation and provision of conditions for the selfedutation of working people.

·sbau ·~

~ntee4 c000ittohs

pertormanee ·

of their statutory

Article 52. Freedom of conscieru:e, that is, the right
to profess any religion and perform religious rites or
not to profess any religion, and to ·conduct atheistic
propaganda, shall be recognized for all citizens of ·the
U.S.S.R. Incitement of hostility and hatred on religious grounds shall be prohibited. .
'
'!'he church in the U.S.S.R. shall be sePflrated from.
__ state, and the school from the church.
Article 53. The fam.i:ly shall be under the proteetioll
of the state.

<l'hia right shall be ensqred by public access to the
values of home and world culture preserved in state
~ _public repositories; development and balanced
dtMbution of cultural institutions in the country, and
07--~panding et1ltural exchanges with other countries.

Marriage shall be entered into with the free consent
of both parties; husband'and wife shall be compl•ielJ'
equal in their matrimonial relations.
-

:·'.-~~#ole_ 41. Cit-izens

of the U.S.S.R. shilll in accordthe aims of communist construction be
~-~~ freedom of scientific, technical and artistic
ctf:lati~~Ql'k. '!'his :freedom shall be ensured by exutnsiv_e sciel)titic ~search, promotion of inventions and
itU'lovations,a.nctdevelopment of the arts. The state
sb,aJl seeure the .due Material conditions for this, and
render support to voluntary .societies and creative
\lDions.

~;,with

··The rights .of authors, in'llentors and innovators shall
be protected by law.

.Aniele 48. Citizens of the U.S,S.R. si@lt have. tbe
ri1ht to take part in the administration of state and
~~ic ~fairs.

Citiztms of the U.S.S.R. shall elect and may be elect·
ed to. the Soviets of People's Deputies, shall take part
in discu5'fng and drafting legislative bills and decisions
at .• all-Union and local levels, in the work of stat.e
oraana, co-operative and other public organizations; in
~llinc tbeir activity, in administering production
..U· tbe affairs of work collectives, in meetingi held
CIJl!l·ib.e :residential principle.

'Arilcle ft. E\iery citizen ol the U.S.S.R. shall have
the right to submit to state organs and public organizatlons proposals for improving their activity, to critidz. · •herteomings in their work. Officials shall be
obliged Within terms established by law to examine
proposals and requesis of citizens, to reply to them and
take due action.
-P~se~ution for criticism shall be prohibited.
Ariiele 50. In oon.formity with the interests of the
working people and for the purpose of strengthening
t~ socialist system, citizens of the U.S.S.R. shall be
guaranteed freedom of speech, press, assembly, meetingi;, street processions and demonstrations. Exercise
of these political freedoms shall be ensured by putting
' at the disposal of the working people and their organi#t!ons dt public buildings, streets and squares,
bi'oad di$1emination of information, and the opportunity for using the press, television and radio.

",

·ornn~tkn'd

;;-Aritcle '6. Citizens of the U.S.S.R. shall have the
right to enjoy the achievements of culture.

. ;:,/_;:,>: ;

"-

l>Ubuc

for the successful
functiont.

Article 51. In conformity wiith the aims of building
communism citizens of the U.S.S.R. shall have the
right to unite in public organizations facilitating develQt!J:nent of their political activity and initiative, ~
satisfaction of their diverse interests.
- ·
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The state shall -aid the :family by ensliring and
developing an extensive network o:f child-care institu,;.
tions, organizing and improving the community serviC-. :'
and public catering, and by provision of allowanca
and benefits to families with many children, and b7
paying an allowance for the birth of a child.
·
Article 54. Citizens of the U.S.S.R. shall be ~...
teed inviolability of the person. No person shall bes~b-'
jected to arrest other than by decision of a c0urt ot
law, or with the sanction of a prosecutor.
Article 55. Citizens of the U.S.S.R. llhall be guaran·
teed inviolability of the h9me. No person shall wjthout
lia.wful grounds enter a home against the will. Qf tile
persons ·residing in it.
·
-

Article 56. The priivacy ot. ciltizens, .of oorreepollden.oe, telephOne conversations 8Ad 1elegnlp)aic ~·
es shall be- prot.eoted by law.
Arilete 57. I(~ for 4be individual,. ~ of'
the rights and heedoins of Soviet cltil!J61UI shall be
the duty of all atatia araians, public organizatiOblt Ud
officiak.
Ciitizem Of the U.8.8.JL at.u. have it.be rieht to le-'
protectibn ag&Ulst attempts on their life and imPinPments on th~ir health, property and personal freedom,·
honour and dignity.
Article 58. Citi7.etlS of the U.S.S.R. shall have tbe
right to lodge complaints against actions of officlalS
with state organs and public organizations. These
complain.ts shall be examined in the manner and
within tenns defined by law.
Actions of officiiaas performed i-n vdolation of '1ia
law, over and above the powers ~ted in them, im·
pinging on the rights o:f citizens, may be ref•rred to a
oour.t of Jaw in the manner defiined by Jiaw.

Ci-ti!Zens of the U.S.S.R. shall heve the right to -compensation for damage inflicted by unlawful actions of
state instiitutions and public orga.nlizations, and like•
wise by officials in the performance of their duties,
in the manner liillld within limits defined by law.

Article 59. -.Exercise of rights and freedoms shall .be
inseparable frun the performaooe by Citizens o' theil'
duties.
Citizens of the u.s.s.R. shall be ob],jged t.o observe
the Constl!tution of the U.S.S.R., Soviet 14lw.s, to r•l*Ct
the ·ruleB e>t socialist beha.Vd()ur, to bea-r '1rtth - 4ilhl1Y the high calling of citilzen of the U.S.S.R.
·

"

I

'

Article 60. It shall be the quty ot and a m~tter Qf
honour for every able-bodied citizel'l ot th~ U.S.S.R. w
work cor.scientiously in hlS chosen socially useful occupation, and strictly to ob.Serve labour and production discipline.
' Article 61. The 'citizen o{ the U.S.S.R. shall be obliged
to safeguard and. fortify socialist property. It shall be
the duty of the citizen of the U.S.S.R. to combat theft
and dissipation of state and public property.
Persons encroaching on socialist property shall be
punishable by law.
Article 62. The citizen of the U.S.S.R. shall be obliged to safeguard the interests of the Soviet state, to
contribute to the strengthen<ing of i,ts might and prestige.
Defence of the Socialist Motherland shall be the
sacred duty of every citizen of the U.S.S;R.
High treason sha.11 be the gravest cr-ime against the
people.
Article 63. Military service in the Armed Forces of
the U.S.S.R. shall be the honoureble duty, pf Soviet
citizens.
Article 64. It shall be the ·duty of every citizen
of the U.S.S.R. to respect the nati<>nal dignity of other
citizens, to fortify the friendship of the nations and
nationalities of the Soviet multinational state.
Article 65. The citizen of the U.S.S.R. shall be obliged
to respect the rights and lawful intere.sts of other persons, to be intolerant of anti-social behaviour, to contribute in every way to the maintenance of public
order.
Article 66. Citizens of the U.S.S;R. shaU be obliged
to devote themselves to the upbringing of their children, to prepare them for socially useful labour, to raise
worthy members of the socialist society.
Article 67. Citizens of the U.S.S.R. shall be obldged
to protect nature, to safeguard its riches.
Concern for the preservation of historicaa monuments and other cultural values shaU be the duty of
ci:tizenS of the U.S.S.R.
.Article 68. It shall be the internationalist duty of
citizens of the U.S.S.R. to further tile development of
friendship and co-operation with peoples of other
countries, the maintenance and consolidation of world
peace.
.

Ill. THE NATIONAL AND STATE
STRUCTURE OF THE ·U.S.S.R.
Chapter 8.

THE U.S.S.R. - A FEDERAL STATE
Article. 69. The Union of Soviet SodaList Republics
is an integral federal multinational state formed on
the basis of-the free self-determination of nations and
the voluntary union of equal Soviet Socialist Republics.
·The U.S.S.R. embodies the state unity of the. Soviet
people and brings all the nations and nationalities together for the joint building of communlism.
.~o

Article 70. In the Union of Soviet Socialist Reputilics
there shall be united:
·
··
Russi•an.-SQ'Viet Feder.ative 'Socla1Let .Rep.Ublic, '~- ·'
Ukrainian Sovieit Sociillist RepubUc,
Byelorussian Soviet' Socialist Republi:C,
Uzbek Soviet Socialist Repuolic,
Kazakh Soviet Socialist Republic,
Georgjan Soviet Socfalist Repu.blic,
Azerbaijan Soviet· Socialist Republic,
Lithuanian· Soviet Socialist Republic,
Moldavian Soviet Socialist Republic,
Latvian .S@viet So¢falist RepubHc,
Kirghiz Soviet So'cial!st.Republic,
Tajik Soviet SocialiS't Republic,
.,.,.• .... !'
Armenian Soviet Socialist Republic,
Turkmen Soviet Socialist Republic,
Estonian Soviet Soeiali.st Republic.
· ArtiCle · 11.' Every Union· Republic shall retain
right tree1Y ·to secede fi'()'Ql the U,S.S.R.
Article 72. ,The juriisdiction of the Union of Sovie't
Socuilist Republics, as represented by its higher orga~
. of state power and administration, shall extend to~
1) admission of new. Republics to the U.S.S:R.; ap.-.
proval of the formation of new Autonomous Republfc9
and Autonomous Regions within Union Republics;
·
· 2) determination
of the state boundaries of'"the·
U.S.S.R. and ·approval Of changes of. the boundaries
between Union Republics;
3) definition of general principles of the organization'
and 'functiorii.ng of republican and local organs of. state,'
pbwer an.d ad'inin<istration'; ·
·
.4) establish~ent of uniform.itY of legislative regula·.
tion throughout the territory of the U.S.S.R. and defh·
nition of the Rrincipfos of legislation of the Union ,-0i
Soviet S9ci~~~ Republics and the Union Republics; : :
5) pursuance of an integral social
and economic
polrcy, ahd administration of the country's econarny;
determination 6f the main: directions of scientific and·•·
technical ·progress; drafting and approval of plans of'
economic, soeial and cultural development '.'in ·the•'
U.S.S.R, and approval of reports on their fttifiltnent;'
6) drafting. and endorsement o-f the consolidated·
state budget of .the U.S.S.R.; and approval of the rep~rt ,.
on its execution; direction of the uniform monetary
an<l" credit .system; enactrnent . of taxes and. other re-·.·
venues that go to the Union, Republican and locai .
.budgets;.· determination of .the price and wage policy;
· 7) administration of branches of· the economy, as.. ,
sociations 'and· enterprises under all-Union jurisdiction;
general guidance of industries, associ~tions and enter..
prises under· Union-Republican juris~ction;
8) issues of war and peace, defence· of sovereignty; 0
.. proteC:tiorr
the staite frontiers and territory of the
U.S.S.R.; orgartizati<m of defence, direction 6f the·•
Armed· Forces;
"9). state ~curity;
10) representaJfon of the U.S.S.R. in international
relations; relations Qf. the U$S.R .. with foreign states
and international organizations; estl;lbUshment. of a ·
uniform procedure for and co-ordination of the rela. tions of the Union Republics with foreign states. and
international organizations; foreign trade on the basis
of state m,on{}poly;
. . 11) control over the· observance of the Constitution
of the: U.S.S.R;,,and the conformity' of the Constitutions.
. H.EW TIMES
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of the Union- Republics with the Constitution of the
U.S.S.R.;
12) other m~ttens of. all-Union importance.
Article 73. The laws of the U.S.S.R. shall have the
same force on the territory of all the Union Republics. Iri the event of a discrepancy between a law of a
Union Republic and an all-Union law, the law of the
U.S.S.R. shall prevail.
Article 74. The territory of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics shall be integral and comprise the
territories of the Union Republics.
- The sovereignty of the U.S.S.R. shall prevail throughoutits territory.
·

Ch a pt er 9.

UNION SOVIET SOCIALIST
REPUBLIC
Article 75. A Union Republic is a Soviet socialist
state that has united with other Soviet Repub1ics. in
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Outside the spheres defined in Article 72 of the
Constitution of the U.S.S.R., a Union :Etepublic shall
exercise s·tat.e authority independently in· its territory.
A Union Republic shall have its own Constitution
drawn up in conformity with the Constitution of the
U.S.S.R. with due account of the specific features of
the Republic.
Article 76. A Union Republic shall participate in the
decision of matters within the jurisdiction of the Union
of Soviet Sociialist Republics in the Supreme Soviet
of the U.S.S.R., the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet
. of the U.S.S.R., the Government of the U.S.S.R. and
other organs of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
A Union Republic shall facilitate the implementation
of the powers of the U.S.S.R. in its territory and carry
out the decisioil.IS of the organs of sta-te power and
' " ~dministration of the U.S.S.R.
Article 77. The territory of a Union Republic shall
not be altered without its consent. The boundaries between Union Republics may be changed by mutual
agreement between the Republics concerned and shall
be subject to approval by the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics.
·
Article 78. A Union Republic shall determine its f:erriitOrial, regional, area and district division and''decide ·
other matters relating to its administrative-territorial
structure.
· ··
Article 79. A Union Republic shall have the'; ri'.ghf
to enter into relations with foreign sta.tes, conclude
treaties with them, exchange diplomatic and cOtl~lar
representatives, and participate in the.;work .of international organizations.
Article 80. The sovereign rights of the Union Republ;cs shal.l be safeguarded by the Union of. sO.vi~t Sociailist R7publics.

Ch apter 10.

AUTONOMOUS sovi1-Ei'
SOCIALIST REPUBLIC
Attlcle 81. An Autonomous Republic' shall ~ ~rt
of ahini.on Republic.
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OutSide the spheres covered by. the. te:rt?l$ of reference of the Union· of Soviet Soeialist' Republic~ and
the ·union Republic an Autonomous Republic shall independently deal with matters that come within its
jurisdiction.
· - .
. .
·...
•
·
An Autonqmous Republic shall have its b~n Corui,ti- ..· .
tution drawn up in accordance with the Constitutions
of the {J.:;i.S.R. and the· Uni<m Republic with due ac- .
count of the specific features Qf the Autonomous Re-,
public. ·
. '
..
Article 82. An Autonomous Republic shall participate in the decision of matters within the juristlit:ticin
of the U.S.S.R. and the Union Republic through the
higher organs of state power and administration of
the U.S.$.R.· apd .the Union Republic, respectively;
An Autonomous Republic shali facilitate· the exercise
of the authority of the U.S.S.R. and the Union Retmb;.
lie in its territory and carry out the decisions of the
organs of state power and administration · of ·the ·
· U.S.S.R. and the Union Repubiic.
·
Article 83. The territory of an Autonomous Repu.b,lie · ·
shall not be altered without its consent.
Article 84. 'The Russian Soviet Federative Socialist
Republic shall · include the following Autonomous' ·.
Soviet Socialist Republics: Bashkir, Buryat, Daghe• •
stan, Kabardinian-Balkar, Kalmyk, Karelian, Komi·,
Mari, Mordovian, North Ossetian, Tatar, Tuva, Udmurt~ · · ·
Checheno-Ingush, Chuvash and Yakut.
"
The Uzbek ·Soviet Socialist Republic shall include · .
the·Karakalpak Autonomous Soviet Soci<11ist Repiib~C.·..
The Georgian Soviet Socialist Republic shall include· · ·
the Abkhazian and Ajarian Autonomous Soviet SOci:a;. · :;:
list Republics .
The Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republi\: : shall
include the Nakhichevan Autonomous Soviet Socialist
Republic.
·
·

Chapter

,.

u.

.. AUT'ONOMOUS REGION
AND
AUTONOMOUS - AREA
-_,...
•,.;;

:_:.·•

.

·ArUcl• 8$;·.kn· Autonomous

Region shall .be part

~:f

a: Union Republic; The law on· an 'Autonomous- Region
shall be passed by the Supreme Soviet of the Union
Republic upon· presentation by the Soviet. of People;s. 1
Deputies of the· Autonomous Region.
. ,:
Article 86. The Russian Soviet Federative Socialist·"·
Republic shall lnclude the following ·Autonomous
Regions; Adygei, Gorno-Altai, Jewish, Karachai• · "'
Circassian and Khakass.
·The .(}eorgiari Soviet Socialist Republic shall includ!l
the. Soutn O:Ssetian Autonomous Region.
· . ·
·;. , - ...
The Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic shall
· incl1,1de'"the. Nagorno-Karabakh Autonomous Region.:.
-

Th~;1'ajik S~viet SOcialist Republic. shall
the Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Region.

incl~de
·

:_ ~itt~fe ~7~ A.n-Aut~nomous Mea s~all be. part of~
territory: or':.region. The Statute for A1.1tonomous
Regions i§~J~)¥k,app~ved by· the Supreme Soviet of
the Union Republic.

·

-

.~

•... ,J

_..;t

;·,,>', ,:_ ':'
- ~--1
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·tY. ·.SOVIETS OF PEOPLE'S l>E.PUTIES
AND THE PROCEDURE
OF THEIR ELECTION
Chapter 12.

SYSTEM AND PRINCIPLES
Of THE WORK
OF SOVIETS OF PEOPLE'S
DEPUTIES
Article 88. The Soviets of People's Deputies-the
Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R., the Supreme Soviets
~f-:tbe Union Republics, the Supreme Soviets . of the
· Autonomous Republics, the Territorial and Regional
Swjets of People's Deputies, the Soviets of People's
Dep1,1,ties of Autonomous Regions and Autonomous
Areas; and the city, district, city district, township
8n,d:. village Soviets of People's Deputies-shall
~pri~ an integral system of organs of state power.
Article 89. The term of office of the Supreme Soviet
Ofc:the U.S.S.R., the Supreme Soviets of the Union
. lli?publics and the Supreme Soviets of the Autonomous
• Republics shall be five years.
. The term of office of the Territorial and Regional
s:oVietS of People's Deputies, of the Soviets of People's
·.·., Dep1ltres of Autonomous Regions and Autonomous
Areas, and of city, district, city district, township and
village Soviets of People's Deputies shall be, two and
· a,)\y_lf years.
The date of elections to Soviets of People's Deputies
shall .be set not later than two months before the
e;iWiry of the term of office of the Soviets concerned.
:: 'Jbtfole 98. The most important matters within the
jlitisdietion of the respective Soviets of People's
™i?uti~s · shall be considered and settled at their
si"~ings;

· SO\tiets of People's Deputies shall form executive,
adiriinistrative and other organs accountable to them,
arta' elect standing commissions.
.;·Adicle 91. Soviets of People's Deputies shall form
organs of people's control combining state control with
public control by the working people at ent.erprises,
· coll~tive farms, institutions and organizations.
'-ihe organs of people's contml shall exercise contr<il over tlie fulfilment of state plans and assignments,
cotn.bat violations of state discipline, manifestations
of· :I parochialism, narrow departmenrtal
a tti tu des,
miimanagement,
wastefulness,
red
tape
and
bureaucracy, and help to improve the work of the
stiite''appai:atus.
,:;

;-;

,. The p.rocedur.e for setting up organs of people's
, conp-oi-and their functions shall be defined by law.
Article 92. Directly or through the organs set up by
them the Soviets of People's Deputies shall administer
all; spheres of state, economic, social and cultural developm.~nt, .pass decisions, and ensure and control the
execution of these decisions.
Al.'..

Arttcle 93, Soviets of People~s ~puties ·shall !une-tion on the ·basis of collective, free and const)'.'u~tiV'e
discussion and solution of questions, publicity; .and
regular account.ability of the executive and administra.•
tive organs, and of other organs set up by the soviets
to the Soviets and the population, with the bro<id
enlistment of citizens in their work.

Chapter 13.

ELECTORAL SYSTEM
Article 94. Elections of deputies to all Soviets of
People's Deputies shall be held on the basis of universal, equal and direct suffrage by secret ballo't.
Article 95. Elections of deputies shall be universal;
all citizens of the U.S.S.R. who have reached the age
of 18 shall have the right to elect and be elected, with
the exception of persons who have been legally
certified insane.
Article 96. Elections of deputies shall be equal; each
citizen shall have one vote; all citizens shall participate
in elections on equal terms.
Article 97. Elections of deputies shall be direct;
deputies to all Soviets of People's Deputies shall be·
elected by citizens by direct vote.
Article 98. Voting at elections of deputies shall.be
secret; control over the expression of the will of voters
shall be precluded.
. Article 99. The right to nominate candidates for
the election shall be exercised by organizations of the·
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, the trade
unions, the All-Union Leninist Young Communist·
League, the co-operative and other public organizations, and by work collectives.
Citizens of the U.S.S.R. and public organizations
shall be guaranteed free and all-sided discussion of the:
political, professional and personal qualities of' the
candidates standing for election, and also the right of
campaigning at meetings, in the press, and by television
and radio.
·
· ?;;
Article 100. Deputies to Soviets of People's Depµties
shall be elected by .constituencies. The conduct ;&(~
elections to Soviets shall be ensured by electoral
commissions consisting of representatives of public
organizations and work collectives.

The procedure for elections to Soviets of People's
Deputies shall be defined by law.

Ch a pt er 14..

PEOPLE'S DEPUTY
Article 101. Deputies shall be authorized representa-:: .:
tives of the people in the Soviets of People's DeputieS:. '
By participating in the work of the Soviets,
deputies shall resolve matters related to state, econom..01>
ic, social and cultural development, organize the-.t
execution of the decisions of the Soviets, and exercise,\
control over the work of state organs, enterprises, e
institutions and organizations.
;.·,
In their work deputies shall be guided by s1Jafe_f
interests, take the requirements of the population::of>\
their constituency into account and secure the ill'lP~"
mentation of the mandates of the constituents.
' . D?
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·A:tiiele 102. t)eputies shall exercfae their powers
· Without- discontinuing work in their trade or pro·fession.
. During the period of sittings of the Soviet and also
{<ir)he exercise of the powers of deputy in other cases
provided for by the law, deputies shall be released
fr<»:n their duties in their trade or profession with the
preservation of their average earnings at the place of
permanent work.
Article 103. A deputy shall have the right to
address an inquiry to the appropriate state organs and
officials, who shall be obliged to reply to the inquiry·
a session of the Soviet.

,at

Deputies shall have the right to address an inquiry
to any state or public organ, enterprise, institution or
organiza,tion on questions within their terms of
reference as deputies and take part in considering the
questions raised by them. The heads of the respective
· ~te or public organs, enterprises, institutions or
·orga11izati-0ns shall be obliged to receive deputies
WithOut delay and consider their recommendations
within the period established by law.
Article 104. Deputies shall be assured conditions
for the unhindered and effective exercise of their
rights and duties.
- The immunity of deputies, as well as other guaran-

tees of their functions as deputies, shall be defined in
the Law on the Status of Deputies and other legisla'tion of the U.S.S.R. and of the Union and Autonomous
Republics.
. Article 105. Deputies shall report to their constituents on their work and on the work of the Soviet.
Deputies who have not justified the trust of constituents may be recalled at any time by decision of the
r;iajority of constituents in accordance with the
procedu~ established by law.

V~

HIGHER ORGANS OF STATE POWER
AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE U.S.S.R.

Laws of the U.S.S.l\. Shall be e~acted soleb' ·by f.he

Supr~me Soyiet of the U.S.S.R.

·
Article 107. The Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.:R:
shall consist of two chambers: the Soviet, of the Union
and the Soviet of Nationalities.
The two chai;nbers of the Supreme S9viet of the
U.S.S.R. shall have equal rights.
Article 108. The Soviet of the Union and the Soviet
of Nationalities shall have an equal number of
deputies.
The Soviet of the Union shall be elected by constituencies with equal populations.
The Soviet of Nationalities shall be elected on the
basis of the following quotas: 32 deputies from each
Union Republic, 11 deputies from each Autonomous
Republic, 5 deputies from each Autonomous Region
and one deputy from each Autonomous Area.
Upon representation by the credentials commissions
elected by them the Soviet of the Union and the Soviet·
of Nationalities shall recognize the credentials of
deputies, or, in cases where the election law has- been
violated, find the election of individual depatie•
invalid.
Article 109. Each chamber of the Supreme Soviet or:
the U.S.S.R. shall elect its Chairman and four ViceChairmen.
The Chairmen of the Soviet of the Union and t~
Soviet of Nationalities shall preside over sittings of
the respective chambers and have charge of their
proceedings. '
·
..
Joint plenary sittings of the chambers - of ·,the
Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. shall be presided over
alternately by the Chairmen of the Soviet of the Union
and the Soviet of Nationalities.
·
Article 110. Sessions of the Supreme Soviet of the
U.S.S.R, shall be convened twict! a year.
Extraordinary sessions shall be convened by the·
Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. at its
discretion or on the recommendation of not less than
one-third of the deputies of one of the chambers, and
likewise at the bidding of one of the Union Republi"8.

SUPREME SOVIET OF THE U.S.S.R.

A session of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.Jt.
shall consist of separate and joint plenary. sittings of
the chambers, and also of sittings of the standing'
commissions of the chambers or commissions of the:
Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. held during the session.
A session is o:Pened and closed at plenary sittings of
the chambers.
·
,

Article 106. The Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.
shall be the highest organ of state power in the U.S.S.R.

The Soviet of the Union and the Soviet of Nationalities shall open and close their sessions simuitaneously.

The Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. shall be
empowered to deal with all matters placed within the
jurisdiction of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
by- the present Constitution.

Article 111. The right to initiate legislation in. t~
Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. shall be exercised. by,.
the Soviet of the Union and the Soviet of Nationalities,
the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.•:
the Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R., the Union
Republics represented by their higher organs of.. state..
power. the commissions of the Supreme Soviet of the
U.S.S.R. and the standing commissions -of its chambers,
deputies of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R., the
Supreme Court of the U.S.S.R., and tne Prosecutor·
General of the U.S.S.R.

Chapter 15.

:;The adoption of the Constitution of the U.S.S.R.
and amendments to it, the admission of new Republics
to the U.S.S.R., approval of the formation of new
A\ltonomous Republics and Autonomous Regions,
ei;i.dorsement of state plans of economic, social and
cultural dev2lopment and of the state budget of the
U..S.S.R. <:n-1 of the reports of their execution, and the
{drmation of organs of the U.S.S.R. accountable to it
sh!}l'l be the exclusive competence of the Supreme
Soyiet 6f the U.S.S.R.
24. 17
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The right to initiate legislation shall be enjoyed
also by mass public organizations represented by their
all-Union organs.
'

Article 112. After a draft law has been i'e'Oated at
sittings of the chambers it may be referred for
examination to one or several commissions. The
chambers shall also have the right to debate and vote
on a draft law without referring it to a commission.
Laws of the U.S.S.R., decisions and other acts of the
Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. shall be adopted at
$eparate or joint sittings of the chambers.
A law of the U.S.S.R. shall be deemed enacted if
passed by both chambers of the Supreme Soviet of the
U.S.S.R. by a simple majority vote in each.
By decision of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.
or the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.
adopted on their initiative or on the recommendation
of a Union Republic, draft laws of the U.S.S.R. may be
submitted for discussion by the whole people, and
likewise put to a vote (referendum) by the whole
people.
Article 113. In the event of disagreement between
the Soviet of the Union and the Soviet of Nationalities,
the question at issue shall be referred for settlement
to a conciliation commission formed by the chambers
~ a parity basis, following which the question shall
Qe considered for a second time by the Soviet of the
Union and the Soviet of Nationalities at a joint sitting.
Article 114. Laws of the U.S.S.R., decisions and
other acts of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. shall
be published in the languages of the Union Republics
over the signatures of the President and Secretary or
the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.
,Article 115. A deputy of the Supreme Soviet of the
U.S.S.R. shall have the right to address an inquiry to
tlae Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R., to Ministers
and heads of other organs formed by the Supreme
Soviet of the U.S.S.R. The Council of Ministers of the
U.S.S.R. or the official to whom the inquiry is
addressed shall be obliged to give a verbal or written
reply at a session of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.
not later than in three days.
Article 116. A deputy of the Supreme Soviet of the
U.S.S.R. may not be
prosecuted,
arrested or
administratively penalized by a court order without
the authorization ·of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.
or, between its sessions, without the authorization of
the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.
Article 117. The Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. at
a. joint sitting of the- two chambers shall elect the
Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R., the
c0ntinuously functioning organ of the Supreme Soviet
of the U.S.S.R. accountable to it in all its activities.
Article 118. The Presidium of the Supreme Soviet
of the U.S.S.R. shall be elected from among deputies
and shall consist of a President, a First Vice-President, 15 Vice-Presidents, i.e., one from each Union
Republic, a Secretary of the Presidi,um and 21
members of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of
the U.S.S.R.
Article 119. The Presidium of the Supreme Soviet
of the U.S.S:R. shall:
1) convene sessions of the Supreme Soviet of
the U.S.S.R.;
· 2) co-ordinate the work of the standing commissions
of the chambers of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.;
3) exercise control over the observance of the
Constitution of the U.S.S.R. and ensure conformity of
the Constitutions qf the Union Republics with the
C9nsti1ution of the U.S.S.R.;·
·
44:

4) interpret the laws of the U.S.S.R.;
ratify and denounce international treaties of the
U.S.S.R.;
6) revoke decisions and orders of the Council of
Ministers of the U.S.S.R. and the Councils of Ministers
of the Union Republics where they do not conform to
the law;
7) institute military titles, diplomatic ranks and
other special titles; confer the highest military titles,
diplomatic ranks and other special titles;
8) institute Orders and Medals of the U.S.S.R. and
titles of honour of the U.S.S.R.; award Orders and
Medals of the U.S.S.R.; confer titles of honour of
the U.S.S.R.;
9) admit to citizenship of the U.S.S.R., rule on questions of renunciation and deprivation of the citizenship
of the U.S.S.R., and on questions of granting asylum;
10) issue all-Union acts on amnesty and exercise
the right of pardon;
11) appoint or recall plenipotentiary representatives
of the U.S.S.R. in foreign countries and at international
organizations;
12) receive the letters of credence and recall of
diplomatic representatives of foreign states accredited
to it;
·
13) form the Council of Defence of the U.S.S.R. and
approve its composition; appoint and · remove the
supreme command of the Armed Forces of the U.S.S.R.;
14) proclaim martial law in separate localities or
throughout the country in the interests of the defence
of the U.S.S.R.;
'
15) order general or partial mobilizationi
16) between sessions of the Supreme Soviet of the
U.S.S.R., proclaim a state of war in the event of an·
armed attack on the U.S.S.R. or when necessary to,
fulfil international treaty obligations providing .for
mutual defence against aggression.
Article 120. Between sessions of the Supreme Soviet.
of the U.S.S.R. and subject to its endorsement at tm! ·
next session, the Presidium of the Supreme .Sovie.t
the U.S.S.R. shall:
· ·
1) introduce, when necessary, amendments in fue.
operating legislation of the U.S.S.R.;
. ·'
2) approve changes in the boundaries between
Union Republics;
3) on the proposal of the Council of Ministers ot
the U.S.S.R., form and abolish ministries of
U.S.S.R. and state committees of the U.S.S.R.;
. ,,,,
'4) on representation by the Chairman of the ,.
Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R., release and appoint.
individual members of the Council of Ministers 0.{'
the U.S.S.R.
Article 121. The Presidium of the Supreme Soviet ..
of the U.S.S.R. shall issue decrees and adopt decisions .. ·
Article 122. On the expiry of the term of i~ .~~
Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. the Presidium of th'.e
Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. shall retain its power~:·~
until the newly elected Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.·
has formed a new Presidium.
'~:·
The newly elected Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.r:
shall be convened by the outgoing Presidium of the
Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. not later than twor;,.
months after the elections.
· .rib,,
Article 123. The Soviet of the Union and the So'W~tt'CJ
of Nationalities shall elect from among the depqtietPH
standing commissions to consider and prepare <ffiO'.l
advance questions within the terms of reference of·theHtl
Supreme Soviet. of the U.S.S.R., and also to heYp
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Uriplemeht laws o( the U.S.S.R. and decisfons of the
Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. and its Presidium, and
tO exercise control over the work of state organs and
organiz3.tions.
·
The chambers of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.
may set up joint commissions on a parity basis.
Article 124. The Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.
shall exercise control over the work of all the state
organs accountable to it.
The Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. shall form a
. Committee of People's Control of the U.S.S.R. to head
the system of organs of people's control.
Article 125. When it deems necessary, the Supreme
Soviet of the U.S.S.R. shall set up inquiry, auditing
and other commissions on any question. All state
organs, institutions and officials shall fulfil the
prescriptions of these commissions and submit the
necessary materials and documents to them.
· Article 126. The procedure for the work of the·
Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. and its organs shall be
defined by the Regulations of the Supreme Soviet of
the U.S.S.R. and the laws of the U.S.S.R. enacted on
the basis of the Constitution of the U.S.S.R.

Chapter 16.

THE COUNCIL OF MINISTERS
OF THE U.S.S.R.
I'

'f

'r

f

~.
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Article 127. The Council
of
Ministers of the
ti':S.S.R.-the Government of the U.S.S.R.-shall be
. ttie highest executive and administrative organ of
state p0wer in the U.S.S.R.
Article 128. The Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R.
shall be formed by the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.
at':a joint sitting of the Soviet of the Union and the
S~viet of Nationalities and consist of: the Chairman of
the Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R., First ViceChairmen and Vice-Chairmen of the Council of
Mihisters of the U.S.S.R., Ministers of the U.S.S.R.,
Chairmen of state committees of the U.S.S.R.
··:'the Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R. shall
in,clude the Chairmen of the Councils of Ministers of
Union· Republics by virtue of their office.
'•:By submission of the Chairman of the Council of
Ministers of the U.S.S.R., the Supreme Soviet of the
. U.S:S.R. may include in the Government of the U.S.S.R.
le.?ders of other organs
and
organizations of
the U.S.S.R.
Article 129. The Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R.
shall be responsible and account.able to the Supreme
Soviet of the U.S.S.R., or between sessions of the
SuJ)reme Soviet of the U.S.S.R., to the Presidium of the
Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. to which it is
accpimtable.
'rhe Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R. shall
regularly report on its work to the Supreme Soviet of
the"U.S.S.R.
':Article 130. The Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R.
shAH-be empowered to deal with all matters of state
administration that come within the jurisdiction of the
Un:ipn of Soviet Socialist Republics insofar as they do
not,. by force of the Constitution, come within the
competence of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. and
thetPresidium of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.
,~thin its terms of reference the Council of
M~isters of the U.S.S.R. shall:
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1) ensure guidance ·of the economic, social and
cultural development and implementation of a uniform,
policy in science and technology; draw up and carry
out measures in furtherance of the well-being and
culture of the people, to fortify the uniform monetary
and credit system, to secure a uniform price policy, to
ensure the organization of state insurance and a
uniform system of accounting and statistics; organize
the administration of industrial, building, and agricul~
tural enterprises and associations, transport and
communications, banks, and likewise of other organizations and institutions that come within all-Uniorl
jurisdiction;
2) draw up and submit to the Supreme Soviet of
the U.S.S.R. current and long-term state plans of
economic, social and cultural development . in the
U.S.S.R., and the state budget of the U.S.S.R.; carrY'
C>ut measures to execute the state plan and budget;
submit progress reports on the plan and budget to the
Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.;
3) carry out measures to safeguard the interests of
the state, to ensure protection of socialist property and
maintenance of public order, and to ensure and protect:
the rights of citizens;
4) take measures to ensure the security of the state;
5) exercise general guidance of the development of
the Armed Forces of the U.S.S.R., determine th-e
annual contingent of citizens to be called up for
military set-vice;
. 6) exercise general guidance in the sphere of relations with foreign states, foreign trade, economic,
scientific, technical and cultural co-operation of the
U.S.S.R. with other countries; take measures to ensure.
fulfilment of international treaties of the U.S.S.R.,
endorse and denounce intergovernmental international treaties.
Article 131. The Presidium of the· Council of
Ministers of the U.S.S.R., consisting of the Chairman-of the Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R. and the
First Vice-Chairmen and Vice-Chairmen of the Council
of Ministers of the U.S.S.R. shall function as a per•_
manent organ of the Council of Ministers · of the
U.S.S.R. for the purpose of dealing with matters_
related to the administration of the ~onomy and to.
other questions of state administration.
When necessary, the Council of Ministers of the
U.S.S.R. shall form committees, central administratioll$
and other departments of the Council of Ministers of
the U.S.S.R. for economic, social and cultural develop• ·
ment, and matters concerning defence.
·
Article 132. On~the basis and in pursuance of the
laws of the U.S.S.R. and the decrees of the Presidium
of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R., the Council of
Ministers of the U.S.S.R. shall issue decisions and
orders and verify their execution. The decisions and
orders of the Council of Ministers of the U.S;S.R.·
shall be binding for execution in the whole territory
of the U.S.S.R.
Article 133. In matters referred to the competenctt ·
of the U.S.S.R., the Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R.
shall have the right to halt execution of decisions an'd ·
orders. issued by the Councils of Ministers of' Union
Republics, rescind acts of -the ministries of theU.S.S.R.;
state committees of the U.S.S.R., and likewise of other
organs within its jurisdiction.
Article 134. The Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R.
shall co-ordinate and direct the work of all-Union and
Union-Republican ministries of the U.S.S.R., state'
4$

i;cmmittees of the U.S.S.R., ·and other organs within
~ts jurisdiction.
All-Union ministries and state committees of the
U.S.S.R. shall exercise · guidance of branches of
administration entrusted to them in the
whole
~rritory of the U.S.S.R. directly or through
organs
formed by them.
·
Union-Republican ministries of the U.S.S.R. and
state committees of the U.S.S.R. shall, as a rule, direct
branches of administration dntrusted to them through
the respective ministries and state committees of Union
Republics, and shall directly guide enterprises and
associations enumerated in the list endorsed by the
Pi-esidium of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.
Ministries of the U.S.S.R. and state committees of
the U.S.S.R. shall be responsible for the condition and
development of the branches of administration entrusted to them, issue acts within their terms of reference
the basis and in pursuance of the laws of the
tJ.S.S.R., decrees of the Presidium of the Supreme
Soviet of the U.S.S.R. and decisions and orders of the
COuncil of Ministers of the U.S.S.R., and' organize and
verify their execution.

on,

Article 135. The competence of

the

Council

of

· ?.finisters of the U.S.S.R. and its Presidium, the manner

of their activity, the

relationship between the Council
of Ministers of the U.S.S.R. and the ministries of the
U.S.S.R. and state committees of the U.S.S.R., and
likewise the list of all-Union and Union-Republican
ministries of the U.S.S.R. and state committees of the
tLS.S.R. shall be defined in the Law on the Council
of Ministers of the U.S.S.R.

YI. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF THE
STRUCTURE OF ORGANS OF STATE
·POWER AND ADMINISTRATION IN
UNION REPUBLICS
Ch apter 17.

HIGHER ORGANS OF STATE POWER
AND ADMINISTRATION
OF UNION REPUBLICS
Ariicle 136. The highest organ of state power of a
l;tnjon Republic shall be the Supreme Soviet of the
Union Republic.
The Supreme Soviet of a Union Republic shall be
empowered to deal with all matters referred to the
competence of the Union Republic in· the Constitution
of ·the U.S.S.R. and the Constitution of the _Union
:Republic.
Adoption of the Constitution of a Union Republic,
1ts'· 'amendment, endorsement of state plans of
economic, aocial, and cultural development, and
likewise of the state budget of the Union Republic,
~md formation of organs accountable to it, shall be

At.

within the· exclusive competence· ·of the Supre~
Soviet of the Union Republic.
Laws of the Union Republic shall be enacted solely
by ·the Supreme Soviet of the Union Republic.
Article 137. The Supreme Soviet of a Union
Republic shall elect the Presidium of the Supreme
Soviet of the Union 'Republic-a continuously function...:
ing organ of the Supreme Soviet of the Union Republic
accountable to it for all its· activity. The composition
and powers of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet·
of a Union Republic shall be defined in the Constitution of the Union Republic.
Article 138. The Supreme Soviet of a Union Repub~
lie shall form the Council of Ministers of the Union
Republic-the Government of the Union Republicwhich shall be the highest executive and administrative organ of state power in the Union Republfo. ·
The Council of Ministers of a Union Republic shall
be responsible and accountable to the Supreme Soviet
of the Union Republic, or, between sessions of the
Supreme Soviet, to the Presidium of the Supreme
Soviet of, the Union Republic
to which it is
accountable.
Article 139. The Council of Ministers of a Union
Republic shall issue decisions and orders on the basis
and in pursuance of the laws of the U.S.S.R. and· o'f
the Union Republic, decisions and orders of the
Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R., and organize and
verify their execution.
Article 140. The Council of Ministers of a Union
Republic shall have the right to halt execution of
decisions and orders of the Councils of Ministers of
Autonomous Republics, to rescind the decisions and
orders of the executive committees of territorial, ·
regional and city (cities under republican jurisdiction) .
Soviets of People's Deputies, Soviets of People's
Deputie,s of Autonomous Regions, and, in Union
Republics not divided into regions, of executive
commi·ttees of district and respective city Soviets o!
People's Deputies.
Article 141. The Council of Ministers of a Union , ·
Republic shall co-ordinate and direct the work. of
Union-Republican and Republican ministries and s'tate
committees of the Union Republic.
·
Union-Republican ministries and state committees
of a Union Republic shall direct
branches ··of
administration entrusted to them, and shall be
subordinate to both the Council of Ministers of the
Union Republic and to the respective Union-Repu ...
blican ministry of the U.S.S.R. or state committee o(
the U.S.S.R.
Republican ministries and state committees shall
direct the branches of administration entrusted to
them, and be subordinate to the Council of Ministers
of the Union Republic.
·"
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HIGHER ORGANS OF STATE POWER
AND ADMINISTRATION
OF AUTONOMOUS REPUBLICS'
Article 142. The highest organ of state power in .~
Autonomous Republic shall be the Supreme Soviet~
the Autonomous Republic.
Adoption of the Constitution of an Autonottious
Republic, its amendment, endorsement of state 'J)Iam
of economic, social and cultural development;' ·lind
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.: h~i.se of the state. budget of the Autonomous 1\e·
· public; and formation of organs accountable to it,
.abaJl .be witrun the exch1sive competence of the
Supreme Soviet of the Autonomous Republic.
Laws of the Autonomous Republic shall be enacted
solely by the Supreme Soviet of the Autonomous
~ei>ublic.

Article 143. The Supreme Soviet of an Autonomous
Republic shall elect the Presidium of the Supreme
Soviet of the Autonomous Republic and shall form the
Council of Ministers of the Autonomous Republic-the
Government of the Autonomous Republic.

AriicJe 149. Executive Committees o! local Soviets
of People's Deputies shall be directly accountable to
both the Soviet that elected them and to the higher
executive and administrative organ.

VII. JUSTICE, ARBITRATION AND
PROSECUTOR'S SUPERVISION
Chapter 20.

COURTS OF LAW AND ARBITRATION
Ch apter 19.

LOCAL ORGANS OF STATE
POWER AND ADMINISTRATION
Article 144. Respective Soviets of People's Deputies
shall be organs of state power in territories, regions,
Autonomous Regions, Autonomous Areas,
cities,
diStricts, city districts, townships, and rural communities.
Article 145. Local Soviets of People's Deputies shall
d_eal with all matters of local relevance ucting in the
interests of the state and the interests of citizens
residing in the territory of the Soviet, implement
'd,ecisions of higher state organs, and likewise take
part in the discussion of matters of Republican and
all-Union relevance and submit proposals on them.

f·
_,

Soviets of People's Deputies shall within their territory direct state, economic, social and cultural development; approve plans of economic, social and cultural
development and the local budget; exercise guidance
of state organs, enterprises, institutions and organiza, tions subordinated to them; ensure observance of laws,
inaintenance of state and public order, and the rights
· of citizens; help fortify the defence capacity of the
country.
Article 146. Within their terms of reference local
Soviets of People's Deputies shall exercise control over
observance of the law by enterprises, institutions and
organizations of higher subordination located in their
territory, co~ordinate and control their activity as
regards land use, protection of nature, building, production of consumer goods, social-cultural, community
and.other services rendered to the population.
Article 147. Local Soviets of People's Deputies
adopt decisions within their terms of reference under
the laws of the U.S.S.R. and of Union and Autonomous
Republics. Decisions of a local Soviet shall be binding
6h.-'all enterprises, institutions and organizations, and
likewise on officials and citizens, in its territory.
Article 148. Executive Committees elected by local
Soviets of People's Deputies from among their deputies
stiall be the executive and administrative organs of
lecal Soviets.
c..;~ecutive Committees shall report on their activity
fic>.c.the Soviets that elected th.em not less than once
!JnYcear.
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Article 150. In the U.S.S.R. justice shall be admirils.:.;
tered exclusively by courts of Jaw.
· · · ··
In the U.S.S.R. there shall be the Supreme Court -ot
the U.S.S.R., Supreme Courts of Union RepUbl.iC$l
Supreme Courts of Autonomous Republics, territorial~
regional and city courts, courts of autonoini:ru~
regions, courts of autonomous areas, district (city)
people's courts, and military tribunals in the Armed
Forces.
·'
Article 151. All courts in the U.S.S.R. shall be form ..
ed on the principle of electivity of judges and peopl~'S
assessors.
People's judges of district (city) people's courts shall
be elected by the citizens of the district (city) .on· -the
basis of universal, equal and direct suffrage .QY seere.t
ballot for a term of five years. People's asse~s o.f
district (city) people's courts shall be elected at general
meetings of, working people at places of work or resi•
dence by show of hands for a term of two and a half
years.
Higher courts shall be elected by .the re~tive
Soviets of People's Deputies for a term '0£ ".five y'ears.
Judges of military tribunals shall be- el~qt~dnl,?Y
the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of' t~ :J.f\$~
for a term of five years, and people's assessors by
general meetings of servicemen for a term of' -two ~d
a half years.
·. ·:· ',' ... , ··:Judges and people's assessors shall be responsible
and ac<rountahle to their electors or the organs that
elected thetn.
Article 152. The Supreme Court of the U.S.S.R. shall
be the highest judicial organ of the U.S.S.R. and shall
exercise supervision of the administration of justice by
courts of the U.S.S.R., and likewise courts of Union
Republics within terms of reference define<l .l:iy~ -Ia-!¥'.
The Supreme Cou:ti of the U.S.S.R. shall be elected
by the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. for a term of
five years and consist of the Chairman, Deputy Chairmen, Members and people's assessors. The Supreme
Court of the U.S.S.R. shall include the Chairrril!ri of
Supreme Courts of Union Republics by virtue of· theit
~~&

I

The organization of and conduct of business by the
Supreme Court of the U.S.S.R. shall be defined .in .the
Law on the Supreme Court of the U.S.S.R.
Article 153. Examination of civil and criminal eases
in all courts shall be collegial, and in courts .of tbe
first instance with the participation of people's assessors. In the administration of justice people's .assesso:r:a
shall have all the rights of a judge.
·
·
Article 154. Judges and people's assessors shall be
inde11endent and subject only to the law.

··.c

Article 155. Justice in the U.S.S.R. shall be admin~
istered ·on the principle of the equality of citizens
before the law and court.
Article 156. Legal proceedings in all coi:irts shall be
public. The hearing of cases in camera shall be allowed solely in cases defined by law with the observance
, of _all rules of judicial procedure.
Article 157. The defendant shall be guaranteed the
·-right of defence.
Article 158. Judicial proceedings -shall be conducted
in .the language of the Union or Autonomous Republic,
Autonomous Region or Autonomous Area, or in the
language spoken by the maj,ority of the population in
the locality. Persons participating in the proceedings
' not conversant with the language in which they are
conducted shall have the right fully to acquaint them, selves with the materials of the case, to participate in
· · court proceedings through an interpreter, and to address the court of law in their own language.
.·'
Article 159. No person shall be considered· guilty of
. .commission of a crime and .subjected to criminal
punishment other th.an by a verdict of the court and
i.n conformity with criminal law.
Article 160. For the purpose of rendering legal counsel to citizens and organizations there shall be col1egiums of lawyers. In cases provided· for by law legal
counsel to citizens shall be free of charge.
·
Article 161, Representatives of public organizations
and work collectives shall be allowed to take part in
: civil· and criminal· proceedings.
Article 162. Settlement of economic disputes between
· organizations, institutions and enterprises shall be
~-.entrusted to state organs of arbitration. The organization of and conduct of business by state organs of
arbitration shall be defined by law.
· · · Guidance and super,Jisioh of the activity of all
organs of arbitration shall be exercised by' the State
Court of Arbitration of the U.S.S.R. The Chief Arbiter
of the State Court of Arbitration· of the U.S.S.R. shall
' be appointed by the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. for
a term of five years.
·

~~-,:

Regions shall be appointed by the Proseci,1tor-General
of the ·u.S:S.R: Prosecutors of Autonomous Areas and
district and city prosecutors shall be appointed by
prosecutors of Union Republics and their appointment
endorsed by- the Prosecutor-General of the U.S.S.R.
Article 166. The term of office of the ProsecutorGeneral of the U.S.S.R. and all subordinate prosecutors
shall be five years.
Article 167. Organs of the Prosecutor's Office shall
exercise their powers independently from any and all
local organs, .and shaH be subordinate solely to the
Prcisecut'or-General of the u:s.S.R.
The 'organization of and conduct of business by the
organs of the Prosecutor's Office of the U.S.S.R. shall
be defined in the Law on Prosecutor's Supervision
in the U.S.S.R.

VIII. THE ARMS, FLAG, ANTHEM
AND CAPITAL OF THE U.S.S.R.
Article 168. The Arms of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics shall be a hammer and sickle against the
background of the globe depicted in the rays of the
sun and framed by ears of grain, with the inscription, "'Vorkers of All Countries, Unite!", in the
languages of the Union Republics. There shall be a
five~pointed .star at the top of the Arms.
Article 169, The State Flag of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics shall be a rectangular red cloth
with the depiction in the upper corner, beside the staff,
of a golden hammer and sickle and above it of a goldbordered red five-pointed star. The ratio of width to
length ofthe flag shall be 1:2.
Article 170. The State Anthem of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics shall be approved by the Presidium
of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.
Article 171. The city of Moscow shall be the Capital
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

Ch a pt er 21.
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. Article 163. Supreme supervisory power over the
precise and uniform execution . of laws , by all
··ministries, state committees and departments, enterprises, institutions and organizations, executive and
administrative organs of local Soviets of People's
Deput.ies, collective farms, co-operative and other
, public organizations, officials and citizens, shall be
· exercised by the Prosecutor-General of the U.S.S.R.
and prosecutors subordinate to him.
Article 164. The Prosecutor-General of the U.S.S.R.
· · sha11 be appointed by the · Supreme Soviet of the
U.S.S.R. and shall be respohsible and accountable to it,
·or, between sessions of the Supreme Soviet, to the
Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.- to
which he is accountable.
Article 165. Prosecutors of Union Republics, Autonomo1.1S Republics, territories, regions and Autonomous

IX. OPERATION AND
AMENDMENT OF THE CONSTITUTION
OF THE U.S.S.R.
Article 172, The Constitution of the U.S.S.R. shall
have supreme legal force. All laws and other acts of
state organs shall be issued on the basis of, and in
conformity with, the Constitution of the U.S.S.R.
· The Constitution of the U.S.S.R. shall be effective
from the time of its adoption.
Article 173. Amendment of the Constitution of .the
U.S.S.R. shall be by decision of the Supreme Soviet of
the U.S.S.R. adopted by a majority of not less than
two-thirds of the total number of deputies of eacb of
its .chambers. :.AJ.,A"· .....
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AEROFLOT
announces ihe inauguraiion of a new
iniernaiional iransailaniic line

MOSCOW-FRANKFORT ON THE MAIN- LISBON- HAVANA- MEXICO CITY

Mexico is the 78·th country with
which the Soviet Union is now
directly linked by air.

The comfortable ll-62M covers
the distance of 13,300 kilometres
in 16 hours (Hying time).

..

For delails app ly lo AEROFLOT or its
agenc ies.
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Schedule ( local lime)
Flight
SU·331
Thursday

Airport

Flight
SU-332
Saturday

/\

8.05
9.15
10.35
1.35
3.25
7.45
9.45
10.30

p .m.
p.m .
p .m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

Friday

dep .
arr.
dep .
arr.
dep .
arr.
dep .
arr.

Moscow
Frankfort on the
Main
Lisbon
Havana
Mexico City

Airport

Friday
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An international scientific conference on the Great
October Social ist Revolution and the National Liberation
Movement of the Peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America
took place in Baku, the capital of Soviet Azerbai jan, at the
end of May. It was atten ded by representatives of seventy
countries who dedicated it to the coming sixtieth anniversary
of ~he October Revolution.
Pho t o s: Opening session of the conference
Conference
participants
at the
monument to
26
Baku Commissars, courageous fighters for the cause of the
October Revolution brutally shot by British interventionists
in the trans- Caspian sands in September 1918
Baku
residents and foreign participants in the conference cordially
welcome Luis Corvalan, Genera l Secretary of the Chilean
Communist Party
A group of conference delegates at
the Fifty Years of the U.S.S.R. State Farm in the Kuba
District. Extreme left: Hawa Wane, Ch ief of the Cu ltural
and Social Co-operation Divi sion of the Mali Ministry of
Foreign Affairs; centre: !Laurent Radaody, Po:itical Bureau
Member of the Vanguard Party of the Malagasy Revo lution
(Madagasca r)
Conference participants in the Caspia n
Sea oil fiel ds operate d by the Se rebrovsky Oil and Gas
Adm ini stration.
Text and photos by Alexei Gostev and
Alexander Usvatov
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